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Abstract 

Since 2016, there have been several high-profile Canadian incidents that have linked 

members of the Canadian Armed Forces (CAF) to right-wing extremism (RWE) related 

activities. This increased public scrutiny came to a head with the revelation in the summer 

of 2019 that an active reservist, Master Corporal (MCpl) Patrik Mathews, had active ties 

to the white separatist movement, the Base. As a result, there have been concerted efforts 

by both CAF leadership and Canadian RWE scholars to better understand the breadth and 

depth of the relationship between RWE ideologies and certain members of the CAF. In this 

qualitative research, a thematic analysis of 15 semi-structured interviews with CAF 

personnel from across Canada was conducted to address the following three questions: 

How and why do Canadian soldiers become radicalized with RWE ideologies? How do 

RWE ideologies spread through the CAF and radicalize its members? And what are some 

of the social and environmental factors that may play a role in how Reservists may adopt 

RWE ideologies in comparison to Regular Force members? The interview data revealed 

three major findings that contribute to answering these questions including: RWE master 

narratives and collective identity/action as two important concepts regarding RWE 

radicalization among CAF personnel; RWE adherents and ideologies are more likely to be 

found within the Army (including Rangers Units) and Combat Arms within the CAF; and 

RWE adherents and ideologies are more likely to be found within Reservist Forces, when 

compared to Regular Forces. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

This research examines the presence, depth, and breadth of RWE in the CAF from 

1993 to 2020. The RWE movement in Canada espouses a racially, ethnically, and sexually 

defined form of ultra-nationalism that blends ideas of white supremacy with violent, 

exclusionary, and discriminatory ideologies (Perry & Scrivens, 2019, p. 5; 2016, p. 821; 

2015, p. 5). While there is no single unifying RWE ideology across all the diverse types of 

Canadian RWE movements, most right-wing extremists believe that state authorities have 

and exercise illegitimate power and are actively attempting to strip power and influence 

from white, heteronormative, Christian men. RWE in the CAF has been identified as an 

area of concern by academics and mainstream media given the high-profile links between 

some CAF members and active Canadian RWE groups (Thompson & Brewster, 2020, 

August 25; Perry & Scrivens, 2019; Thorpe, 2019 August 21). Although RWE beliefs and 

behaviors are an issue throughout the world (i.e., the 2020 Capitol Riot,1 the 2018 Toronto 

Van Attack,2 and the 2017 Québec City Mosque Shooting3) it has been infrequently and 

inadequately studied in Canada (Perry & Scrivens, 2015 & 2016). Furthermore, one area 

that remains completely ignored by the Canadian scholarly RWE literature is the 

relationship between RWE and the military (Thorpe, 2019, August 21).  

 

1 On January 6th, 2021 groups of people (some of which are members of RWE groups) stormed the U.S. 
capital to protest the end of Trumps Presidency. For more information see, The Visual Journalism Team 
(2021 January 7). 
2 On April 23rd, 2018, Alek Minassian drove a rental van along Younge Street in Toronto, Ontario, targeting 
pedestrians. Minassian struck and killed 10 people and injured 16 more. For more information see, Tait (2018, 
April 30).  
3 On January 29, 2017, Alexandre Bissonette entered a mosque in the Sainte-Foy neighbourhood of Quebec 
City, fatally shooting six worshippers and injuring five others. For more information see, Montpetit (2019 
April 25). 
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To begin examining and contributing to closing this persistent gap in knowledge in 

Canadian RWE research, a thematic analysis of 15, semi-structured interviews with CAF 

personnel from across Canada was conducted to address the following two primary 

research questions:  

(1) How and why do Canadian soldiers become radicalized with RWE ideologies? 

(2) How do RWE ideologies spread through the CAF and radicalize its members?  

During the gathering and analysis of qualitative interview data, one of the major themes 

that emerged was the ideological and operational differences between Regular and 

Reservist Force members.4 Therefore, this research also seeks to explore a third ancillary 

research question:  

(3) What are some of the social and environmental factors that may play a role in 

how Reservists may adopt RWE ideologies in comparison to Regular Force 

members? 

 
 Throughout the interview process, participants were asked about their personal 

direct and/or indirect experiences of RWE while serving in the CAF. This was meant to 

gain a deeper understanding of their perceptions of RWE in the CAF as well as an 

 

4 Reservists are only part-time members, meaning they are only subject to the CAF’s code of conduct for 
short periods at a time. In contrast, Regular Force personnel are full-time members are subject to the CAF’s 
code of conduct 24/7. Therefore, Reservists have more (un-supervised) leisure-time to engage in RWE 
activities than Regular force members. In addition, Reservists remain close to home and therefore, they 
remain under the influence of their hometown culture and the people within it whereas, Regular Force 
personnel tend to move away from home and cut ties with their hometown culture. This is insider knowledge 
shared with me during an interview conducted with a member of the CAF for the research project “Updating 
the Environmental Scan of Right-Wing Extremism in Canada.”  
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understanding for how they give meaning to or interpret their experiences. Conceptualizing 

these participant’s perceptions of their real-life experiences contributes to the literature 

with real-life experiences. Furthermore, some participants offered recommendations for 

CAF best practices to effectively deal with the issue of RWE. All these discussions are 

included in the findings and discussion chapters (see chapters 5 and 6).  

This thesis begins with a literature review of several relevant topics related to RWE 

in the CAF such as the Canadian RWE context; RWE in the CAF; dark networks and 

paramilitary groups; and the scholarly literature on radicalization. Next, the various applied 

sociological concepts and theories that are used to examine the research findings are briefly 

outlined, and include: re-socialization and cultural assimilation within the contexts of 

military and paramilitary culture; insights from social movements theory; as well as 

collective identity and personal identity that inform presentation and transformation of 

one’s self. In addition, the role of differential association in learning deviant behaviour; 

and radicalization explained through different factors and a social ecology model are 

important in the analysis of the findings from this research. Then, the research design and 

methodology (a thematic analysis of the interview data) are described, followed by 

discussion of the study limitations and ethical protocols. The interview findings are 

presented next, followed by a discussion of those findings and how they compare and/or 

differ from the literature. The discussion chapter begins by highlighting three key findings 

made up of important concepts and associated motivational factors of RWE radicalization 

within the CAF. Next, RWE is contextualized using Silverman’s (1998) historical, 

political, socio-cultural, and biographical sensitivities. A discussion of the participants’ 

recommendations for how the CAF can effectively respond to the issue of RWE follows.  
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Finally, the chapter concludes with a discussion of the study limitations and 

recommendations for future research. 
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Chapter 2: Literature Review 

This chapter contains a review of a variety of relevant research from the scholarly 

literature on: 1) RWE in Canada, with a focus on RWE in the CAF, 2) dark networks and 

paramilitary groups, and 3) RWE radicalization and the factors that influence it. 

 

2.1 Right-Wing Extremism 

The most current scholarly literature shows that the Canadian RWE movement is 

most often defined as a “racially, ethnically, and sexually defined nationalism.” (Perry & 

Scrivens, 2019, p. 5; 2016, p. 821; 2015, p. 5). The prevailing hallmark of this form of 

nationalism is the concept of ‘white power’, an identity-focused and masculine-

hierarchical ideology (Perry & Scrivens, 2018, p. 171) which is defined by xenophobic and 

exclusionary beliefs that are fueled by the perception of a variety of threats posed by groups 

such as non-Whites, Jews, immigrants, homosexuals, and feminists. Right-wing extremists 

believe that state authorities wield illegitimate power that places the interests of minority 

groups ahead of those of white men (Perry & Scrivens 2019, p. 5). Therefore, one of the 

primary aims of RWE groups is to preserve their white heritage by taking both an offensive 

(i.e., planning and/or strategizing an active and violent incident) and defensive (i.e., 

spreading propaganda, protesting, recruitment) stance against commonly perceived threats 

(Perry & Scrivens, 2019, p. 5; 2018, p. 171; 2016, p. 821). Like terrorist groups, RWE 

groups generally have a formalized structure and chain of command with access to material 

and financial resources to help facilitate their operations (Perry &Scrivens, 2019, p. 11; 

2016, pp. 822-823).  
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2.1.1 Right-Wing Extremism in Canada 

According to Perry and Scrivens (2016 p. 819), the modern incarnation of RWE in 

Canada dates to the early part of the 20th century. The 1940s through to the 1960s saw an 

increase in RWE activity due to anti-Semitism, major changes in Canada’s immigration 

laws, and the increase in unemployment and inflation (Barrett, 1989, p. 27; Kinsella, 1994, 

p. 350; Perry & Scrivens, 2019, pp. 24-25; 2016, p. 819; 2015, p. 13; Young & Craig, 1997, 

p. 177). These changes may explain young peoples’ appeal to neo-Nazi groups because 

they believe their futures have been “compromised or stolen by ‘outsiders’” (Young & 

Craig, 1997, p. 177).  Furthermore, Canadian citizens in urban areas experienced pent-up 

frustration and anxiety which led to the rise of neo-Nazi activity in the late 1970s (Perry & 

Scrivens, 2019, p. 25; 2016, p. 819). Right-wing extremists’ visibility also increased with 

the rise of the internet which provided an outlet for recruitment and lone-actor activity.5 

Websites and online communities allow connections to be made amongst individuals and 

groups and serve as venues to promote far-right ideologies (Back, 2002, pp. 635-636; Perry 

& Scrivens, 2019, pp. 15-16, 26; 2016, p. 819). 

Perry and Scrivens (2019, p. 30; 2016, p. 825; 2015, p. 18) state that neo-Nazism 

and white supremacy are the most common categories of RWE in Canada. Neo-Nazi 

groups began forming in urban areas in the United States and Canada during the 1970s 

 

5 Lone-actor activity refers to the actions of individuals who act independently from established terrorist (or 
extremist) organizations (Eby, 2012; Gill, 2015; Hofmann, 2020 p. 657; Spaaij, 2010). 
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(Perry & Scrivens, 2019, p. 25; 2016, p. 879; Young & Craig, 1997, p. 177). The people 

and groups who fall under these categories have anti-Semitic and racist ideologies that are 

“… traced to the theocratic principle of Christian Identity…” which claims that people of 

the white race are “… the direct descendants of Ancient Israel, and therefore God’s chosen 

people.” (Perry & Scrivens, 2019, p. 30; 2016, p. 825; 2015, p. 18). According to Perry and 

Scrivens (2015, pp. 18-20), some of the known neo-Nazi groups in Canada are:  

1) The World Church Creator (online) 

2) Blood and Honour 

3) The National Alliance (online) 

4) The Ku Klux Klan (KKK) 

5) Stormfront (online) (Perry & Scrivens, 2015, pp. 18-20).  

These groups believe that the white race is “superior to all others” (Perry & Scrivens, 2019, 

p. 31; 2015, p. 19) and that it is at the top of a “…[race] hierarchy, followed by the Jews 

and the ‘mud-people’ (i.e., people of colour).” (Perry & Scrivens, 2019, p. 32; 2015, p. 20). 

Lastly, these groups “seek to restore the white privilege that right-wing extremists claim 

has been lost.” (Perry & Scrivens, 2019, p. 32; 2015, p. 20).  

A more recent empirical examination of RWE in Canada focuses on RWE incidents 

in rural areas of Atlantic Canada. Atlantic Canada is more rural than the rest of the country 

and some RWE and/or paramilitary groups6 prefer rural and isolated communities 

 

6  Paramilitary or militia groups organize themselves (formally and informally) like the military and have a 
strong presence in militia movements. These groups are armed (i.e., weapons) and espouse an “anti-
government, conspiracy-oriented ideology.” (Anti-Defamation League, 2021a).  
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(Hofmann et. al., 2021, p.7; Kimmel & Ferber, 2009). Although there is no empirical 

explanation for their preference, it is argued that rural communities are conducive to 

developing RWE ideologies because they tend to build social solidarity based on 

uniformity (Hofmann et. al., 2021, p.7). Rural communities may see rapid social changes 

as threats to their way of life especially if these communities have not experienced long-

term demographic, economic, or social change. Such communities may possess deep-

rooted religious, cultural, and ethnic ideals (Hofmann et. al., 2021, p.7). 

In their recent scan of RWE incidents in Atlantic Canada, Hofmann et. al. (2021, 

p. 14) identify 156 unique RWE incidents recorded across Atlantic Canada. The majority 

of extremist activities in Atlantic Canada occur in Nova Scotia (~47% of incidents) and 

New Brunswick (~41% of incidents), the two most populous provinces in the region. 

Furthermore, property crime (i.e., vandalism meant to intimidate a targeted group) is the 

most frequent form of RWE incident in this region (~30% of incidents). Following property 

crime is protesting and rallying (~17% of incidents) regarding four different themes:  

1) Anti-immigration 

2) Anti-globalization 

3) Anti-government (focusing primarily on Prime Minister Justin Trudeau) 

4) Anti-indigenous 

Violent RWE crimes are relatively infrequent (~11% of cases) compared to other RWE 

crimes. The majority of the violent incidents are “isolated events of racially motivated 

violence against visible minorities where a component of the perpetrator(s) motivations 

[are] driven by right-wing extremist ideologies.” (Hofmann et. al., 2021, p. 14). 
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 Academic concern about RWE is relatively recent (Perry & Scrivens, 2015). The 

history and timeline of parallel movements (i.e., neo-Nazis, white supremacist groups, the 

KKK) mentioned above shows that there are longstanding roots of RWE movements in 

Canada. However, given historical tolerance for traditional and even biased worldviews in 

pre-WWII Canada, RWE has not always been viewed as a major problem in wider society.  

 

2.2. Right-Wing Extremism in the Canadian Armed Forces 

 Perry and Scrivens (2019, p. 73; 2015, p. 50) argue that there is a link between the 

far-right and the Canadian military. In fact, the presence of white supremacists within the 

ranks has been an issue for years (Friends of Simon Wiesenthal Center for Holocaust 

Studies, 2019, p. 16) and the issue continues to grow as more current and former CAF 

members are becoming involved with RWE groups (Perry & Scrivens, 2019, p. 73). One 

group in particular, La Meute, was founded by two former CAF personnel (Perry & 

Scrivens, 2019, p. 73). Another paramilitary group, the Three Percenters are known to have 

many members who are active and former military and law enforcement personnel (Perry 

& Scrivens, 2019, p. 154). The Three Percenters are one of the more dangerous RWE 

groups in Canada because of their paramilitary training (Hutter, 2018, May 10).  

In 2019, Defence Minister, Harjit Sajjan asked Canada’s military to investigate 

racism within the Forces following several high-profile incidents (Berthiaume, 2019, 

August 14). He also requested a report linking service members to RWE and hate groups. 

Sajjan states, “[w]e have had incidents that have popped up,” and “[w]e need to get a 

thorough look at what is happening and this is what it’s about. It’s about preventing these 

situations from happening in the first place.” (Berthiaume, 2019, August 14). He assures 
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the “effort to stamp out racism and discrimination in the military will be pursued with the 

same degree of focus and energy applied to Operation Honour.”7 (Brewster, 2020, 

December 17).  

General Jonathan J.H. Vance, the former Chief of the Defence Staff also 

commented on the issue stating, “we are at the beginning of a journey. We’re going to have 

to take steps appropriate to the enormity and the scale of the challenge to rid ourselves of 

anybody who acts on hateful conduct8 in the Armed Forces.” (CDS statement on extremism 

and hateful conduct in the Armed Forces, 2019, September 3). He adds, the CAF is “a 

serious institution that [does] serious things to protect Canadians, protect this country, 

[and] protect our way of life. We are not a place for sick hobbyists to practice their vile 

ideology, and we won’t stand for it.” (CDS statement on extremism and hateful conduct in 

the Armed Forces, 2019, September 3).  

 

2.2.1 A Timeline of Right-Wing Extremist Cases in the Canadian Armed Forces  

 The CAF is being scrutinized by scholars and the public for its increasing cases of 

RWE within its ranks (Friends of Simon Wiesenthal Center for Holocaust Studies, 2019, 

p.16). Several CAF members over the past two decades have been identified as having 

some form of affiliation with RWE groups and ideologies. A brief timeline is provided 

below. 

 

7 Operation Honour is a policy aimed at addressing issues of sexual misconduct within the CAF (Government 
of Canada, 2021a).  
8 The CAF enforced a Canadian Army Order (CAO) for hateful conduct applicable to all CAF personnel. 
The intent of the CAO is to eliminate racism, discrimination, and hateful conduct in the CAF. For more 
information see, Government of Canada (2020a). 
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 The Somalia Inquiry (1993 – 1995). In 1995 the Canadian Airborne Regiment 

was disbanded following an inquiry9 into the murder of Somali teenager Shidane Arone by 

two Canadian soldiers in 1993 (Friends of Simon Wiesenthal Center for Holocaust Studies, 

2019, p. 16). It was later discovered that a total of four Somali civilians died in the custody 

of the Regiment and five soldiers were investigated for connections to those deaths 

(Farnsworth, 1993, May 17). In addition, white-supremacist activity was reported at the 

Regiment’s home base CFB Petawawa (Ontario) (Friends of Simon Wiesenthal Center for 

Holocaust Studies, 2019, p. 16). One former Airborne soldier was giving paramilitary 

training to recruits of the Heritage Front – a neo-Nazi organization based in Toronto 

(Farnsworth, 1993, May 17). Furthermore, some Airborne members at CFB Petawawa 

wore tattoos of the letters W A R for White Aryan Resistance – a U.S. – based white 

supremacist / neo-Nazi group that moved to Toronto (Farnsworth, 1993, May 17; Friends 

of Simon Wiesenthal Center for Holocaust Studies, 2019, p. 16.) There was also a picture 

circulating the media of one of the soldiers, Private Matt McKay wearing a Hitler T-shirt 

standing below a swastika. McKay admitted he was a member of the Winnipeg Ku Klux 

Klan, but quit the group in 1991 (Farnsworth, 1993, May 17).  

Manitoba Reservist (2011). In 2011, Military police investigated a teenage 

reservist from Winnipeg, Manitoba who allegedly planned to attend a white-pride 

demonstration in Calgary, Alberta (Friends of Simon Wiesenthal Center for Holocaust 

 

9 In 1992 to 1993, the CAF contributed its military forces to UNITAF, “a United Nations-backed 
humanitarian mission” in Somalia. In 1993, Canadian soldiers from the now disbanded Airborne Regiment 
“tortured and killed a Somali teenager named Shidane Arone.” These acts damaged Canada’s international 
reputation and lead to a public inquiry revealing serious failures in the Regiment’s leadership at the highest 
levels. The inquiry led to reforms aimed at professionalizing the officer corps. For more information see, 
Foot (2019). 
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Studies, 2019, p.16). This reservist also expressed racist views in online posts (The 

Canadian Press, 2011, March 17). 

La Meute (2015). Two former members of the CAF, Éric Venne and Patrick 

Beaudry founded the group La Meute (The Wolf Pack) – a Québec anti-Islam/immigrant 

alt-right group (ICI Québec, n.d.; Friends of Simon Wiesenthal Center for Holocaust 

Studies, 2019, p.16). Venne and Beaudry believed Quebec was becoming “disconnected 

from its history and values,” in light of an influx of illegal immigration (ICI Québec, n.d.). 

To them, the increase in immigration posed a risk for a rise in radical Islamism. Radio 

Canada discovered 75 members of the group’s private Facebook group were CAF members 

(CBC, 2017 October 4; Friends of Simon Wiesenthal Center for Holocaust Studies, 2019, 

p.16). 

Iron March (2015 – 2017). Between 2015 and 2017, a series of chat posts were 

obtained from the now-defunct IronMarch, a fascist and neo-Nazi website that revealed 

CAF members in the conversations. The CAF members shared their views of the military 

and bragged about their membership. One member, under the username Nikolajević, 

bragged about “carrying knives to stab ‘commies’.” (Friends of Simon Wiesenthal Center 

for Holocaust Studies, 2019, p.16). This user also encouraged other Canadian members to 

join the CAF Reserves stating, “its [sic] fun, volunteer-only for deployments and they give 

you a solid 8K to get yourself educated.” (Friends of Simon Wiesenthal Center for 

Holocaust Studies, 2019, p.16; Lamoureux, 2018, October 22). Former Nova Scotia 

soldier, Brandon Cameron was also found on this platform as a member of the Atomwaffen 

Division – an American-based neo-Nazi group that now has a presence in Canada (Anti-

Defamation League 2021b; Simon Wiesenthal Center for Holocaust Studies, 2019, p.17). 
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Cameron used the pseudonym “Alba Nuadh,” meaning Nova Scotia and bragged about his 

military status while also posting prejudiced comments directed toward Black and Jewish 

people (Lamoureux & Makuch, 2018, August 2). Another CAF member, Boris Mihajlovic 

was also found on the platform under the pseudonym Moonlord, where he encouraged 

other Canadian members to join the reserves, stating, “[t]hey pay you to teach you the 

methods you need to destroy them.” (Rocha & Yates, 2019, December 4). Mihajlovic was 

released and then reinstated after he went through rehabilitation with Life After Hate (Yates 

& Rocha, 2020, July 29), but was then kicked out of the Navy in 2021 (The Canadian Press 

Staff, 2021, February 2). Other users on the platform talked about joining the CAF 

Reserves as a “low-commitment way to gain access to combat training and physical 

conditioning.” (Boutilier, 2018, October 23). 

Proud Boys (2017). On Canada Day in 2017, five CAF members (Braidyn Pollit, 

John Eldridge, David Eldridge, Erik Maurice, and Grant Gauchier) claiming to be Proud 

Boys – self-described “Western chauvinists” whose ideologies are in line with white 

nationalism – disrupted a Mi’kmaw ceremony which was held to protest Canada’s 

historical mistreatment of Indigenous peoples (Friends of Simon Wiesenthal Center for 

Holocaust Studies, 2019, p.16; McMillan, 2017, August 21; Nosferatu200, 2017, July 2; 

Southern Poverty Law Center, n.d.). The ceremony took place on Canada Day in front of 

the statute of Edward Cornwallis where Chief Grizzly Mamma cut off her braids to 

symbolize the scalping of Indigenous people (Lagerquist, 2017, July 3). The five CAF 

Proud Boys interrupted the ceremony by paying respect and honour to Cornwallis. They 

dressed in matching black and yellow/gold polo shirts and debated the Mi’kmaq’s claim to 

the land. One man carried a Canadian Red Ensign flag and said, “This is a British colony.” 
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(Lagerquist, 2017, July 3). Four of the five resumed their duties under probation while the 

other member left the CAF on his own accord (Friends of Simon Wiesenthal Center for 

Holocaust Studies, 2019, p.16; McMillan, 2017, August 21). 

Fireforce Ventures (2018). In 2018 the military suspended four soldiers (Wesley 

Taylor, Henry Lung, Kyle Porter, and Ryan Jorgensen) operating a Calgary-based online 

military-surplus store – Fireforce Ventures – catering to white-supremacist clientele 

(Friends of Simon Wiesenthal Center for Holocaust Studies, 2019, p.17; Rumbolt, 2018, 

November 10). The store “glorifie[d] the era of white minority rule in Rhodesia, which later 

became Zimbabwe,” and featured military memorabilia and clothing inspired by the 

Fireforce soldiers of Southern Africa. The retailer was caught selling Rhodesian 

memorabilia tied to the far-right (Cox & Seatter, 2018, October 29). 

The Base and Right-Wing Political Parties (2019). In 2019, Manitoba Reservist, 

Patrik Mathews was identified by an undercover journalist as an affiliate with the RWE 

group The Base – a ‘White-racially motivated, violent extremist’, or ‘White supremacist 

group’ (Meyers Aff. ¶ 4.; The United States of America v. Lemley, Mathews and 

Bilbrough, 2020, p. 2; Thorpe, 2019, August 21). Mathews was a recruiter for The Base 

and tried to recruit some of his fellow CAF Reservists. Mathews eventually fled to the 

United States where he was accommodated by other Base members. He and these members 

planned to attend a gun rally in Virginia and commit violent acts. For example, Mathews 

“videotaped himself advocating for killing people, derailing trains and poisoning water 

supplies.” (Slaughter, 2020, January 21). Before he fled to the United States, the Canadian 

Forces National Counter-Intelligence Unit investigated Mathews as a possible terrorist 

threat. Through these reports, the military learned more about The Base and discovered the 
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group “idolizes mass shooters” and was trying to establish a white supremacist terror cell 

in Manitoba.” (Burke & Pauls, 2021, March 15). Finally, in the spring of this year, the 

Federal Government classified The Base as a terrorist entity under the Criminal Code. 

Mathews is currently under trial in the United States for his actions and affiliations (The 

United States of America v. Lemley, Mathews and Bilbrough, 2020). 

Also in 2019, Toronto Reservist Darik Horn was identified as a founding supporter 

of the Canadian Nationalist Party (Levitz, 2019, November 19). Horn also volunteered with 

the People’s Party of Canada during the Federal election. The CAF launched an 

investigation on him to determine whether his “connections to right-wing political parties 

meant his personal beliefs were offside with the values of the Canadian Forces.” (Levitz, 

2019, November 19). However, the investigation did not result in disciplinary action and 

the CAF would not state why. 

4th Canadian Ranger Patrol Group (2020). In 2020, the 4th Canadian Ranger 

Patrol Group came under investigation for some of its members’ RWE affiliations 

(Thompson & Brewster, 2020, August 25). One of the Rangers, Erik Myggland showed 

support for two RWE groups (The Soldiers of Odin10 and The Three Percenters11) on his 

social media. Myggland was ordered to be released from the Ranger Unit, although his 

release status is still unknown (Brewster & Thompson, 2021, April 12). Another Ranger, 

Corey Hurren crashed his truck into the gates at Rideau Hall on July 2nd with a loaded 

 

10 The Soldiers of Odin are anti-refugee, vigilante group that now has a presence in Canada (Anti-Defamation 
League, 2021c).  
11 The three percenters are anti-government extremists based in the U.S. (now present in Canada) who are 
part of a militia movement that supports the idea of protecting Americans from government tyranny (Anti-
Defamation League, 2021d). 
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firearm and uttering threats against the Prime Minister. After the incident, RCMP seized a 

letter allegedly written by Hurren, wherein he expressed anti-government sentiments and 

stating he fears for Canada’s future (Brewster, 2020, August 21). In the letter, Hurren 

wrote, “[w]ith the firearms ban and seeing more of our rights being taken away on top of 

bankrupting the country, I could no longer sit back and watch this happen. I hope this is a 

wakeup call and a turning point.” (Brewster, 2020, August 21). Hurren is now serving six 

years in prison (Tunney, 2021, March 10).  

Right-wing extremists and extremist groups continue to show interest in the CAF 

military to advance their combat skills in pursuit of their extremist objectives (Friends of 

Simon Wiesenthal Center for Holocaust Studies, 2019, p.17). Essentially, a strong 

argument can be made that right-wing extremists use the CAF as a means to gain the skills 

and knowledge for violent and/or ‘defensive’ actions towards perceived enemies. 

 

2.2.2 - The Link Between Right-Wing Extremism and the Canadian Armed Forces 

Yannick Veilleux-Lepage, an assistant professor in the Institute of Security and 

Global Affairs at Leiden University in the Netherlands, who used to work for the Canadian 

government as a senior intelligence analyst specializing in international terrorism and 

emerging threats, states that CAF members could become radicalized after joining as a 

“consequence” of their service (Brewster, 2020, August 21). He further explains that 

“[r]esponding to that problem is going to require the Defence Department to take a deeper, 

ongoing look at the mental health of troops, including the Rangers.” In a policy perspective, 

he explained “we need to make this distinction between individuals that seek to join the 
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Armed Forces because there’s something that attracts them, and individuals that are 

radicalized within the Armed Forces.” (Brewster, 2020, August 21). 

According to Perry and Scrivens (2019, p. 73), CAF personnel are drawn to RWE 

groups because both the military and RWE subcultures share a common affinity for traits 

like hypermasculinity, authoritarianism, need for brotherhood, and engagement in 

violence. On one hand, RWE groups fill a need for those recruits with military training 

who are looking for a community to belong to that obtains any of these traits. On the other 

hand, these types of recruits also benefit the group they are joining because of the military 

skills they learn while serving (Perry & Scrivens, 2019, p. 73). In fact, Vergani et. al. (2020, 

p. 864) state that having previous “military experience and knowledge of weapons is 

associated with violent extremism.” Furthermore, President of the Canadian Association 

for Security and Intelligence Studies, Candyce Keshall states, “[h]eightened masculinity, 

authoritarianism, concepts like brotherhood and fraternities,” are “concepts that draw 

people to the military, but they are also the same concepts that draw people into right-wing 

extremism, and that’s why the two grounds are quite fertile, feeding one into the next.” 

(Kaisar, 2019, September 27). 

RWE groups who purposefully recruit military and law enforcement personnel do 

so for those recruits’ “training experience (particularly weapons and explosives training), 

their disciplined way of life, leadership skills, and access to weapons, equipment, and 

sensitive information.” (Johnson, 2012 p. 79; Perry & Scrivens, 2019, p. 74). These skills 

and resources have the potential to increase the groups’ lethality (Perry & Scrivens, 2019, 

p. 74). The current scholarship suggests that it is the hypermasculinity found within the 

military and RWE groups that create the primary link between the two groups. For 
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example, white power activists in America “organized as a paramilitary army and adopted 

masculine cultural forms” (Belew, 2019, p. 7). They seek to recruit white men into the 

“male world of camouflage fatigues, military-style camps and drills, and military-grade 

weapons.” (Belew, 2019, p. 7). This “spoke directly to combat veterans and active-duty 

military personnel.” (Belew, 2019, p. 7). Here, masculinity is paired with militancy to draw 

in a crowd of young white men. The movement is especially appealing to those “armchair” 

and “weekend warriors” who enjoy violence-themed recreational activities like paintball, 

watching war movies and gun shows, or reading magazines such as Soldier of Fortune 

(Belew, 2019, p. 7). It is likely that a similar trend is present and/or developing in Canada 

and the CAF. 

 

2.2.3 - Right-Wing Extremists in the Canadian Armed Forces 

The CAF has seen a growing number of members — mostly reservists — linked to 

extremist groups and virulent anti-government rhetoric (Brewster, 2020, September 10). In 

recent years (2015 – 2020) the majority of publicly-known individual cases of RWE in the 

CAF have involved CAF Reservists. Below are some of the most prominent known 

members. A list of these members is available in table 1. Given the breakdown of reported 

and known cases of CAF members engaging in, or associating with RWE groups and 
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ideologies, the literature suggests that two main groups at risk of radicalization within the 

CAF are: 1) Reserve Forces;12 and 2) Ranger units (an extension of the Reserve Force).13  

  

 

12 The Reserve Forces are a component of the CAF. Reservists serve in primarily part-time positions and may 
volunteer for full-time employment or deployment (Government of Canada, 2020b). “A reservist is only 
subject to the code of service discipline while undertaking duty” (Brewster, 2020 September 10). This may 
explain why the CAF has seen more Reservists becoming radicalized with RWE ideologies than Regular 
Force personnel.  
13 The Canadian Rangers are a subcomponent of the CAF Reserve force. The Rangers work in “remote, 
isolated and coastal regions of Canada” and provide lightly-equipped, self-sufficient mobile forces to 
support CAF national security and public safety operations within Canada.” (Government of Canada, 2021b). 
Recently, the 4th Canadian Division was under investigation for RWE-related activity among some of its 
members (i.e., MCpl Corey Hurren and Erik Myggland). Ranger units are more “loosely organized” than the 
Regular Force and some formations of the Reserves and therefore, serve as ideal places for “far-right 
organizers” seeking survival and weapons training (Brewster, August 21, 2020).  
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Table 1: CAF Members with Known RWE Affiliations 

Member’s Name Member’s Rank CAF Element 
Brandon Cameron14 Unknown Army Reserve 
Boris Mihajlovic15 Leading Seaman Naval Reserve 
John Eldridge16 Leading Seaman Navy 
David Eldridge17 Unknown Navy 
Erik Maurice 18 Unknown Navy 
Grant Gauchier19 Unknown Navy 
Braidyn Pollit20 Unknown Navy 
Wesley Taylor21 Corporal Army Reserve 
Henry Lung22 Corporal Army Reserve 
Kyle Porter23 Corporal Army 
Ryan Jorgensen24 Corporal Army Reserve 
Patrik Mathews25 Master Corporal Army Reserve 
Darik Horn26 Officer Cadet  Army Reserve 
Corey Hurren27 Master Corporal  Canadian Rangers 
Erik Myggland28 Unknown Canadian Rangers 

 

14 For more information see: Simon Wiesenthal Center for Holocaust Studies (2019); Lamoureax and Makuch 
(2018, August 2) 
15 For more information see: Rocha and Yates (2019, December 4); The Canadian Press Staff (2021, February 
2); Yates and Rocha (2020, July 29). 
16 For more information see: Friends of Simon Wiesenthal Center for Holocaust Studies (2019, p.16); 
Lagerquist (2017, July 3); McMillan (2017, August 21); Nosferatu200 (2017, July 2). 
17 For more information see: Friends of Simon Wiesenthal Center for Holocaust Studies (2019, p.16); 
Lagerquist (2017, July 3); McMillan (2017, August 21); Nosferatu200 (2017, July 2). 
18 For more information see: Friends of Simon Wiesenthal Center for Holocaust Studies (2019, p.16); 
Lagerquist (2017, July 3); McMillan (2017, August 21); Nosferatu200 (2017, July 2). 
19 For more information see: Friends of Simon Wiesenthal Center for Holocaust Studies (2019, p.16); 
Lagerquist (2017, July 3); McMillan (2017, August 21); Nosferatu200 (2017, July 2). 
20 For more information see: Friends of Simon Wiesenthal Center for Holocaust Studies (2019, p.16); 
Lagerquist (2017, July 3); McMillan (2017, August 21); Nosferatu200 (2017, July 2). 
21 For more information see: Cox and Seatter (2018, October 29); Friends of Simon Wiesenthal Center for 
Holocaust Studies (2019, p.17); Rumbolt (2018, November 10). 
22 For more information see: Cox and Seatter (2018, October 29); Friends of Simon Wiesenthal Center for 
Holocaust Studies (2019, p.17); Rumbolt (2018, November 10). 
23 For more information see: Cox and Seatter (2018, October 29); Friends of Simon Wiesenthal Center for 
Holocaust Studies (2019, p.17); Rumbolt (2018, November 10). 
24 For more information see: Cox and Seatter (2018, October 29); Friends of Simon Wiesenthal Center for 
Holocaust Studies (2019, p.17); Rumbolt (2018, November 10). 
25 For more information see: Burke and Pauls (2021, March 15); Slaughter (2020, January 21); Thorpe (2019, 
August 21). 
26 For more information see Levitz (2019, November 19). 
27 For more information see: Brewster and Thompson (2021, April 12); Thompson and Brewster (2020, 
August 25); Brewster and Thompson (2020, August 21); Tunney (2021, March 10).  
28 For more information see: Brewster and Thompson (2021, April 12); Thompson and Brewster (2020, 
August 25); Brewster and Thompson (2020, August 21). 
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2.3 Dark Networks and Right-Wing Extremist Paramilitary Groups 

Dark networks are social networks that operate covertly and actively conceal their 

activities from authorities, rival groups, and outside scrutiny (Cunningham, Everton, & 

Murphy, 2016, p. xvii & 294; Raab & Milward, 2003, pp. 415 &430). Examples include 

drug trafficking networks and terrorist networks. These types of networks are dynamic and 

evolving in nature (Cunningham et. al., 2016, pp. xviii-xix & 294). By the nature of their 

activities and goals, some violent RWE paramilitary groups are dark networks. Leaders 

encourage covert behaviour (Meyers Aff. ¶ 6.), and some groups are purposefully 

organized into regional chapters to optimize security and to prevent leaked information 

(Meyers Aff. ¶ 8.). Other groups conceal their identities on several different online 

messaging applications such as gab.com, telegram.com, and riot.com (Meyers Aff. ¶ 4.) 

where members use cypher codes to secure their communication (Meyers Aff. ¶ 9.).29  

  Past research found that the internet and social media platforms like those used by 

violent RWE groups enhance the RWE movement by offering online support and 

reinforcing right-wing extremist views (Perry & Scrivens, 2016, pp. 826-827; Scrivens & 

Perry, 2017, pp. 541-542). Users freely and discretely communicate their views with one 

another outside of the public eye. Such online sites provide isolated members with cohesion 

and collective security as they share common fears, values, and ideologies. Global 

communication like this enhances the connectivity of both domestic and international RWE 

groups (Perry & Scrivens, 2016 p. 827). 

 

29 For example, on July 9th, 2019, a member under the moniker ‘TMB’ conducted an online vetting interview 
for a potential recruits’ admission into The Base (Meyers Aff. ¶ 24.). 
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2.4 Right-Wing Extremist Radicalization 

Many of the cases of RWE in the CAF reviewed in the literature are examples of 

non-violent ideological radicalization; radicals or extremists who push for change but are 

not violent. Two exceptions are the cases of those soldiers involved in the Somalia Inquiry 

(see chapter 2, section 2.2.1, p. 10) and MCpl Patrik Mathews (who had violent intentions). 

The soldiers in these two cases are considered violent radicals or extremists; those who 

push for change by committing acts of violence. The security of the CAF and the public at 

large is at risk from violent extremists who purposefully join the CAF to gain military 

training (see chapter 2, section 2.2.2, p.16). The Government of Canada and the Canadian 

Security Intelligence Service use the term Ideologically Motivated Violent Extremism 

(IMVE) and categorize RWE violence under it. IMVE refers to radicalization that is 

“driven by a range of influences rather than a singular belief system,” and is often “caused 

by a combination of ideas and grievances resulting in a personalized worldview that is 

inspired by a variety of sources,” (i.e., books, videos, online discussions, conversations) 

(Canadian Security Intelligence Service, 2021). The worldview associated with IMVE 

often centers on the “willingness to incite, enable or mobilize violence,” and those 

extremists who share this worldview often act “without a clear affiliation to a specific 

organized group or external guidance.” (Canadian Security Intelligence Service, 2021). 

However, they are “shaped” by online hate that both normalizes and advocates for 

violence. There are four different categories of IMVE: 

1) Xenophobic Violence (i.e., racially motivated violence and ethno-Nationalist 
violence) 
 

2) Anti-Authority Violence (i.e., Anti-Government/Law Enforcement violence 
and Anarchist Violence) 
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3) Gender-Driven Violence (i.e., Violent misogyny and Anti-LGBTQ violence) 

4) Other Grievance-Driven and Ideologically Motivated Violence 

Comparing IMVE to the definition of RWE that Perry and Scrivens provide (see 

chapter 2, section 2.1, p. 5), there is considerable crossover between the aspects of RWE 

and the four IMVE categories (i.e., xenophobia, anti-authority, anti-LGBTQ, 

grievance/ideological driven). Therefore, while both definitions may not be completely 

analogous, there is enough overlap between them to allow for a nuanced examination of 

RWE radicalization through both conceptual definitions. 

The study of radicalization processes and the factors that influence it have and 

continue to change and evolve with new empirical and theoretical efforts by scholars. The 

research reviewed in this literature explains radicalization in several different ways (i.e., 

through a series of factors, stages, and models), in order to provide a holistic understanding 

of how radicalization scholars may approach the specific question of radical RWE 

behaviours. For instance, Hafez and Mullins (2015) state various factors produce 

extremism and influence radicalization. These factors can include grievances, networks, 

ideologies and enabling environments, and support groups (Hafez & Mullins, 2015 p. 961). 

Grievances refer to an individual’s or group’s collective disenchantment with a particular 

event or situation. They include, “economic marginalization and cultural alienation, a 

deeply held sense of victimization, or strong disagreements regarding foreign policies of 

states.” (Hafez & Mullins, 2015, p. 961). Such grievances may also be personal (i.e., a 

personal loss or crisis). Radical ideologies are also spread through networks of pre-existing 

friendship and kinship ties between individuals and radicals. These social ties guide people 
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into radicalized movements through small-group social dynamics which help foster 

recruitment and commitment (Hafez & Mullins, 2015, p. 961). Ideologies also produce 

extremism; ideologies are an individual’s or group’s master narratives about the world and 

their place within it. These master narratives frame personal and collective grievances into 

“broader political critiques of the status quo” (Hafez & Mullins, 2015, p. 961), demonize 

enemies, and justify violence against those enemies. Lastly, enabling environments and 

support structures such as social media, the internet, and foreign training camps provide 

ideological and material support to radicalized individuals and groups (Hafez & Mullins, 

2015, p. 961). 

Charismatic leadership is also an important factor in the radicalization of others 

because of their capability to influence followers’ beliefs and encourage acts that are in 

line with the broader group’s ideologies (Hofmann, 2015, pp. 712-713). They can do so 

because followers see them as “special or extraordinary” people. Weber (1968, p. 48) 

defines charismatic authority as: 

 

A certain quality of an individual personality by virtue of which he is set apart 

from ordinary men, and treated as endowed with supernatural, superhuman, or 

at least specifically exceptional powers or qualities. These are such as are not 

accessible to the ordinary person but are regarded as of divine origin or as 

exemplary, and on the basis of them the individual concerned is treated as a 

leader (Weber, 1968, p. 48).  
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A charismatic leader is “seen by their followers as a literal or figurative avatar of a sacred 

and otherworldly mission.” (Hofmann, 2015, p. 713). It is a sense of devotion among 

followers that allows leaders to inspire loyalty and develop a strong bond with their 

followers. Therefore, charismatic leaders play important roles in the formation, operation, 

and dissolution of their groups. (Hofmann, 2015, p. 713). This can be applied to the RWE 

context since some RWE group leaders likely possess charismatic qualities which help 

them develop a following. In the CAF context, the role of charismatic leadership is likely 

enhanced when the leader is both a right-wing extremist and an authority figure or higher-

ranked member within the CAF; this leader may have lower-ranked personnel who look 

up to and idolize them, thus encouraging further radicalization within the ranks.  

  More recent research takes past approaches and adds a social-ecological lens to the 

analysis. For example, Lorne Dawson’s social ecology model considers the lived 

experiences of Islamist extremists – specifically Homegrown Terrorists – and how they 

define their given situation (Dawson, 2017, p. 5; Mills, 1959). Doing so allows the 

researcher to trace the actor’s path to radicalization and what motivated them along the 

way. The model focuses on the individual’s involvement with extremism and the 

combination of factors (see figure 1) that motivate their engagement with extremism 

(Dawson, 2017, p. 6). In his research on homegrown terrorism, Dawson (2017, p. 6) states 

that at the societal level of analysis (the macro level), homegrown terrorism is a product of 

new social movements or “late modernity” such as the process of globalization. Looking 

at the group (meso) levels, most homegrown terrorists are young men who come from 

generations of immigrants. These terrorists keep in contact with the people and issues of 

their homelands and disseminate those issues on the internet, fueling terrorism. These 
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terrorists also face the challenge of managing expectations from two different worlds; they 

must manage the different traditions and cultural norms of their homeland as well as those 

of their new home. Looking at the individual (micro) level, these terrorists may feel like 

they do not fit in (Dawson, 2017, p. 6). Desperate to fit in, they may search for an ideology 

to follow or a movement to identify with. In doing so, they may come across extremist 

ideologies and/or groups which lead them to terroristic methods and activities.  

Figure 1: The Social Ecology Model - Five Ecological Niches of Homegrown Terrorist  

Radicalization30 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The social ecology model of radicalization developed by Dawson (2017) is useful in 

conceptualizing RWE radicalization. However, this model was created to understand 

 

30 See, Dawson (2017). The author granted permission to use this figure in my thesis (see appendix A).  
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Islamist radicalization and must be adapted to make sense of the RWE context. Therefore, 

this research adapts this model to the RWE context in chapter 3 using other sociological 

concepts to develop a theoretical explanation for RWE radicalization.  
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Chapter 3: Sociological Concepts and Theories 

My analysis is framed by a symbolic interactionist perspective. This is a perspective 

that focuses on how the meaning people give to reality motivates their actions and how in 

interacting together they create social structure (Blumer, 1969; Simmel, 1988). Therefore, 

the analytic approach of this research is informed by several sociological concepts and 

theories. The first of these is re-socialization and cultural assimilation within the contexts 

of military and paramilitary culture (Barnao, 2019; Boyer, 2001; Goffman, 1990; 

Wamsley, 1972). Insights from social movement theory and collective identity (Peterson, 

1989; Weber and King, 2014) were also important in this analysis. Further, the role of 

personal identity that is informed by the presentation and transformation of one’s self-using 

the works of Goffman (1959 and 1963), Mead (1967), Becker (1963), and Katz (1975 & 

1994) paired with the role of the differential association in conducting deviant behaviour 

(Sutherland, Cressey & Luckenbill, 1992) are essential in understanding RWE. Finally, 

radicalization is explained through a social ecology model (adapted from Dawson, 2017). 

 

3.1 Military / Paramilitary Culture and Resocialization 

Military culture strips away recruits’ former identities through resocialization; 

military culture is transmitted to them, and they are ‘molded’ into soldiers (Barnao, 2019, 

p. 292). Every aspect of a soldier’s life is controlled by the military institution in a ‘total’ 

way through a series of rules that regulate their behaviours. This is an example of 

Goffman’s (1990, p. xv) concept of total institutions: “a place of residence where a large 

number of like-situated individuals, cut off from the wider society for an appreciable 

period, together lead an enclosed, formally administered round of life.” Soldiers experience 
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the totality of their daily relationships and carry out their duties within the contexts of the 

institution while being separated from their civilian lives. Soldiers change their existing 

attitudes and values to match those that are specific to a military culture (Barnao, 2019, p. 

296; Wamsley, 1972, pp. 401 & 412). This is an example of cultural assimilation; a 

situation in which a group gradually acquires some traits of a larger society’s repertoire of 

concepts and norms (Boyer, 2001, p. 3032).  

The military is also a subculture distinguishable from the larger general culture with 

its unique attitudes and values (Wamsley, 1972, p. 401). Thus, military training may be 

considered a re-socialization or cultural assimilation, from ‘civilian’ culture to ‘military’ 

culture. Soldiers experience disintegration of their previous set of norms and values to take 

on those of their new culture to act accordingly within that context (the military). Rituals 

are important to the training process for the transmission of cultural norms and values 

(Barnao, 2019, p. 298). The soldiers’ new identities are formed in response to the military 

controlling and ritualizing every aspect of their lives.  

Researchers argue that members of paramilitary groups go through similar 

processes of re-socialization. CAF personnel may find these groups appealing because of 

the familiar values and the preoccupation with weapons and training. In America, there are 

noticeable interchanges between the white power movement and paramilitary culture seen 

through mercenary combat (i.e., Blackwater,31 see also Belew, 2019, p. 81). Aspects of 

these movements and paramilitary culture are integrated and have become prominent parts 

 

31 Blackwater is an infamous private U.S. military company and paramilitary army responsible for 
unnecessary bloodshed in Iraq. Since their violent actions, the group has rebranded themselves. For more 
information see, Singer (2007 October 7).  
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of certain areas of American popular culture (Belew, 2019, p. 82). For example, articles on 

topics relevant to the white power movement such as weapons and matériel, martial arts, 

urban warfare, and survivalism were published in the magazine, Soldier of Fortune, meant 

to appeal to gun hobbyists, hunters, survivalists, and armchair adventurers (Belew, 2019, 

p. 82). Canadian popular culture (i.e., magazines,  posters) also reflects these interchanges 

and the use of the military’s cultural values as appealing to soldiers and veterans. This is 

not just an instance of American popular culture influencing Canadian culture; Canadian 

RWE chapters stem from and actively replicate their American neighbours. For example, 

the Canadian Three Percenter Chapters mimic the American chapters’ tactics. Like their 

American partners, Three Percenters in Canada also use social media to promote their 

cause to potential recruits (see figure 2).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2: Alberta Three Percenters’ Mission Statement 
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The statements found on social media appeal to youth and veterans when they refer 

to standing guard with our troops to protect Canadian heritage (Hutter, 2018, May 10) 

indicating that they share their American partner’s desire for military recruits. Those who 

identify with RWE propaganda like this come together to form a collective mind (Weber 

& King, 2014 pp. 488-489) that is in line with the RWE rhetoric, and engage in collective 

behaviour (Peterson, 1989, p. 429; Weber & King, 2014, p. 495) in a new social movement 

(i.e., the RWE movement).  

 

3.2 Social Movements and Collective Identity     

Social movements are “reactions toward, and products of, societal changes” 

(Peterson, 1989, p. 420). They are a collection of actions, behaviours, and expressions of a 

group of people such as crowds, riots, and gangs (Weber and King, 2014, p. 487). 

Collective behaviour results from an individual’s subjugation to the group values and 

emotions of the larger collective. Social movements are typically precipitated by social 

unrest (Blumer, 1939), or in periods of transition within society (Peterson, 1989, p. 420). 

In times of transition or social unrest, new social groups are formed and obtain their own 

set of values which are translated into socio-political action directed toward societal change 

(Gundelach, 1988, pp. 288-292; Peterson, 1989, p. 421). In terms of the RWE movement, 

individuals who wish to preserve their white heritage are frustrated with Canada’s 

increasing immigration and diversity (Perry & Scrivens, 2019 p. 5; 2018, p. 171; 2016, p. 

821). Like-minded people who experience this frustration come together to form groups in 

efforts to defend their white heritage (i.e., The Base and the Three Percenters) (Hutter, 

2018, May 10; Meyers Aff. ¶ 4.; The United States of America v. Lemley, Mathews and 
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Bilbrough, 2020, p. 1). Blumer refers to this as the process of “milling” when people 

observe one another’s reactions to a growing issue and produce a “collective excitement” 

among the group (Blumer, 1939, p. 174; Weber & King, 2014, p. 489).  

In the 1950s and 60s, social movements were considered deviant with the potential 

to be destructive (Weber & King, 2014, pp. 488). Today, this still rings true, especially 

concerning the RWE movement. For example, groups like the Three Percenters and The 

Base arm themselves and engage in paramilitary training to prepare for a race-war ending 

in a white ethnostate (Hutter, 2018, May 10; Meyers Aff. ¶ 4.; The United States of 

America v. Lemley, Mathews and Bilbrough, 2020, p. 1). Those who join such groups are 

radicalized by collective behaviour and develop a collective mind that allows them to feel, 

think, and act similarly to group members (Weber & King, 2014, p. 488-489). In 

contemporary social movements, people recognize that they share “certain orientations in 

common and on that basis decide to act together” (Peterson, 1989, p. 424). 

  By acting together, these people form solidarity and develop a collective identity 

(Peterson, 1989, p. 424; Weber & King, 2014, p. 495). Collective identity is central to “the 

process of constructing an ‘action system’ which is a prerequisite to the formation of social 

movements” (Peterson, 1989, p. 425). It is an “interactive and shared definition produced 

by several interacting individuals who are concerned with the orientations of their action 

as well as the field of opportunities and constraints in which their action takes place 

(Melucci, 1989, p. 34; Peterson, 1989, p. 425). Using the concept of collective identity 

then, the followers of the RWE movement construct a common identity as those who 

protect white heritage which served as a foundation for the movement.  
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3.3 Identity and Self   

Mead (1967) and Goffman (1959 and 1963) conceptualize the self as a social part 

of an individual that arises in social experiences and interaction. Mead states the individual 

can have multiple selves for different social situations and therefore play multiple roles; 

however, Goffman argues there are two selves: the social self and the personal self. He 

argues that an individual, in presenting their social self, gives (intentional, usually, but not 

always verbal symbols) behaviour and gives off (unintentional signs) to their social 

audiences (Goffman, 1963, p. 3); this is known as impression management (Goffman, 

1959, p. 48). This adds a theatrical conceptualization to the construction of self which states 

that individuals play roles in a social performance with others and therefore, manage their 

impressions (i.e., their different selves) depending on their social audience (Goffman, 

1959, p. 15). In doing so, individuals often present idealized impressions that reflect the 

officially accredited values of society and an idealized view of their situation (Goffman, 

1959, p. 35). 

The social construction of the self can be conceptualized further using Becker’s 

(1963) concept of the deviant self. The deviant self is formed when an individual’s actions 

are labelled deviant and become stigmatized (Becker, 1963, p. 9; Goffman, 1959, p. 127) 

and therefore, labelled as a deviant by others. This includes Mead’s (1967, p. 154) concept 

of the generalized other which refers to the composition of the attitudes of groups of people 

in society that are internalized by individuals as part of their selves. Deviance is created by 

social groups in labeling individuals as deviant who they see as having broken group 

norms, and it is the group’s reactions to a particular behaviour that defines an act as deviant 

or not (Becker, 1963, p. 18). Pairing this explanation with Goffman’s (1967) two selves, a 
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deviant self can be conceptualized: When an individual is labelled deviant, that becomes 

part of the person’s social self. Once the person internalizes the deviant label (secondary 

deviance) then it becomes part of their self-identity because they then self-identify as 

deviant (Lemert, 1951). 

Like Mead and Goffman, Becker argues that people in society act together; 

something he refers to as collective action (Becker, 1963, p. 182-185). Once an individual 

is labelled deviant, they will continue to act accordingly with that label and engage in 

collective action with other deviants. This conceptualization of the deviant self is similar 

to Katz’s (1975 & 1994) conceptualization of the deviant identity. A deviant identity is 

ascribed to an individual through the labelling process wherein others identify the 

individual’s conduct as deviant (Katz, 1975, p. 1371). This means that the individual is 

only deviant in the context of the labelling process in which their conduct is produced. 

However, the individual will eventually internalize that identity and take on the role of a 

deviant (Katz, 1975, p. 1370). Once an individual begins to play a particular role (in this 

case, the deviant role) they come to find that others take cues from them when acting out 

their roles (Katz, 1994, p. 275). In acting out their deviant role with others, the individual 

has learned to participate in a “subculture of deviant acts” (Becker, 1963, p. 31). Here, Katz 

would argue that the deviant self becomes an aspect of one’s overall (deviant) identity.  

This construction of the deviant self and the deviant behaviours associated with it 

can be further explained with Sutherland’s (1992) differential association theory which 

states that deviant behaviour is learned in interactions with others in intimate groups; those 

who spend time with others who are labelled deviant will learn those deviant behaviours. 

Deviant behaviour is learned the same way as conforming behaviour and is the result of 
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learning excess definitions favourable to the violation of the law. (Sutherland, et. al., 1992, 

pp. 88-90). This is important in understanding radicalization because people learn from 

others’ (radical) behaviour and are further influenced by it.  

The social construction of a deviant self and a deviant identity, paired with 

differential association theory helps to explain RWE in the CAF and how some soldiers 

may come together and identify as being a part of a right-wing extremist group. Conduct 

that is deemed deviant is that which is labelled as such by other soldiers. In other words, 

when a soldier who shares RWE ideologies with other members of their unit is labelled a 

neo-Nazi or white supremacist, that soldier may then internalize their deviant label, 

develop a deviant self, and engage in collective action with other deviants (i.e., join a right-

wing extremist group). The soldier’s deviant behaviour would then be further influenced 

by the group, and they may become fully radicalized as a result. This research intends to 

work toward a conceptual framework for the radicalization and recruitment of Canadian 

soldiers using the concepts of identity and self, differential association, re-socialization, 

and theoretical insights from social movements, and radicalization literature.  

     

3.4 The Social Ecology Model of Extremism  

Like Dawson’s (2017) model (see chapter 2, section 2.4, p. 22), the social ecology 

model of extremism focuses on the individual’s involvement with extremism and the 

combination of factors that motivate their engagement with extremism. It also takes a 

macro, meso, and micro level of analysis. Both the macro and micro levels of this model 

are relatively similar to Dawson’s.  
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Both models include the macro or societal level of analysis, where RWE is a 

product of new social movements or “late modernity” and where social movements are 

seen to be precipitated by social unrest (Blumer, 1939), or of periods of transition within 

society such as increasing immigration and diversity in the RWE context (Peterson, 1989, 

p. 420). In these times of transition or social unrest, new social groups (i.e., RWE groups) 

are formed and obtain their own set of values which are translated into socio-political 

action directed toward societal change (Gundelach, 1988, pp. 288-292; Peterson, 1989, p. 

421). At the micro or individual level of analysis, extremists may feel like they do not fit 

into society and turn to the RWE ideology and/or movement to achieve a sense of identity 

and belongingness. Their membership helps form racial, social, and national identities of 

which they are proud (Perry & Scrivens, 2019, p. 79 & 90). 

However, the meso or group level of Dawson’s model needs to be adapted to the 

RWE context. In Dawson’s (2017) model, the group level of analysis focuses on the 

immigrant experience. In the adapted model, the focus is placed on understanding how the 

individual identifies with the RWE movement within the Canadian Military.32 Groups of 

like-minded extremists come together in response to the threat they perceive from 

increasing immigration and diversity in Canada and try to make social change according 

to their beliefs. In doing so, they form a collective identity among the group as those who 

are fighting to preserve their white heritage (Peterson, 1989, p. 424; Weber & King, 2014, 

p. 495).  

 

32 Since Dawson’s social ecology model is primarily aimed at understanding Islamist radicalization, the 
immigrant experience adaptation is not analogous to the RWE context. For example, other characteristics of 
RWE such as homophobia; strict traditionalist/conservative ideals and values; and hypermasculinity may 
emerge in this meso level. 
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Taking an extremist’s experience with group identity and pairing it with societal 

and individual factors will help trace their path to radicalization and identify the 

motivational factors toward radicalization. This social systems approach can and should be 

applied to research regarding RWE and RWE within the CAF to better understand and 

prevent the radicalization of military members. 
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Chapter 4: Research Design and Methodology 

This research takes a qualitative approach to analyze RWE ideologies and 

radicalization in the CAF. 15 semi-structured interviews were conducted with CAF 

personnel from across Canada about their direct and/or indirect experiences with RWE 

while serving in the CAF. I also conducted a media scan of documents related to RWE in 

the CAF. The mode of analysis for this research was a thematic analysis of the interview 

data. The aim of this research was to provide insight into how and why RWE ideologies 

are disseminated into and within the military. 

 

4.1 Data Collection 

The research design included two main sources of data: interview transcripts and a 

collection of RWE and the CAF materials consisting of articles, blog posts, and legal 

documents that were collected from an open-source media scan (i.e., news sites, legal 

websites, open-access journals) that focused on incidents, events, and individuals involved 

with RWE in the CAF. 

 

4.1.1 Interviews 

The target population for the interviews were Regular force personnel, Reserve 

force personnel, and veterans of the CAF. Research participants were recruited by way of 

purposeful (Curtis, et. al., 2000) and convenience sampling (Douglas, 1976). Convenience 

sampling refers to contacting informants known to the researcher while purposeful 

sampling refers to recruiting participants who are knowledgeable of the research topic and 

are able to provide insight on it (Low, 2012, pp. 89-90). The interview participants who 
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were recruited via convenience sampling were those known to me, through friends, family, 

professors, or colleagues (Low, 2012, p. 89). Some of the participants chosen for the 

interviews were identified during a research assistantship that I undertook from 2019-2020. 

Those participants who were recruited via purposeful sampling were those who are 

knowledgeable about RWE in the CAF and who were able to provide insight on that topic 

(Bryman & Bell, 2019, p. 232; Low, 2012, p. 90). All participants were contacted by phone 

or email, inviting them to participate in the study. In addition, an information letter/consent 

form was sent to each participant who agreed to participate. Snowball sampling was also 

used to recruit others recommended by the participants. Snowball sampling refers to when 

participants make suggestions to the researcher for other potential participants who they 

think may want to participate in the research (Curtis et. al., 2000). 

The interviews provide a deeper understanding of the participants’ perceptions of 

RWE in the CAF as well as understanding how they give meaning to or interpret their 

experiences with RWE while active within the military (Low, 2012, pp. 88-89). These 

interviews are a part of a larger research study titled Updating the Environmental Scan for 

Right-Wing Extremism in Canada (Perry, Scrivens & Hofmann, REB #2019-122)33 for I 

was a research assistant. The primary investigator (Dr. Barbara Perry) granted me 

permission to use these interviews in my research. The interviews were semi-structured; 

thus, the interviews included some predetermined questions while others emerged in the 

process of the interview (Bryman & Bell, 2019, pp. 241-242; Low, 2012 p. 88). The 

interviews took up to an hour and were audio-recorded unless participants requested 

 

33 See appendices C and D. 
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otherwise. Participants were asked general questions about their perceptions of RWE in 

Canada and the CAF followed by additional ones about the nature of extreme-right 

ideologies, potential motives, organizational capacity, public activities, triggers and types 

of extremist violence, and connections that characterize right-wing extremist movements 

in Canada (see appendix B) in addition to questions about the conditions within the CAF 

and/or local communities that may enable extremism to emerge. Lastly, the interviews 

ended with some demographic questions. 

 

4.2 Methods 

 

4.2.1 Media Scan 

The goal of the open-source media scan was to gather additional (non-academic) 

data. I looked on various news websites and social media platforms (i.e., Facebook, 

Twitter, Instagram) for articles and other open source information to try and build a better 

understanding of the issue of RWE in the CAF. Social media outlets were used solely as 

confirmatory information sources regarding publicly known cases of RWE in the CAF.  

 

4.2.2 Thematic Analysis 

A thematic analysis of the interview transcripts was conducted to make inferences 

about the research questions. This thematic analysis generated themes in the perceived 

conditions of radicalization and motives for extremist group membership among soldiers 

of the CAF, as well as perceived RWE ideologies. Themes are “abstract constructs that 

link expressions found in texts, images, sounds, and objects” (Ryan & Bernard, 2003, p. 
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87). This analysis used a combination of twelve different techniques developed by Ryan 

and Bernard (2003) that are used to identify themes within data. Of these twelve 

techniques, eight are observational techniques in which there are specific things to look out 

for in the data, while the other four techniques involve different ways of processing or 

organizing texts. For example, spreading documents out on the floor, sorting texts into 

different folders, and using computer software to count words (Ryan & Bernard, 2003, p. 

88). The eight scrutiny techniques are as follows: 

1) Repetitions. This technique requires the researcher to look for the repetition of 

words or ideas (Ryan & Bernard, 2003, p. 89).  

2) Indigenous Typologies or Categories. This technique requires the researcher to 

look out for local terms within qualitative data, that sound unfamiliar or that are used in 

unfamiliar ways (Ryan & Bernard, 2003, pp. 89-90). These terms or categories may 

characterize the experience of the informant or be used by outsiders of a group in the form 

of slang words or insider terms.  

3) Metaphors and Analogies. This technique requires the researcher to look out for 

analogies and metaphors within interview data because these analogies and/or metaphors 

often represent the thoughts, behaviours, and experiences of the informant, which may also 

represent a theme in the data (Ryan & Bernard, 2003, p. 90). 

4) Transitions. This technique requires the researcher to look out for transitions 

either in written texts, (a new paragraph) or in speech, (a pause, a change in tone of voice, 

or the presence of particular phrases) (Ryan & Bernard, 2003, pp. 90-91). Transitions occur 

continually in natural speech, and the researcher can identify themes in conversation by 

paying attention to these transitions via turn-taking and speaker interruptions. 
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5) Similarities and Differences. This technique requires the researcher to look out 

for similarities and differences in thematic comparisons across units of data (Ryan & 

Bernard, 2003, p. 91). The thematic comparison can be done in various ways: a line-by-

line analysis of sentences or statements compared with preceding or following sentences 

or statements; comparing pairs of expressions; and comparing whole texts. 

6) Linguistic Connections. This technique requires the researcher to look out for 

words such as ‘because’, ‘since’ and ‘as a result’ because they signify casual relations 

(Ryan & Bernard, 2003, pp. 91-92). The researcher should also look out for words such as 

‘if’, ‘then’, ‘rather than’, and ‘instead of’ as they signify conditional relations. Furthermore, 

the words ‘before’, ‘after’, ‘then’, and ‘next’ express time-oriented relations. Negative 

characteristics may also signify themes; these are identified by looking for the words ‘not’, 

‘no’, ‘none’, or the prefix ‘non’. Finally, the researcher can also identify themes by looking 

out for attributes, contingencies, functions, operational definitions, examples, comparisons, 

class inclusions, synonyms, antonyms, provenience, and circularity. 

7) Missing Data. This technique requires the researcher to look out for information 

in the data that is either not mentioned or is missing (Ryan & Bernard, 2003, pp. 92-93). 

The researcher should look out for topics that informants either intentionally or 

unintentionally avoid; this may also identify cultural assumptions whereby the informant 

leaves out information based on their assumption that the researcher knows said 

information.  

8) Theory-Related Material. This technique requires researchers to look out for 

information in the data that is important to social science, such as evidence of social 

conflict, cultural contradictions, informal methods of social control, things that people do 
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in managing interpersonal social relationships, methods which people acquire and maintain 

achieved and ascribed status, and information about how people solve problems (Ryan & 

Bernard, 2003, pp. 93-94). The researcher may also identify themes by examining: the 

setting and context; the perspectives of the informants; and the informant’s ways of 

thinking about people, objects, processes, activities, events, and relationships. The 

researcher should be more sensitive to conditions, actions and interactions, and the 

consequences of a phenomenon and order these into theories. However, the researcher must 

be aware of prior theorizing and be sure not to inhibit their ability to form fresh ideas and 

make surprising connections (Ryan & Bernard, 2003, pp. 94).  

The four processing techniques are as follows: 

1) Cutting and Sorting. This technique requires the researcher to identify quotes or 

expressions in the data that seem important and arrange them into piles or things that go 

together (Ryan & Bernard, 2003, pp. 94).  

2) Word Lists and Key Words in Context (KWIC). These techniques are based on 

observation and require the researcher to pay close attention to the words that informants 

use (Ryan & Bernard, 2003, p. 96). To create a word list, the researcher must first identify 

all the unique words in a text and count the number of times those words occur. These lists 

help the researcher concentrate on key data (Ryan & Bernard, 2003, p. 97). 

3) Word Co-Occurrence. This technique requires the researcher to address the 

meanings of words and the relationship between those meanings and certain concepts 

(Ryan & Bernard, 2003, p. 97). Co-occurring words can represent themes in the data.  

4) Metacoding. This technique requires the researcher to examine the relationship 

among a priori themes to identify new and overarching themes (Ryan & Bernard, 2003, p. 
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99). To use this technique, the researcher must have a fixed set of data units and a fixed set 

of a priori themes. The researcher must think about the themes present within each unit of 

data and identify the direction and valence of those themes (Ryan & Bernard, 2003, p. 99).  

The identified themes in the perceived conditions of radicalization and extremist 

group membership helped create thematic categories that were described, explained, and 

compared with other categories. These categories included the different conditions, and 

motivations for a soldier’s engagement in RWE, types of RWE ideologies, and 

recommendations on how to combat the issue of RWE in the CAF. The different categories 

identified by some participants were compared with other thematic categories identified by 

other participants. 

The interviews were transcribed verbatim and the qualitative analysis software 

NVivo was used to manage and code the data (Bringer, 2006). I conducted fifteen semi-

structured interviews that were part of a larger research study titled “Updating the 

Environmental Scan for Right-Wing Extremism in Canada (Perry, Scrivens & Hofmann, 

REB #2019-122)34 for which I was a research assistant. 

 

4.3 Validity, Reliability, and Generalizability 

Validity refers to the integrity of conclusions that are produced by a given study 

(Bryman & Bell, 2019, p. 409). Synchronic reliability refers to the “observation of similar 

findings within the same time period” (Kirk & Miller, 1986, p. 42). Generalizability refers 

to the ability to apply research findings to people or groups who were not a part of the 

 

34 See appendices C and D. 
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original study (Bryman & Bell, 2019, p. 405). The validity, reliability, and generalizability 

of this research will be discussed in more detail in the following sections. 

 

4.3.1 Validity 

In qualitative research, there are three types of validity: 1) apparent validity; 2) 

instrumental validity; and 3) theoretical validity (Kirk & Miller, 1986, pp. 22-23). Apparent 

validity (also known as face validity), is achieved when the data makes sense to the reader 

and the data appears to be valid; the findings are so closely linked to the phenomena under 

study that the research is “‘obviously’ providing valid data.” (Kirk & Miller, 1986, p. 22). 

This research has apparent validity because the participants’ responses marry the literature, 

suggesting the phenomena of RWE in the CAF is true.  

Instrumental validity (also known as pragmatic or criterion validity), is achieved 

when a study’s observations “match those generated by an alternative procedure that is 

itself accepted as valid.” (Kirk & Miller, 1986, p. 22). Due to the time constraints for the 

completion of this thesis, instrumental validity could not be tested.  

Lastly, theoretical validity, (also known as construct validity), is achieved when the 

theoretical paradigm of the research corresponds with the study’s observations (Kirk & 

Miller, 1986, pp. 22-23). This means that the study’s data is the right kind of data to allow 

the researcher to answer the study’s research question. This research has theoretical validity 

because the type of data collected (i.e., interviews with CAF personnel) helped answer – 

or at least provide a preliminary explanation – for each of the research questions. Two of 

the research questions for this thesis are: 

(1) How and why do Canadian soldiers become radicalized with RWE ideologies? 
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(2) How do RWE ideologies spread through the CAF and radicalize its members?  

The types of questions asked in the interviews (i.e., What motivates people to become 

involved in extremism? Who are these extremists? Where in the CAF are these extremists 

located?) helped yield responses that begin to explain this phenomenon. Through their own 

lived experiences in the CAF, the participants provided possible explanations for why and 

how RWE is present within the CAF.  Furthermore, some of the participants’ explanations 

are in line with the social ecology model of extremism which is an important model that 

this research uses to explain extremism among CAF members (and among people in 

general). 

 

4.3.2 Reliability 

In qualitative research, synchronic reliability is assessed to gain an understanding 

of a study’s overall reliability. This type of reliability is achieved when the researcher 

provides enough detail about their research process to make it possible for other researchers 

to follow the logic of this process. Adequate descriptions of the research process are 

required (Mays & Pope, 1995, p. 110). Reliability is accounted for when the researcher 

practices systematic transcription of data or keeps detailed field notes regarding 

participants’ recruitment, data collection, and data analysis processes of the study (Kirk & 

Miller, 1986, p. 41; Silverman, 1998, pp. 111-112). By keeping copious field and analytic 

notes, the researcher makes it possible for another researcher to understand and follow the 

research process (Kirk & Miller, 1986, p. 41; Silverman, 1998, p. 111-112). The data in 

this research is reliable because an audio recording was kept of all the interviews and 

transcribed them verbatim.  
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Providing detailed field and analytic notes is important to the reliability of data 

because it makes it possible for other researchers to follow the research process (Kirk & 

Miller, 1986, p. 41; Silverman, 1998, p. 111-112). By doing so, the reliability of the study 

could be tested by way of inter-judge reliability (also known as inter-rater reliability) 

wherein independent coders could code the same transcripts and see if coder disagreement 

occurs (Mays & Pope, 1995, pp. 110; Silverman, 1998, p. 113).  

 

4.3.3 Generalizability         

Qualitative research makes moderatum generalizations (Williams, 2000, p. 215). 

Moderatum generalizability involves generalizing to a theory, and not a population; the 

researcher is generalizing to the emergent theory that is coming from their work. In doing 

so, the researcher makes theoretical inferences (Williams, 2000, p.218): Inferences about 

generic social processes based on the findings. This type of generalizability is based on the 

ability to link the particular to the general; how the particular generalizations of a study fit 

into a generic social process. A researcher can achieve moderatum generalizability by 

contextualizing their work. A way to do this is by employing four types of sensitivity 

(Silverman, 1998, p. 110). 

Silverman (1998, p. 110) argues that qualitative data should employ four types of 

sensitivity to enhance generalizability; these sensitivities are classified as historical, soci-

cultural, political, and contextual. First, historical sensitivity refers to examining the 

relevant historical evidence when considering a certain research topic. Soci-cultural 

sensitivity refers to particular forms of cultural representation that shape informants’ 

experiences. Political sensitivity refers to any political interests at are prominent in society 
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at the time the study is conducted. Research topics are often based on current political 

interests and designed following these interests (Silverman, 1998, p. 110). Finally, 

contextual sensitivity refers to the biographical contexts of the informants, such as their 

social identity, social status, age, income, sex, and level of education (Silverman, 1998, p. 

110). 

Some of these sensitivities are accounted for in the interviews. Where possible, the 

time periods that each participant served in the CAF, were included to account for any 

major historical events (or wars) that occurred during their service that may have 

influenced their views and explanations (i.e., The Somalia affair, the WWII, the Gulf War). 

In addition, any military-specific cultural aspect (i.e., hyper-masculinity, affinities for 

weapons) that may help explain why right-wing extremists are drawn to the CAF were 

recorded. When the topic came up, participants were prompted to discuss their political 

views however, this question was not included in the interview list as it was not the focus 

of the interview – This research is more interested in the participants’ perception of right-

wing ideologies and how they understand these ideologies rather than their own political 

ideologies. Lastly, the biographical context was accounted for by recording every 

participant’s sex, current CAF status (i.e., serving or retired), how long they served, what 

CAF element they served in, their rank, and where in Canada they served. Participants were 

not asked about their age, social status, social identity, income, or level of education 

however, some of these topics came up in normal conversation during the interviews. 
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4.4 Ethical Protocols  

As per the University of New Brunswick’s (UNB) Policy on Research Involving 

Humans (2011), this research complied with the standards established in the second edition 

of the Tri-Council Policy Statement, “Ethical Conduct for Research Involving Humans” of 

2018. This project is on file with the University of New Brunswick’s Research Ethics 

Board under file number REB #2020-110. 

The interviews conducted for this research were part of a larger research project for 

which I was a research assistant. The larger study is led by Dr. Barbara Perry, and her co-

investigators, Dr. Ryan Scrivens, and Dr. David Hofmann. It is titled Updating the 

Environmental Scan of Right-Wing Extremism in Canada and has been reviewed by the 

University of Ontario Institute of Technology Research Ethics Board [REB #15458], and 

by the University of New Brunswick Research Ethics Board [REB #2019-122] and [REB 

#2020-110] (see appendix C and D). I was explicitly named as a researcher and data 

gatherer in this REB approval, and I signed a detailed document agreeing to adhere to all 

ethical protocols outlined by both institutions. The principal investigator granted me 

permission to use the interview data in my thesis.  

 The focus, scope, and nature of this research was explained to participants via a 

consent form (see appendix E). Each participant was emailed the consent form 24 hours 

before the interview to make sure they had time to read over the information and understand 

the expectations of the research. Consent was documented with a signature on the form. In 

the event where a signature could not be provided, consent was given orally and was 

recorded, or in writing via email. The participants were informed that their participation is 

voluntary and were advised to read over their consent form for the purpose of the research; 
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potential risks and benefits of the research; and assurance that they can refrain from 

answering questions and/or withdraw from the study at any given time. Participants were 

assured that all research materials including notes, digital recordings, and transcripts were 

used for scholarly purposes only. The data was de-identified using pseudonyms and will 

be destroyed after dissemination of the findings is completed. Participants were informed 

if they choose to withdraw from the study after the interview was conducted, their interview 

material would be destroyed. Finally, only those CAF members who were competent adults 

(18 years of age or older) were recruited for this research.  
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Chapter 5: Findings  

This chapter will present the qualitative interview findings from the fifteen semi-

structured interviews. The findings will be presented as themes (see Ryan & Bernard, 

2003). 

 

5.1 The Participants 

This section provides a brief description of each participants’ work history within 

the CAF. The interview data was de-identified by assigning each participant a pseudonym 

(fake name) to satisfy confidentiality requirements. Some histories are more detailed than 

others as some participants were willing to share more information.  

Bob 

Bob joined the army in the late 1980s. He was a non-commissioned member of the 

Canadian Army Regular Forces. He left the CAF to pursue a PhD.  

Joe 

Joe is an officer within the Canadian Army Reserve Forces, with multiple decades 

of service in the CAF. He served in many different positions throughout his career and has 

gone on one tour to Afghanistan during his service. 

Dan 

Dan is an officer in the Canadian Army Reserve Forces and has served for 

approximately 10 years. He was also a part of various other units and divisions throughout 

his career. He first joined the CAF in the late 2000s.  
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Oliver 

Oliver is a Private in the Canadian Army Reserve Forces. He has served in the CAF 

for over two years.  

Paul 

Paul first entered into the Canadian Army Reserve Forces in the mid 1980s when 

he was 17. He joined a primary reserve combat unit under a non-commissioned status. 

When he first entered, the CAF was still under Cold War rules of engagement. Later on in 

his career, he entered the Canadian Regular Forces where he remained until leaving the 

CAF. 

Sara 

Sara is an Aviator in the Canadian Airforce Regular Forces. She has been in the 

CAF for a year and a half. 

Alex 

Alex is a Sargent in the Canadian Army Reserve Forces. He did two tours in the 

Middle East and has been in the CAF for approximately two decades.  

Mary 

Mary left the CAF as a Warrant Officer in the Canadian Airforce Regular Forces. 

She was in the CAF for three decades before she retired. She did three tours in Afghanistan.  

Andy 

Andy was in the Canadian Army Regular Forces just over 10 years before he 

retired. He held various positions in his trade and did one tour to Afghanistan in the early 

2010s. 
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Gary  

Gary was in the Canadian Army Regular Forces just shy of 20 years before he 

became a disabled veteran in 2005. He served in the Gulf War in the early 1990s and toured 

in the former Yugoslavia. Finally, in the mid 1990s he toured in Bosnia. He also helped 

with the “Flood of the Century” in Manitoba.  

Mike 

Mike is a Chief Warrant Officer in the Canadian Army Reserve Forces and has 

been serving since the mid 1980s. He has held various positions throughout his career.   

Dave 

Dave was a Radio Operator in the Canadian Navy Regular Forces for seven years 

before he left. He held various positions throughout his career. He also served in the Gulf 

War during his time in the CAF.  

Terry 

Terry was a Master Corporal in the Canadian Army Regular Forces. He served 

approximately 25 years in the CAF before taking medical leave.  

Jerry 

Jerry was a Sergeant in the Canadian Army Regular Forces. He served 

approximately two decades before retiring in the mid 1990s. He took multiple leadership 

programs and courses thought his entire career. 

Barry 

Barry is a Captain in the Canadian Army Regular Forces. He has been in the CAF 

approximately three decades and has done five tours overseas – three in Afghanistan and 

two in the former republic of Yugoslavia. 
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5.2 Interview Findings  

This chapter presents the identified themes that were discussed in the interviews. 

Some participants did not have relevant experiences and/or explanations to contribute to 

each topic or theme. Therefore, some sections have fewer responses than others. 

 

5.2.1 General Perceptions of Right-Wing Extremism in the Canadian Armed Forces  

Two participants agreed that RWE in the CAF has the potential to become a threat 

and that it should be watched. For instance, Bob stated that “it’s something to be on guard 

against, to be watched for, and to be destroyed, at all costs, because the risk of it is it’s... 

it’s a public mess,” and Oliver said, 

 

It can be a real threat if it takes wind. If it… if they’re just kinda there, if there’s 

no real threat being made, then there’s nothing we can really do about it, but 

knowing that they’re there is just as important as well. 

 

 Four participants agreed that RWE exists and is present in the CAF. Dan, Paul, and 

Terry acknowledged it exists and that it has no place in the CAF. However, Paul stated that 

it is difficult to know the true number, asking “how many have been able to be proven?... 

How well do they hide within the shadows?” He explained that CAF members do not act 

against the majority because there is a “generational cycle” where new recruits follow the 

norms and values of the majority. He states, “… if there’s somebody in the military that is 

practicing you know, right wing extremism, or there’s somebody sort of going down the 

wrong path, it’s hidden…” Finally, Alex disclosed that recently there have been a few 
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RWE groups that were exposed as white supremacist groups however, he says there are 

radicals in every organization. 

Two participants, Alex and Barry, describe the CAF as a microcosm of the overall 

Canadian population and that this is why RWE can exist within the CAF. When asked to 

explain why it is possible for right-wing extremists to exist in the CAF, Alex states “the 

CAF is a cross section of the population of Canada. We have the same microcosms that 

every organization has and we’re always going to have a few [extremists].” Likewise, 

Barry explained that since the CAF is a microcosm of the Canadian population at large, it 

is possible extremists exist in any element or trade stating, “if your neighbor can be one of 

those people, I’m... I’m sure... I’m sure there’s people in the military.” 

In contrast, two participants did not believe RWE is present in the CAF. Joe 

believes RWE is not as prevalent as it is perceived, saying, 

 

If you want to define extremism as somebody who’s willing to act out violently 

for their political beliefs, I think it’s virtually non-existent. It gets talked about 

a lot. Everybody in the military is very self-conscious of it because it’s been 

spoken of a lot and there’s a great deal of internal messaging against it in the 

military.  

 

Similarly, Sara stated she did not see anything while serving that lead her to believe it exists 

in “any sort of prominence” within the CAF. She explains there is no tolerance for anything 

that would be considered RWE and “if anything, it would be a product of the old guard,” 

(i.e., those individuals edging toward retirement). 
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5.2.2 Are Right-Wing Extremists and Extremist Groups Present in the Canadian Armed 

Forces? 

Participants were asked whether they believe right-wing extremists and/or groups 

are present (or could be present) within the CAF. Some believe they do have a presence in 

the CAF, while others do not think they have a presence, and some were unsure.  

Bob stated that the CAF tends to be dominated by a “right-of-center” political 

mindset, adding that the Conservative party of Canada has traditionally advocated for 

“strong Armed Forces,” and have put more dollars into defense spending. Therefore, this 

political mindset tends to be, but not always, part of the narrative for many CAF members. 

For this reason, he does not see how an extreme-right view would appeal to majority of 

CAF members because of the cultural diversity within the CAF. However, he did say that 

he did know of two biker gangs in the CAF while he was serving. One was in the Princess 

Patricia’s Number Two Command in the Airborne Regiments back in the 1990s. The other 

was a Canadian Army Veteran motorcycle club. He explained that the latter was a 

motorcycle version of a legion, which he did not “associate with the neo-Nazi extreme, 

right-wing. 

Joe argued that although RWE infiltration in the CAF is possible, it is unlikely. He 

explained that if extremists joined the CAF just to “sharpen their skills it would be a long, 

torturous” means to an end because basic training is “extremely unpleasant.” He stated that 

they would receive weapons handling and training, however, “the juice would not be worth 

the squeeze” because they could “probably get that [training] off of YouTube just as well.” 

He said he constantly tells his soldiers to think twice about what they post on social media 

and that soldiers feel very self-conscious about what they post: “…even if they did embody 
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any kind of like, right-wing extremist views, they would be very careful to not expose that 

on social media…” 

Dan stated that conservative views are predominant in the CAF however, he 

explained that those views could either promote or discourage RWE behaviour and/or 

actions because, “being conservative in certain views may lead to right-wing extremism, 

but at the same time, if your views are so ingrained, you’ll be against those kinds of acts.” 

He estimated that there may be five or ten (non-violent) extremist groups present in the 

CAF today however, he says there is a deterrent for extremist affiliation in the CAF as the 

code of service does not allow right-wing extremist activity to take place. He explained 

that, 

 

If somebody’s projecting an attitude that, again, goes against the values and ethos 

of the Canadian forces, they’ll be held accountable for that. So, for somebody to be 

totally transparent about their views in that kind of organization is difficult because 

of those mitigating factors. 

 

Oliver argued that right-wing extremists’ presence in the CAF would depend on the 

type of position they apply for explaining the CAF conducts criminal record checks on 

recruits:  

 

…depending on what your position is for example, being an Intelligence Operator 

(see Government of Canada, n.d.a) you need to have access to classified intel, but 

to get that classified intel you have to have a whole background check done on you. 
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So as long as – let’s say you’re going for a position like [an Intelligence Operator] 

– [a right-wing extremist] couldn’t even get in if [the CAF] found that [the 

extremist] [is] a part of [a] right-wing group.  

 

He stated that he would not be able to guess how many groups and/or individual extremists 

are present in the CAF explaining extremists keep to themselves: “…you only really hear 

about it if they actually do something. So, as far as we know, they could be planning, but 

not out in the open just yet. Unless they’re looking for attention.” In addition, he said that 

the security of CAF-base locations would account for these extremists’ absence. He is 

currently based in a small city and stated that he has never seen extremism on his base. 

However, he believes extremism would be a bigger issue in larger cities stating, “bigger 

cities are basically social hubs. So, you could have a bigger number of people, which raises 

the percentage of actually encountering someone who’s an extremist.” 

Paul explained that it is difficult to prove the true number of right-wing extremists 

and/or extremist groups that are present in the CAF stating, “it’s one thing to say like, ‘this 

person is being discriminatory,’ it’s another thing to prove that he is in this group... for 

those who are in it, how well do they hide within the shadows?” However, he said that if 

right-wing extremists were present within the CAF, their presence would be due to the 

“lack of accountability” by leadership to identify them or do something about it: “I think 

that leadership condones certain types of behaviour. I don’t feel that all leadership looks at 

decisions objectively.” According to Paul, it is this lack of accountability and objective 

thinking that allows some people to “fall in-between the cracks.”  
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Sara stated that she does not believe there are any RWE groups that are solely CAF 

based. She says the presence of right-wing extremists in the CAF would depend on the 

definition of RWE explaining that traditional values and conservative political identity 

often get “lumped together” with RWE. If right-wing extremists were present in the CAF, 

Sara estimated they would represent less than one or two percent of the overall CAF 

population. In addition, she says if RWE does exist in the CAF, it is likely a “product of 

the old guard” (i.e., members who are reaching retirement). However, she said that not 

many of those members are “floating around anymore.” She also stated that these 

extremists would likely be non-violent because of the repercussions associated with 

extremist affiliation in the CAF: “You’re not just fearing the criminal justice system if you 

get caught, you’re fearing huge financial, and career-ending and imprisonment burns 

within the CAF before you can reach the criminal justice system.” She explains there are 

many “checks and balances” put into place to try and ensure a more inclusive space within 

the CAF, with more attention being put on sexism, racism, homophobia, harassment 

towards others, and any sort of violent behaviour. 

Alex stated right-wing extremists in the CAF are in the minority: “There is a small 

group, and we see national media on some Facebook groups, but I think they are a very 

small minority.” Here, he is referring to the “Rangers out West” (i.e., the 4th Canadian 

Ranger Patrol Group) that are under investigation for right-wing extremist affiliations 

and/or activity. He says if he were to guess how many right-wing extremist groups existed 

in the CAF total, he would say a dozen. However, he stated that he does not believe any 

exist within his own unit, which consists of around 200 service members. He explains is it 

possible for right-wing extremists to exist in the CAF because the CAF is a cross section 
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of the population of Canada: “…we have the same microcosms that every organization 

has…” He also believes these extremists are violent because, “by the definition of right-

wing extremism” they are violent. However, he said that we only hear about the violent 

extremists whereas the non-violent extremists do not seem to make the media. 

Mary guessed there may be approximately 1000 right-wing extremists in the CAF 

today explaining this is a small number given that the CAF is spread across the country.  

She believes most of them are likely non-violent right now because, “they’re probably 

building or planning.” She stated that if they were violent, we would hear more about them. 

Mary said that she did not see a lot of extremism in the CAF when she was serving and 

explained this could be because she was in the Airforce which has a larger female 

population than other elements, saying “And I really don’t see… I mean, I’m sure there 

are, but the women… I don’t find extremists that way.” However, she says extremists “can 

be anyone.” 

Andy stated that he would not be able to guess how many individual right-wing 

extremists or groups are present in the CAF but felt it is “likely a pittance.” However, he 

states, “in any group you have a small proportion of agitators or small group of involved 

motivated people influencing the opinions of a larger group willing to go along with it,” 

suggesting that these peoples’ presence is inevitable. If right-wing extremists are present 

in the CAF today, he stated they are likely in middle-to-senior positions, saying “it’s going 

to be somebody with perhaps 20 years in, reaching senior positions, that recognized that 

their ideas aren’t accepted by everyone, but is entrenched in their life. The dinosaurs…” 

He explains those CAF members who are just entering are, “under an intense amount of 

scrutiny for their behaviour both at work and online at home,” and “there is a lot of risk 
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with engaging in that behaviour with no reward.” The scrutiny that members face for such 

behaviour is why Andy believes most right-wing extremists in the CAF (if they exist) are 

non-violent. He said, “I don’t think in this age of self-owned scrutiny that they could get 

away with being violent.” He explained that CAF members are “lawfully obligated” to 

report any unacceptable behaviours that they witness, and this is why he does not think 

these extremists pose a threat stating, “never ever have I ever seen a guy busted for beating 

up a gay guy or making racially prejudice comments or something.” 

Gary stated that although he never came across right-wing extremists in his 

unit/division of the CAF while serving, he is “sure there’s some,” but “very, very few,” 

explaining that he has been all over Canada and has “never ran into them.” He also said 

that he never heard of any right-wing extremist groups while serving. He explained right-

wing extremists within the CAF (if they exist) are likely non-violent because they would 

be outnumbered by those who do not agree with their ideas and behaviour: “…if they were 

there, I think they would pretty much keep to themselves and keep quiet because they’d be 

certainly in the... in the very minority of opinions.” He stated that opposition from others 

toward these extremists’ opinions is the reason why extremists are absent within the CAF. 

Mike believes extremists are absent in his unit/division of the CAF. He resides in 

Ontario and explains the province’s diversity and immigration is what accounts for the 

absence of extremists. However, he does believe right-wing extremists can exist in the CAF 

and that if they come to the CAF, it is because they see a purpose. He argued that “they see 

[the CAF] as a place where they can recruit.” In terms of demographics, he stated 

extremism is “all colours now”: “…there’s white supremacists, there’s... there’s you know, 

Muslim extremism... They hate white guys; white guys hate them.” He stated that it is hard 
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to know how many individual right-wing extremists or extremist groups are present within 

the CAF because they “don’t make themselves known,” explaining the only reason the 

CAF knew about the Mathews case35 was because he left to go to the United States and the 

police were following his online activity. In terms of violence, he stated that these 

extremists could be violent and non-violent. On the one hand, he said they are violent 

because a lot of extremists see violence as the only way for a means to an end for their 

cause, they “…scare the population into submission, scare people to join your cause…” 

On the other hand, he said that those who are non-violent are “violent at heart” and 

probably were violent when they were younger, they just do not engage in violence 

anymore. However, he stated that non-violence “still espouses the hate,” explaining, 

“there’s people out there who agree with your hate and you’re… it’s gonna make it easier 

for you to recruit you know, fundraise, all that kinda stuff.”  

Dave stated that right-wing extremists in the CAF are “anybody who cannot take 

the uniform off when they go home at night.” He adds, “if you see somebody wearing 

camouflage as a fashion statement, that’s a red flag.” However, he does not believe there 

are any official RWE groups in the CAF. Rather, he said those individuals may, “find 

themselves migrated towards [RWE] in their private life.” He explained that there, “would 

not even be a percentage” of extremists in the CAF and if there were, most extremists 

would want to remain anonymous “so that they don’t risk their day-job.” If right-wing 

 

35 The participant is referring to the high-profile case of MCpl Patrik Mathews, a Manitoba reservist who was 
a member of the U.S. based RWE group known as The Base. Mathews actively tried to recruit fellow CAF 
members while serving in the reserves. He later fled to the United States where he was arrested for his 
involvement in the group and espousing the RWE ideology. For more information see, Thorpe (2019, August 
21).  
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extremists did exist in the CAF, he believes they have “the tendency to be violent” because 

they would have “been trained to be [violent]” and when they are given a focus or a need, 

an extremist can “surface very quickly.” He stated that the presence and/or absence of right-

wing extremists in the CAF is completely random, explaining that people in the CAF are 

selected to train and work together and there is no “specific agenda” to select people of a 

certain mindset to join the CAF. However, he stated there are “individualists of like-minds” 

within the CAF: “…they’re not radicalized, they’re just same mindset, same lifestyles and 

I wouldn’t say they’re an organized group, nothing has drove that to go to that extreme at 

this point.” He added that there may be a few “gun-club enthusiasts” who have similar 

mindsets however, they are not extremist, they are simply “keeping their skillsets” and 

“being with people they understand.” 

Terry stated that he saw confederate flags hanging-up in the barracks when he was 

serving. He was serving when the Airborne Regiment was a part of the CAF and said that 

they “were a different mixed-bag of nuts.” He stated some of those members were violent 

however, that was how they were trained in the military – to be violent. Today, he estimates 

at least half a dozen RWE groups are present in the CAF, adding that he would not be 

surprised if individual right-wing extremist numbers were in the thousands.  He explained 

that the military has grown since he served, indicating that his estimate reflects the increase 

in members. When asked to further describe these extremists he said he assumes “they’re 

racists.”  

Jerry stated that the RWE is not predominant in the CAF, although it does occur. 

He suspects that there are probably right-wing extremists present in the CAF today because 

there are lots of different subcultures in the military, there are Wiccan organizations, 
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satanic organizations, and new religious movements “all throughout the military.” He 

stated there are, “all kinds of things going on in the CAF today that people don’t talk 

about,” such as wife swapping clubs. In terms of RWE groups, he said that there is probably 

one “central” group present within the CAF wherein members “cannot have their identities 

exposed.” He stated, “it’s a very small world now that we’ve got the internet,” indicating 

that right-wing extremists can easily communicate without having to meet in person. In 

terms of actual numbers, he said it is impossible to guess how many individual right-wing 

extremists are present in the CAF today. He believes these extremists are non-violent 

because, 

 

there is a dissatisfaction out there among a lot of people, but they’re afraid, 

very afraid to speak out that they’re dissatisfied because if you don’t go along 

with the program that the governments got, then you end up being… risking 

being labeled a racist.  

 

He gave an example of the Nova Scotia Lobster Fishermen who are angry that Indigenous 

peoples can fish year-round stating that he feels that “… it’s really difficult to maintain a 

position, a political position, or anything that’s not completely progressive, without being 

labeled a racist.” 

Finally, Barry argued that the presence of right-wing extremists in the CAF is very 

low and an extreme rarity saying, ‘it’s like almost… really to join those groups is… like a 

one-way ticket to being caught, kicked out the Forces and you know, depending on their 

activities, doing jail time so…” He explained it would be difficult for a right-wing extremist 
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to function in the CAF and not be caught because the CAF has a hard lifestyle wherein 

members’ time is constantly occupied while serving. He added that CAF members are, 

“always being watched and heavily tracked,” meaning right-wing extremists would likely 

engage in non-violent (and less serious) activities to avoid getting caught and disciplined. 

He also stated that these extremists seem to fit more of a “loner lifestyle” which does not 

fit the CAF lifestyle: “… they wouldn’t really feel or be a part of the… the military team.” 

Later he modified his estimate of RWE stating that there is an absolute absence of right-

wing extremists inside his unit for that very reason.  

 

5.2.3 Where are Right-Wing Extremists Located Within the Canadian Armed Forces? 

Participants were asked where RWE might be found within the CAF in terms of 

elements (i.e., Army, Navy, or Airforce), and trades (i.e., Line Technician, Combat 

Engineer, Cook etc.) if they did exist. Three participants suggested the Army and Combat 

Arms trades however, two other participants answered this question more broadly, 

suggesting extremists are more likely found in the Reserve Forces. One participant 

suggested the Canadian Ranger units (a subcomponent of the Canadian Army Reserve) in 

particular. Two more participants mentioned specific CAF bases and base locations that 

extremists may be located in. Finally, some participants expanded this topic even further 

to include the different ranks (i.e., higher vs. lower ranks such as i.e., Privates, Officers, 

Sergeants etc.) and status (i.e., Veteran) that an extremist in the CAF may hold. 
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Army / Combat Arms Trades.36 Paul explained that right-wing extremists would 

exist in the Combat Arms especially within the Infantry, Artillery, and among the engineers 

because of the masculine ethos of the Combat Trades. He said, “there’s this expected 

appointed behaviour that reflects the ideal soldier being very masculine… almost 

hypermasculine and you know, promoting that type of drive.”  Terry also stated that right-

wing extremists seem to concentrate more in the Combat trades or the “hardcore Army 

trades” because of the training they receive: “…I was in the Infantry and the Armored core 

like... like I said, we were trained... we were… it was drilled into us that we were to kill 

the enemy.” Similarly, Oliver stated that these extremists would likely be “front lines” 

personnel (i.e., Infantry personnel, Armored Soldier, Artillery personnel, Combat 

Engineer) or from the Combat trades rather than other positions like intelligence. He 

explained that intelligence personnel have access to classified intelligence and to get an 

intelligence position with the CAF, a background check on the applicant must be done 

which would prevent an extremist from getting in. He stated that the Combat Arms trades 

are the most widely recognized and have the highest personnel count when compared to 

the other trades. Therefore, there are more CAF bases around the country for these trades 

than any other. These trades are supported by administrative personnel, with these 

administrative trades having the second highest personnel count, making them a viable 

alternative for extremists in the CAF. Oliver explained that these administration positions 

would attract people who are trying to avoid the more physical trades, making the overall 

 

36 The Army is the land component of the three elements of the CAF. The Combat Arms are trades or jobs 
within the Army (i.e., Infantry Soldier, Armored Soldier, and the Artillery). For more information see, 
Government of Canada (2021d). 
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journey of a right-wing extremist becoming a CAF member easier, since they only have to 

pass their BMQ (Basic Military Qualification) and the BMQ for their respective 

environment (Land, Air, Navy).  

Similar to Paul, Terry, and Oliver, Andy stated that the Army, especially the 

Combat Arms, “attract a certain type of person,” (i.e., people like the Freemen on the 

Land).37 In general, he said that people who have traditional or conservative values and 

who were raised in nuclear families are attracted to the military. He admitted that he does 

not speak for the other CAF elements or other trades because he mostly associated with 

Army and Combat Arms personnel while serving. However, he stated that he would be 

surprised if the number of conservatives within the non-commissioned members of the 

Combat Arms is below 90 percent. He claimed that these members are not right-wing 

extremists rather, they just have right-leaning political views and/or beliefs. In terms of 

right-wing extremists, he speculated that they could be found in the Combat Arms, 

although he said that that does not reflect his experience and he did not see any overt 

examples of this while serving. Regardless, he suggested that the demographics of the 

Combat Arms aligns with those of right-wing extremists explaining members of the 

Combat Arms are usually young males (ages 18 to 25) who are ambitious, motivated, 

impressionable, and “subject to indoctrination.” He added that these young men are 

especially impressionable by positions of authority stating, “…you learn your behaviour 

 

37 The Freeman on the Land (also known as Sovereign Citizens) are part of a right-wing movement that 
espouses an illegitimacy of government authority and claim laws and regulations do not apply to them. For 
more information see, The Sovereign Citizen Movement (2016).  
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from them, you learn what’s expected of you, how you should behave, not just all the time, 

but moment to moment. A lot of that is learned behaviour from your superiors.” 

 Mike stated that right-wing extremists are likely in all trades however, they 

“might flock mostly to the infantry.” He adds most extremists are probably in the Combat 

Arms, but they “would probably be everywhere if they are.” He said that it is the 

“machoism” and the training of the Combat Arms that may draw these extremists in 

explaining, “the combat arms is a… still a male dominated profession, you get to carry a 

gun, you get to shoot things, you get to kill things.” Similarly, Sara explained that she does 

not think there is any one place in the CAF that extremists are located because the CAF is, 

“so diverse in their hiring and their populations…” However, she stated that “you get your 

usual boys club,” in reference to the Combat Arms Trades.  

Reserve Forces. Paul said that right-wing extremists’ presence differs between the 

Regular and Reserves Forces explaining that older individuals are found in the Regular 

Force whereas most of the younger people are in the Reserves. He explained that the 

military ethos is not as intensely drilled into Reservists 24/7 like it is for Regular Forces 

personnel. Regular Forces personnel are constantly watched by their superiors and because 

of this, he says their movement is limited. Paul’s words reflect the concept of the 

Panopticon when he states that “we move within a space that we’re always, in theory, being 

watched and so we don’t want to go against the grain, because you know, you never know 

who’s watching in one of those towers in a prison system.” He said that the CAF is the 

same way explaining, the Reserves are a part-time job wherein you go to work and at the 

end of the day you forget about your work, go home, and move freely within society 

without the CAF watching your every move. However, in the Regular Forces, Paul stated 
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that you do not go home and forget about your work or move freely within society; the 

CAF continues to monitor your behaviour 24/7. Because of this, Paul believes that there 

would be far less extremists in the Regular Forces in comparison to the Reserves, which 

would have more people who lean toward transitory or ‘up-and-coming’ movements, for 

instance, short-lived movements for social change (Transitory Social Change, n.d). He 

explained that there is more opportunity for members in the Reserves to be misguided 

stating, “…you’re making very poor decisions and hanging out with people who are not 

very nice people.” Likewise, Barry said that the reserves are an easier environment for a 

soldier to become radicalized because reservist soldiers are civilians the majority of the 

time. 

Ranger Units. Alex suggested right-wing extremists are likely located in Ranger 

units (an extension of the Reserves) if they do exist in the CAF. He said that Ranger units 

tend to be isolated by nature explaining, “ranger units are always in the North and small 

communities, so they’re isolated to begin with and it’s easier for them to have a breeding 

ground when it’s a small enclave.” 

 Specific CAF Bases. Gary stated that if right-wing extremists were present in the 

CAF, they are likely found in the larger CAF bases because “there’s more people around.” 

Likewise, Terry said that Edmonton and Gagetown have potential for extremist presence, 

because they are two of the larger CAF bases. Furthermore, Jerry explained that CAF bases 

are “small enough” to be surrounded by civilian towns and cities which can influence the 

type of thinking within a base. He hypothesized that bases near cities that lean towards 

certain cultures and conservative thinking such as southern Ontario and Alberta – 

especially southern Alberta – are more likely to “have [RWE] groups available” or groups 
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“that promote extremism.” He stated that RWE recruitment is more likely at those bases. 

Finally, Paul suggested looking at any full-time out-postings or reserves near the U.S. 

boarder stating, “if you lived close to… close to the United States I would say there would 

be a push to move to the United States or to engage in the United States.” In fact, the CAF 

has already seen this in the Case of MCpl Patrik Mathews.38  

 Lower Ranked Personnel. Bob stated that CAF members in higher ranks are 

expected to have a certain level of education in their professional, civilian, and military 

lives. Therefore, he believes right-wing extremists would be found among lower ranked 

personnel (i.e., privates) who are usually younger and less educated, stating, “there’s 

greater opportunity for ignorant fuckin’ hillbillies to exist within the Army as private 

soldiers.” Oliver also stated that extremists would probably be lower-ranked CAF 

personnel (i.e., Privates, Corporals, Master Corporals) or young officers. He explained that, 

 

it’s a lot easier to get a position as a private and then kind of work your way 

through the ranks that way than if you’re going as an officer. Just because the 

training is a lot different and they’re both tough, but the officer one is more 

mentally and somewhat physically demanding. Just from the leading aspect 

compared to just the private.  

 

Paul also believes right-wing extremists would be found in the lower ranks among younger 

male members since males do not mature until their late 20s. Dave emphasized that right-

 

38 See chapter 2, section 2.2.1 (p. 10). 
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wing extremists in the CAF are among the “weak-minded” and are not highly educated. 

He said that, 

 

those persons that were not as highly educated and... and not by choice by any 

means, generally would migrate towards the Army for... for a more barbaric 

method of... of serving in the Canadian Armed Forces… you’ll find a lot of 

people in the army… 

 

He added that he believes these people are probably “less intellectually advanced” than 

those in the Airforce or the Navy. He explained that the Airforce and Navy are “highly 

trained” because they go through a “process of interviews and testing” and are “a little bit 

more educated… not through school, but we’re a little sharper people.” In the Army, he 

said “there’s more basic footwork,” their work is in the field, hands-on, and not on a 

computer: “… you’ll find less technical challenge when it comes to that and more of a 

basic instinct to be able to exercise…” He explained that “you will find the football players 

for example, from a high school clique in the Army as opposed to the chess club which 

would be in the Airforce or the Navy.”  

Higher Ranked Personnel. Mary stated that right-wing extremists can be of any 

rank or position: “…like they are in the world, they’re… they can be anywhere, in any 

position and a lot of times it could be a position of influence...” However, she says it is 

possible an extremist has a higher rank just because they would already have that “alpha 
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mentality.”39 Mary recalled her experiences with “alpha males” during her time in the CAF, 

explaining that some of the men with “power” in leadership roles, act as though “nothing 

can touch them.” 

 Veterans. Paul stated that veterans are a group to keep an eye on as they are more 

likely to be violent if radicalized depending on what CAF element they were in and when 

they toured. He said, “I think they would probably be more violent, or they would be more 

susceptible maybe to displaying the violent behaviour.” 

 

5.2.4 What are some of the Right-Wing Extremists’ Ideologies Within the Canadian 

Armed Forces? 

Participants were asked to define and describe right-wing extremist ideologies. 

They mention concepts such as anti-authority, government collapse, and white supremacist 

worldviews.  

Anti-Authority Ideologies. Dan defined right-wing extremist ideologies as 

oppositions to “authority of the state,” and “the kind of different cultural and religious 

beliefs that are encompassed by individuals within that state.” Similarly, Paul stated that 

these extremists have an attitude of which they believe they cannot be controlled and so 

they rebel 

 

39 Alpha males “are those at the top of the social status hierarchy.” (Kaufman, 2015 December 10). These 
males are considered the “real men” as they have “access to power, money, and mates, which they gain 
through physical prowess, intimidation, and domination.” (Kaufman, 2015 December 10). 
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against authority: “…they go against the societal ideology… of progressive movement, of 

understanding, of diversity…”  

Government Collapse Ideologies. Jerry stated that right-wing extremists are 

focused on recruiting because many RWE groups believe “there is a war coming,” and, 

“eventually, the culture will collapse, and those who are able to defend themselves will 

survive.” He explained that this is why some of these groups are armed and training, to 

“promote the idea of survival against the collapsed government.” 

 White Supremacist Worldviews. Oliver defined right-wing extremists’ ideologies 

as a “sense of nationalism” and Alex stated that right-wing extremist ideologies are in line 

with white supremacy and anti-Semitism. Likewise, Terry recalled hearing soldiers speak 

out against Muslims and defines their ideologies as similar to those of the KKK. 

Furthermore, Bob explained that right-wing extremists’ ideologies have the goal of re-

shaping Canadian society into one in which only certain races are allowed to participate 

and have benefits from being from Canadian citizenship. Lastly, Mike stated right-wing 

extremists “see an end to whatever their purpose is…” and this end may include violence. 

He believes extremists do not like the diversity in Canada stating, “it’s something that they 

can’t accept because they see it as ‘I’m losing my way of life’.” Mike stated that an 

individual’s personal worldview is related to the kind of extremism they end up embracing. 

According to Mike, “…it’s how they see themselves in the world … it’s white supremacy, 

they see it as you know, … ‘I’m losing my… my identity’…” or they “see immigrants as… 

as taking away their…their way of living.” He explains “you either understand the world 

or you don’t…” stating peoples’ ignorance leads to stupidity.  
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5.2.5 What Kinds of Activities do Right-Wing Extremists Engage in within the Canadian 

Armed Forces? 

Participants were asked to describe the activities that right-wing extremists may 

engage in. They mentioned activities such as online activities (i.e., posting, interactions, 

promoting propaganda, recruiting), acts of discrimination and rebellion, engaging in or 

following right-wing politics, playing male-dominated sports with others, weapons-related 

activities, and engaging in initiations.  

Online Activities. Dan stated the “Hollywood” version of extremist activities 

makes people think of explosives, however, he explained that right-wing extremists could 

be people projecting values that are derogatory toward certain groups of individuals or 

certain ideas saying, “…so, I mean, something as simple as posting something online that’s 

derogatory toward a group, I would think that would constitute extremism.” Oliver believes 

that from the RWE perspective, online interactions are “the best way to go.” He explained 

that it is easier for these extremists to communicate online and not raise suspicion as 

opposed to meeting up with others on certain days or at a certain time of day. Likewise, 

Sara stated that right-wing extremists can be found online, “anywhere you can talk to other 

people.” Sara suspects that these extremists use the internet to covertly express their 

thoughts and talk to like-minded people. She said CAF personnel’s online activity is 

monitored, but not as monitored as their overt actions and behaviours. She explained that 

these online conversations would be secure conversations: “… it would probably be buried 

under five different levels of you know, ‘this has nothing related to the CAF or anybody in 

the CAF’.” 
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Andy stated that aside from “sitting in somebody’s basement drinking beer, talking 

about whichever ideas that they have,” that right-wing extremists’ activities are “limited to 

largely online interactions” exclusively. He said, that “…there’s a lot of scrutiny going on 

with anything you do publicly, it’s not like the U.S., where 80 people or 50 men can get 

together armed and do militia practice.” He explained that the Internet “is revolutionary to 

human interaction,” because Canada has a low population density throughout most of the 

country, meaning those in smaller areas can turn to the online community to connect with 

like-minded individuals. He adds that extremist communities can “easily form 

underground so to say, on the internet behind closed internet doors.” In the age of the 

Internet, he says extremists can “throw together” a website “between themselves.”  

Jerry stated that “the connectivity of these groups on the internet is their strength.” 

He said extremists communicate through “internet posts on chat rooms, on certain boards 

on the internet,” adding that there is a lot of “discussion and propaganda being shared on 

certain websites.” He stated that many right-wing extremists do not allow their views to be 

seen or known by others in Canada because “one of the most evil things you can be,” is an 

extremist. This is why he says they turn to the internet to express their views.  Jerry said 

that it is difficult to track these extremists’ online activity because they are all using Virtual 

Private Networks (VPN), meaning their computers cannot be traced and it is not known 

who is logging into that computer and that “…in order to find them, you’ve got to go 

through three or four different servers in different countries, and it’s almost impossible to 

track people down.” He stated that anonymity makes for a large foundation for people who 

“feel comfortable chatting in there and they’re logging in there on a regular basis.” Jerry 

claimed that extremists have “feelings, which are completely legitimate” and that when 
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others tell them they should not voice their opinion because they will “be put down by the 

culture.” He feels that this is why these extremists are encouraged to go “underground” and 

use “different social media sites that go to different web boards.” Jerry stated that these 

sites are where some extremist views are found, explaining “a percentage of those people 

who are searching for like-minded thinkers are going to be caught up in the... in the 

movement of... of right-wing extremism.” 

In contrast, Barry does not think most right-wing extremists are engaged in online 

activities because that activity is being tracked. He stated that people are now red-flagged 

for anything off-hand that they post on their social media. He believes that the last thing 

extremists would want to do is go on social media “…to you know, I would say, keep them 

out of the fire so to speak, is to stay off of social media.” He explained that if extremists 

are on social media, they would have separate media accounts under false aliases to go on 

and do any kind of writing, posting, sharing or discussions.  

Acts of Discrimination and Rebellion. Paul stated that right-wing extremist 

activities or behaviours are in line with those described in the CAF’s Hateful Conduct 

policy.40 They are those that “… discriminate against a wide range of different people and 

so on, but also they rebel against authority.” He says rebelling against authority can include 

drinking, disorderly conduct, absent without leave, being late, dress and deportment. He 

stated that many of these behaviours are directly motivated by the use of alcohol, which 

can lead CAF members to rebel against authority and end up getting charged. 

 

40 The CAF enforced a Canadian Army Order (CAO) for hateful conduct applicable to all CAF personnel. 
The intent of the CAO is to eliminate racism, discrimination, and hateful conduct in the CAF. For more 
information see, Government of Canada (2020a). 
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 Male-Dominated Sports. Mary explained that right-wing extremists are probably 

involved in community organization because, “they want influence wherever they are…” 

She said that there are probably clubs or sporting events that they are involved in, referring 

to male-dominated sports such as golf, squash, boating, and fishing. She explained that 

extremists are more likely engaged in these types of activities with other people rather than 

alone because they, “want to get their influence in” or because they’re trying to “recruit.” 

 Right-Wing Politics. Mike stated that right-wing extremists probably engage in 

politically based activities saying: 

 

…they tend to levitate to more … right-wing leaning politicians that you know, 

profess the Canadian way, which was 1950s; everybody had a house you know, 

you had a wife, two kids and a car in your garage kinda thing. You know, 

limited immigration or to no immigration and all, that kinda stuff...  

 

Weapons-Related Activities.  Dave said that right-wing extremists are likely 

“gun-crazy” and that “… if they know everything there is to know about a particular model 

of a gun or knives, or different types of steel… big red flag. I’m not saying it’s not an 

enjoyable pastime, some people enjoy that lifestyle, but amongst them you will find a 

higher percentage than the person who goes home and plays with their kids and walks the 

dog.” 
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5.2.6 How Threatening are Right-Wing Extremists and/or Extremist Groups within the 

Canadian Armed Forces? 

Participants were asked to state their perceived level of threat associated with right-

wing extremists and/or groups. Responses ranged from no threat at all to a serious or high-

level threat, while some participants were unsure of the level of threat it poses.  

 No Threat. Bob stated that there is no threat of right-wing extremists in the Regular 

Forces however, he knows the Reserves have seen extremism, even though he never 

witnessed it for himself. He worked with many reserve units and stated that he, “in no way, 

shape, or form” saw “any signs, or heard of any conversation” among his professional 

colleagues about RWE in their units. Similarly, Sara states that “if we lived in America, it 

would be different,” but “in Canada’s current climate, I don’t think there’s a threat 

associated with [right-wing extremists]…” She believes there could be a threat, “if things 

heat up here the way they have been in the States…” Likewise, Gary believes that if the 

threat level is not already zero, “it’d be damn close to it.” He does not think RWE is a big 

issue because there “probably wouldn’t be many [extremists] and there wouldn’t be any 

amount to be considered a threat” and Mike does not think there is a threat of extremists 

within the CAF stating, “once they see they’re not getting what they want, they leave [the 

CAF].” Finally, Barry also stated there is no threat associated with extremists in the CAF 

explaining, “I’m not in any way going to work wondering if there’s an extremist, a violent 

extremist, within my unit or on my base, like that’s not even on my radar screen.” 

General Threat. Oliver did not explicitly state a threat level however, he talked 

about the threat of lone-wolves in general. He believes there is greater threat for lone-

wolves than actual RWE groups because, “it’s harder to change the ideologies of more than 
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one person than just focusing on one person and turning them into something that you 

know, will spiral off that you don’t have any control over.” Likewise, Dave did not give a 

level, however, like Oliver, he implied that there is a general threat of RWE in the CAF. 

He explained that if CAF members become “cemented” into extremist thinking and focus 

on an extremist thought, they are “fully aware” of how they can carry out the extreme 

measures that “may be floating around in their mind.” He stated that extremists in the CAF 

would be “highly trained” and taught hand-to-hand combat as well as how to use certain 

weapons. He implied that these extremists have violent ideas for a means to an end.  

Low-Level Threat. Alex believes that there is a very low-level threat associated 

with right-wing extremists. He said, “there’s not a lot of them, it’s not well organized… as 

they are identified they’re being weeded out… replaced, some cases they’ll be charged.” 

He explains the structure of the military itself, weeds most of these extremists out. 

Similarly, Jerry stated that the level of threat associated with right-wing extremists or 

groups is minor right now however, the threat is going to persist and eventually get worse. 

According to Alex, “… the rebellion against the status quo and against what culture tells 

us is acceptable, that’s going to get worse. And that’s going to take different forms, right-

wing extremism will be one of the forms it takes.” 

Medium-Level Threat. Dan argued that there is a medium-level threat associated 

with right-wing extremists in the CAF stating, “I wouldn’t think that any kind of a terrorist 

attack being on an upper scale of high is imminent. I would think that most people are 

aware of that kind of probability of that type of thing happening.” However, he says “it’s 

not a real common occurrence, so I would say medium because we know that threat is 

there, but it’s not necessarily low because we have different kind of extremist organizations 
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within Canada.” Terry also stated that right-wing extremists within the CAF pose a 

medium-level threat.  

High-Level Threat. Paul believes right-wing extremists are “very dangerous” 

because, “they manifest an ideology that is really negative.” He says these extremists stay 

“in the shadows” and as they do so, their following grows “to the point where they want to 

disrupt people’s lives on a large scale… To make a statement…” He explains these 

extremists are like chameleons, indicating that they blend into the rest of society or “in the 

shadows” growing their movement and following.  

Unknown. Mary explains she is not sure if right-wing extremists are a threat 

because, “we would hear things” if they were. She said extremism would be publicized 

because, “anything like that would definitely get out…” referring to the sexual 

discrimination issues that the CAF dealt with in 2020 which received a lot of attention in 

recent years: “…If there was any kind of inkling, I think it would get out like publicly...” 

She stated that these extremists are “pretty quiet right now.” 

 

5.2.7 Have You Had Experiences of and/or Interactions with Right-Wing Extremism in 

the Canadian Armed Forces? 

Participants were asked if they have experienced RWE either directly or indirectly 

within the CAF. Seven participants shared their direct experiences of and/or interactions 

with RWE in the CAF, while five participants shared their indirect or anecdotal experiences 

and/or interactions. 
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Direct Experiences and/or Interactions with Right-Wing Extremism in the 

Canadian Armed Forces. Bob stated that he served during the time of the Somalia 

inquiry.41 He said: 

 

I was exposed to the public backlash about that, and it caused us all in the 

Canadian Forces to reflect on who we knew, who shared those hard, racist 

views, and almost neo-Nazi views, and at the time, my perception based on 

what I saw was that they were few in number, almost nil.  

 

While he was serving, Bob stated that he had heard stories of people wanting to join the 

CAF to kill and shared a direct experience with RWE regarding a veteran, who was also a 

close friend and neighbor of his, who self-identified with RWE groups and was targeted 

by them through his social media activity. According to Bob, 

 

…he was an old guy and had expressed his political displeasure with the current 

Liberal government, and had come out barking online, on Facebook about his 

displeasure with the current Liberal government and had been looked up to a 

lather about this.”  

He says the veteran was convinced to write damning things about the government 

and the need to remove it by force if necessary:  

 

41 See chapter 2, section 2.2.1 (p.10). 
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He’d been convinced to write things about this on the internet by other people 

who are agitating to him in that regard, mostly because they can steal money 

from him. They convinced… this right-wing group convinced him that he 

could be… that he was the perfect leader for this organization, and they could 

see that in the aftermath of a hostile takeover or coup, to remove this 

dangerous Liberal regime, that he could be the new interim acting Prime 

Minister, and then potentially the Defense Minister in the regime. 

 

Unfortunately, this 80-year-old veteran was duped by the group and gave away his savings 

to these people and their movement. 

Alex stated that there are “all kinds of extremists in different forms.” Although he 

did not share any experiences he had had with RWE in the CAF, he did talk about an 

experience he had on tour in the Middle East with the United Nations in the late 1980s into 

the early 1990s. He explained that it was Bastille Day and “…all the white English-

speaking soldiers were advised not to go to the [mess hall / cafeteria] that night, stay out… 

stay in your own barracks, don’t roam, keep a low profile.” He continues, stating the French 

soldiers “took over the base and they did what they want.” He says the French soldiers 

drank, got loud, and got rowdy that night. He states they were nationalistic: “…being from 

Quebec and all that stuff…”. He admits their behaviour was “a little extreme” However, 

the activities he described are not RWE and he said it only lasted the one night.  

Mary did not talk about RWE-related experiences either, instead, she stated that 

during her time in the CAF, she came across “alpha males.” She explained that one Sargent 

wanted everything his way like a dictatorship and those who were under him did not agree 
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with or want to follow him. She also saw discrimination and “power tripping” stating some 

people in the rank structure would “abuse their power.” Dave also did not have any 

experiences with RWE during his time in the Navy, rather, he talked about the issue of 

homosexuality in the CAF. When he was serving, he said it was illegal to be a homosexual 

in the Armed Forces. Using extremism as a euphemism for homophobic discrimination, he 

said: “…so the extremism you would see against people that were somewhat feminine, was 

immediate and... and quite... quite physical at times.” He adds there was segregation 

between ships regarding what ship you belonged to: “… there was a sense of ‘I belong to 

this ship or that ship’.” There was also a “language barrier” between ships. He said “…we 

had French ships, we had English ships so, you could say there was extremism there.” 

Finally, he stated there was extremism between the ranks: “You could look at the rank at 

file between an officer that didn’t know his foot from his elbow to fellas that had served 

30 years doin’ that professional job, being told what to do by these officers…” 

Andy said he encountered several people who may fit the description of a Freeman 

on the Land or Sovereign Citizen,42 who were “anti-authoritarian,” especially ex-service 

members who were “anti-authority.” He stated that these people were skeptical of 

government, authority, and the legitimacy of government structure and laws. He went on 

to say that some CAF members who did tours in Afghanistan, expressed a sense of 

grievance when they believed they were being labelled racists because they talked about 

disliking the Afghan locals and claimed that in some cases, when a Forces member says 

they dislike the locals and says they are “terrible” it does not always mean that they think 

 

42 For more information see, Anti-Defamation League. (2016). 
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the locals are terrible people because they are “different,” rather, he argued that it is because 

they think the locals “fight wars in a cowardly way. “Andy echoed this feeling of grievance 

himself giving an example of when he felt he was subject to a racial double standard. He 

said that when he was doing survival training in a remote native community at the edge of 

the Arctic circle, he successfully constructed a stick A-frame structure to smoke fish in. 

When it was complete Andy said that one of the locals looked at it and said, “pretty good 

for a white man.” Andy argued that had that comment been made about a local, it would 

have been a “hate crime for sure.”  Similarly, Terry stated that he saw men in the barracks 

put up confederate flags when he was serving. He also referred to the Airborne Regiment, 

and the hazing incidents and radical behaviour that occurred within it. He added that 

members of that Regiment used racist terms against Muslims like “Ragheads” and 

“Monkeys.” Terry also expressed a sense of grievance, feeling that he himself had been 

discriminated against for not speaking French or attending mandated church services. Jerry 

explained that if soldiers did not have the ability or willingness to speak French, one of two 

of Canada’s languages, “then your chances for promotion were very, very limited.” He said 

this led to them “harboring resentment” and that throughout his career “bigotry” against 

the French, and Francophones in general, “was very dominant in the military.” 

 Lastly, Jerry stated that he never ran into RWE among his CAF colleagues saying, 

“…I’ve been with several groups for years at a time and posted to 11 different places and… 

and to tell you the truth, I didn’t experience any right-wing extremism among my 

coworkers.” However, he said he may have come across RWE while serving as an X-ray 

technician in Ontario. Jerry explained, that as part of his job, he took a lot of X-rays of 
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soldiers’ chests and in doing so he saw a lot of tattooed symbols on their bodies that 

“aligned with right-wing extremism,” such as the Nazi swastika symbol: 

 

We had a patient brought in one weekend, late in the evening. And I don’t know 

what medications he had on board, that was really… never really defined. It 

was clearly something that he… that he had taken, or it was given to him. But 

the concern we had was that his body was… had a large number of bite marks 

and swastikas. The bite marks were all recent and the swastikas seemed to be 

you know, carved on with a pen knife or something, but the scars were there.  

 

Another symbol related to Nazism that Jerry noticed on soldiers’ bodies was the number 

88.43  Although he saw these symbols on soldiers’ bodies, he said the topic of RWE was 

never discussed in public and that he did not see anything related to RWE while serving 

on the east coast of all the Atlantic provinces. 

 

Indirect Experiences and/or Interactions with Right-Wing Extremism in the 

Canadian Armed Forces. Joe stated that he heard anecdotal comments and/or 

conversations saying, 

 

 

43 The number 88 is a white supremacist/ne0-Nazi numerical code for "Heil Hitler" or ‘HH’. ‘H’ is the eighth 
letter in the alphabet therefore, 88 is code for ‘HH’ or “Heil Hitler.” For more information see, Anti-
Defamation League (2021b). 
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 … I heard that – anecdotally – ‘oh, yeah, there was a unit in Edmonton that 

did this to a guy’ or whatever. Only kind of anecdotally, second-hand like that, 

I gotta confess, I mean, people would whisper confidentially that they might 

be sympathetic towards some of those sentiments that, ‘yeah, what’s happening 

at Roxham Road is wrong’ and ‘we need to screen refugees a little bit better’ 

and you know, just whispering that kind of sentimentality and ‘oh, I don’t agree 

with them wearing a hijab’ and you know, ‘that’s a sign of oppression, why is 

it considered to be a sign of liberation here?’…  

 

Dan stated that a friend of his in the CAF was sharing The Yellow Vests’44 posts 

on Facebook. He explained that he did not hear his friend “explicitly project” any of the 

Yellow Vests’ views however, he believes that his friend may be associated with the group. 

In fact, he added that he heard about a Yellow Vest recruiter at a Navy Base in 

Newfoundland (the base his friend was stationed at). Aside from the Yellow Vests, he 

stated that he also heard derogatory/discriminatory remarks and jokes being made by CAF 

personnel about people from Middle Eastern culture.  

Oliver also stated that he had heard other CAF personnel comment on immigration 

in Canada saying “not that the comments were harsh. They were more like along the lines 

of ‘Maybe [the Government] should take a second look on the whole immigration 

 

44 Named for their florescent yellow safety vests, the Yellow Vests are an extremist movement that originated 
in France (Abedi, 2018 December 17). The original movement was “inspired by the idea that President 
Emmanuel Macron’s government is hurting ordinary workers and retirees with too many taxes.” (Abedi, 
2018 December 17). The movement has no clear leadership and has since attracted “a wide range of 
disgruntled people across France’s political spectrum, including some violent militants.” (Abedi, 2018 
December 17). The following has also spread globally and is now present across Canada. 
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scheme’.” Paul also saw discrimination and racism while serving in the CAF but explained 

that he did not experience RWE simply because it was not propagated or promoted at the 

time. However, he stated that one of his colleagues in the CAF was accused of extremist 

affiliations or actions while in service, but he does not know any further details.  

Finally, Barry stated that he had had no interactions with or had not seen anything 

overtly RWE in the CAF for himself, only the cases that he saw in the news. He said that 

the only extremism he did experience was the violence in Afghanistan such as the use of 

direct-fire weapons and IEDs. 

 

5.2.8 What Have other Canadian Armed Forces Members said About Right-Wing 

Extremism in the Canadian Armed Forces? 

Participants were asked what (if any) conversations and/or perceptions other CAF 

members have regarding RWE in the CAF. Some participants stated there is some 

discussion among CAF members regarding the topic of RWE. Others stated that there is 

little-to-no discussion on the topic at all.  

General Conversation. Joe admitted that the issue was not discussed very much, 

stating that most CAF personnel are not that “savvy” in the topic. He explained that the 

CAF is constantly talking to its soldiers and that soldiers are probably told in basic training 

not to get involved in organizations that may be criminal or hold beliefs that go against the 

military ethos and Oliver stated that certain CAF personnel such as Intelligence Operators, 

are keeping tabs on RWE organizations. Similarly, Andy stated that the topic of RWE had 

not been discussed while he was serving but he said leadership, “made clear their policy 

and their expectations of conduct within the CF…” and made it clear that, “ ‘you will not 
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be tolerated if you do this dumb stuff’.” However, he admitted that he had not had an 

“academic discussion” about the issue of RWE within his own unit/division of the CAF 

stating, RWE is “not within the purview of the CF… where extensively, we should focus 

on things that make us more effective war fighters…” He added  that, “a discussion on the 

specifics of hate groups in Canada doesn’t really have a relevance within people who fire 

cannons for a living…” Outside of his unit/division of the CAF, he said he knew there were 

members who believed RWE exists, but explained that the “waters have been terribly 

muddied as to what [RWE] consists of…” stating, “one man’s terrorist is another man’s 

freedom fighter…” 

Gary stated that CAF leadership never discussed or mentioned RWE while he was 

serving. Likewise, Jerry stated that of all the places in which he has worked while serving 

in the CAF, the issue of RWE never came up in conversation. During his time in, he says 

the big issues were, “political dissatisfaction and hazing rituals which had gone horribly 

wrong in some places,” but never RWE. Barry also stated that CAF members did not 

discuss cases of RWE outside of the 2019 case of the Manitoba reservist (MCpl Patrik 

Mathews)45. Rather, they just discuss cases of members “screwing up” by doing something 

they should not do or saying something they should not say. He explained there are other 

investigations outside the Mathews case, but they are not openly available. He stated that 

the general consensus about RWE in the CAF among members is that it’s a career-stopper: 

“…you’re probably going to, like could easily do jail time depending on what happened.” 

 

45 See chapter 2, section 2.2.1 (p.10). 
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In contrast, Mike said CAF personnel try to “denounce” RWE every chance they 

get stating “…we make it blatantly clear to everybody that we… that [RWE] is not an 

acceptable… not acceptable to our culture.” Likewise, Dave said that while he may not 

speak for all members, they all are generally “very intolerant of extremism.” He says 

“personal safety is something everybody considers, but nobody openly supports extremism 

in Canada…” In addition, Alex explained that when CAF officials discuss RWE, the 

conversation is focused on general awareness of the issue and there is no annual briefing 

about it. However, he said that there are other briefings and training that the CAF does 

stating, “we do certain things; we train every year and there’s a public affairs briefing every 

year about what to say and what not to say and all that kind of stuff…”  

Paul said that CAF personnel in general know that RWE exists and that some 

believe that the military is a place where RWE is going. According to Paul, “…it’s rooting 

in the military…” He explained that there are different levels of RWE. He said that “…at 

the lowest level you know, its discrimination and racism you know, and then it sort of 

grows from there…” However, he stated that it is discrimination and racism that are the 

most prominent saying “…the military possesses a culture of discrimination and racism…” 

He added that both the Prime Minister and the Minister of Defence have addressed this, 

stating that the CAF is working on a class action lawsuit for the issue of systemic racism. 

In contrast, Sara stated that RWE has not been discussed much during her time serving. 

According to Sara, “there haven’t been major events in Canada to bring up the 

conversation… it’s like we don’t have the same climate as America has where there’s still 

people walking down the streets with Nazi flags.” 
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 Canadian Armed Forces Talk of Threat. Terry referred to the Airborne Regiment 

and the Petawawa Armored base stating he and other CAF members heard that those 

members are radicals. In his words: “they were probably beyond right-wing extremism 

like, they were… they were almost radicals… a lot of us, we always thought of that over 

on the KKK side of things.” However, Barry stated that CAF members did not discuss 

cases of RWE outside of the 2019 case of the Manitoba reservist (MCpl Patrik Mathews).  

He explained there are other investigations of RWE outside the Mathews case, but they are 

not openly available.  

 Bob argued that the CAF is more concerned with issues beyond Canadian boarders: 

“... they’re worried about the monsters that exist beyond our borders…we are operating in 

a very high-threat world…” Likewise, Dan said that the CAF is probably speculating that 

RWE is a threat, but not an imminent threat. He explained that the threat is there because 

there are already contingencies put it place for that kind of threat. Finally, Mary stated that 

some law enforcement personnel may have an “idea of [RWE]”. Indicating that the issue 

is either not discussed or is not prominent. In contrast, Joe stated that the CAF has been 

told that RWE is a threat and so they believe it is a threat. According to Joe, 

 

 …we’re so guarded against [RWE], that we’ve raised their level of 

consciousness towards [RWE] and against [RWE], to the extent that I would 

think that the average soldier, you know, who’s maybe not… doesn’t read the 

news very much, or who doesn’t compare different news sources, who can’t 

look at something objectively and compare and contrast and really work 
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through…tease through all the issues, I think he’ll say that, ‘oh, yes there is [a 

threat of RWE]’. 

 

Oliver believes some CAF personnel do think RWE and right-wing extremists “are 

a threat, but they’re not a threat in this moment” and Gary stated that there are probably 

some Law Enforcement and CAF officials that believe RWE is a threat: “…just because I 

think they have to consider every possibility of what goes on within the Canadian Forces.” 

He added that there are always those who are looking for the “boogie-man” no matter the 

situation.  

Dave states both law enforcement and the CAF believe RWE is a threat because it 

is their job to think so: “…that’s part of the job… that’s their mandate, is to deal with those 

issues…” He says the issue of RWE is more prevalent to these institutions. He states, 

“officials have to express the values that are best reflective of their position,” and execute 

the laws accordingly while also educating Canadians. He explains the CAF are on “extreme 

alert” because “they cannot take the fact that what they’re facing will go violent very 

quickly.” He adds they have to be ready for anything “for their own safety and protection.” 

Similarly, Mike stated that CAF officials do perceive RWE as a threat, and they developed 

a new Hateful Conduct policy to deal with it. Finally, Terry said that he would like to think 

that the CAF regards RWE as a threat and would try to keep it from occurring.  
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5.2.9 What Punishments, Policies and/or Training does the Canadian Armed Forces 

Have in Place to Deal with Right-Wing Extremism? 

Participants were asked to discuss the punishments, policies, and/or training in 

place regarding RWE in the CAF. Some mentioned specific polices (i.e., Operation Honour 

and The Hateful Conduct Policy), while others discussed the CAF’s Standard Operation 

Procedures (SOPs), training and other progressive measures. Finally, others gave example 

of punishments that the CAF gives to extremists (i.e., jail, suspension etc.). 

Policies and Other Regulations. Bob referred to Operation Honour stating that 

this policy ensures “Canadian values of tolerance and, not just tolerance but the promotion 

of a multicultural, diverse society, that those same values that mainstream society espouses 

are reflected in the Canadian armed forces.” Dan also talked about Operation Honour, 

saying that this policy “[holds] individuals accountable for making any kind of 

discriminatory remarks.” Mike talked about the CAF’s Hateful Conduct policy (Canadian 

Army Order 11-82) that is aimed at extremists. According to Mike, “racism, all that other 

stuff…” With this policy, he explained that CAF members can no longer be ignorant of the 

issue. Likewise, Jerry said that the CAF has SOPs (standard operating procedures), that 

state that “if you get caught messaging on a, on a social media board, something that 

expresses an extreme right-wing view, you’re out of a job.” 

Progressive Measures and Training. Paul believes that the military is a “slow 

moving machine” that never seems to get to the root of the issue. He said “…it seems to be 

a band aid on a band aid on a band aid…” However, he did say that there are progressive 

measures in place, for example, the CAF is working on a class-action lawsuit for systemic 

racism. In addition, Andy stated that “biased and prejudice awareness training” in the CAF 
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“really kicked off” about two years ago: “…we’ve always had it to some degree as long as 

I’ve been in…” 

Types of Punishment. Joe claimed that CAF members are punished very harshly 

for behaviour and/or acts related to RWE saying, 

 

Yeah, you’d be harshly persecuted. Massively persecuted. There were two 

military personnel who attended a rally against the removal of the Cornwallis 

statue in Halifax. They were doxed or identified… they were in civilian 

clothing, they were identified as military personnel, and I heard the Divisional 

Commander, like a General, personally say that he was going to take every 

extreme measure against them. So, when a Brigadier General is personally 

angry at a Corporal, that’s absolutely bad juju.  

 

He added that the CAF has its own military law enforced by the National Defence Act (see 

Government of Canada, 2021c). He says there are documents called CANFORGENS 

(Canadian Forces General Orders), that are messages from CAF leadership that are 

applicable to all CAF personnel (Government of Canada, 2020c). Barry stated that 

engaging in RWE-related acts and behaviour is “a career stopper and you’re probably going 

to, like could easily do jail time depending on what happened.” 
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5.2.10 What Motivates Extremists to Engage in or Maintain Involvement Right-Wing 

Extremism? 

Participants were asked what factors motivate CAF members and/or people in 

general to engage in extremism. They mentioned such things as a poor upbringing; issues 

with socio-cultual change; influence from others; disenfranchisement, disappointment, and 

frustration; trigger incidents; seeking a new path in life; a sense of belonging and group 

fellowship; youth and leaving home; enjoyment; a sense of being and purpose; generational 

cohorts; coercion, fear, and false promises; and media exposure, awareness, and public 

reaction.  

Poor Upbringing. Bob stated that a component of RWE is a “poor quality of 

domestic life and the lack of a loving, understanding home…” For instance, Bob’s 

radicalized neighbor and veteran friend came from a poor family environment and suffered 

from intergenerational wartime trauma. Bob explained that the veteran’s father was also in 

the CAF and served in World War II whereafter he became “messed up” and would beat 

his son. Like Bob’s neighbor, Paul stated that those who grew-up in dysfunctional 

environments and who want to preserve their traditional-type of ideals would be drawn to 

these kinds of RWE groups. Lastly, Andy explained that extremists are likely raised in 

families that express “generational prejudices” who live in an area that reinforces those 

prejudices. Pair that upbringing with a negative life experience and “there’s your racist” he 

says. 

Issues with Socio-Cultural Change. Dan said that some people express concern 

about the socio-cultural changes that are occurring in Canada. According to Dan, 
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… [right-wing extremists see] different trends that kind of step away from 

historical beliefs in Canada, so if [these trends] kind of upsets what they see 

Canada as being, then I would think that if they’re not open-minded then they 

spark it… 

 

Paul explained having traditional ideals and values drives these people to become 

right-wing extremists because they are very sheltered in their thought processes. In 

addition, Mike states right-wing extremists feel like they are losing their “[white] identity” 

and that they think immigrants are “taking away their way of living.” He believes 

extremists do not like the diversity in Canada explaining, “it’s something that they can’t 

accept because they see it as ‘I’m losing my way of life’.” 

Influence from Others. Paul said people are swayed by “bad apples” and can be 

“very misguided” and make “very poor decisions” while hanging around “not very nice 

people.” He referred to the case of MCpl Patrik Mathews46 as an example and explained 

Mathews would have hung around people with similar mindsets. Andy also believes that 

people are influenced by others in their life or life experiences. Paraphrasing one of his 

favorite quotes he said, “… ‘a monster doesn’t wake up one morning, they’re not created 

overnight.’… they’re made slowly every time they sacrifice their ideal or ethics, choice by 

choice, step by step, further and further, the line gets pushed towards evil.” Finally, Oliver 

stated it could also be “shared ideologies passed down from either friends or even parents.” 

 

46 See chapter 2, section 2.2.1 (p. 10). 
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This illustrates what Sutherland (1947, pp. 6-7) means when he argues that deviant 

behavior “is learned, in interaction, in intimate groups [and] varies in frequency, duration, 

priority, and intensity.”  

Disenfranchisement, Disappointment, and Frustration. Sara stated that 

becoming a right-wing extremist likely stems from “being disenfranchised with the current 

sociopolitical environment” and anything that goes to extreme is based on a compilation 

of things that go against the person’s moral values or go against what they think they’re 

intitled to: “Some people just take it a little farther than others.” Likewise, Dave said that 

the motivation to become an RWE is likely linked to frustration “boiling to the point where 

they feel they must act.” He explained that a motivation to act could be the “gratification 

[the extremist] feel[s] that they have done something that supports their values, and they 

believe their voice is heard…”  

Triggering Incidents. Mary thought that people may see and/or experience 

incidents that motivate or trigger them to adopt an extremist identity. She did not provide 

specific examples however, other participants mentioned war experiences (see Paul, p. 107 

and see Dave on PTSD, see p. 107). 

Idolizing Powerful Others and/or Hierarchical Leadership. Mary also said 

right-wing extremists may idolize someone powerful, who has a strong personality and, 

“they say ‘oh, I wanna be with that person’... ‘look what they’re doing’...” When asked 

who these extremists may idolize, she says, “an alpha guy…” and someone who “thinks 

they’re all that.”  In addition, Barry stated RWE radicalization may occur in a scenario 

wherein a soldier of a lower rank looks-up to a senior member who was part of one of these 

groups. Especially if the senior member was in a training environment such as a school 
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when soldiers first enter the CAF. Finally, Paul argued that some right-wing extremists 

follow their group leaders without question and that many extremists are like robots. He 

said that “they just want to be told what to do, when to do it, how to do it.” He believes 

that leadership within RWE groups target these followers because they do not question 

what they are being told stating, “leadership tells them what they can relate to.” 

Seeking a New Path in Life. Bob believes his radicalized neighbor was a “troubled 

soul” looking for something to become a part of. Similarly, Oliver explains an individual 

may be “totally lost” and found an extremist group or “a new path to follow”.  Likewise, 

Jerry stated that dissatisfaction with their lives is what motivates people toward becoming 

right-wing extremists. According to Jerry, “… when people are dissatisfied, they start 

looking for alternatives.”  

A Sense of Belonging and Group Fellowship. Referring to his radicalized 

neighbor, Bob said this man was pushed toward RWE by a wanting to belong to something. 

Similarly, Andy stated that it is the sense of belonging that motivates these people to RWE 

saying, “…community, being treated with value, being treated with personal value and 

having your beliefs or opinions respected, being able to discuss things that are unpopular 

with people who agree with you without being shamed…” He explained that shame plays 

a big role in encouraging extremism stating,  

 

I think that’s where the danger lies, is in censorship, … and if somebody puts 

their ideas that are poisonous out in the middle of everyone, everyone will tell 

them, but if you censor them and you push them underground, all the people 

that are going to see their dangerous ideas are people with dangerous ideas.  
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Gary also stated that right-wing extremists are motivated to engage in extremism 

because they likely feel “left-out” and that “nobody cares about them at all; their 

government doesn’t listen to them.” Because of this, he explained that these extremists are 

“…doing things contrary to what they believe the government should [do]” or, “…what 

they think the government should do.” Similarly, Mike said that it may be a person who 

was “forgotten” by their society who then turns to the RWE movement and resonates with 

it.  

Jerry stated that “loneliness kills” and this is why people find it so important to 

belong. According to Jerry, “people long to be loved,” and “they long to belong.” He 

explained it is a “God given quality that we have to be connected with other people.” He 

added that “…when people are longing to belong, and some group offers them something 

that they have mild interest in, they become indoctrinated…indoctrinated… and the 

propaganda… and that particular organization will become embraced [by the individual] 

just so that they can belong.” He said it is the “positive reinforcement” that comes with a 

sense of belonging that keeps right-wing extremists involved in extremism: “…the sense 

of respect that they get for being outside the norm.” He says these people misinterpret the 

positive reinforcement as respect stating, “it’s actually fear, and they might even enjoy the 

fear a little bit… that people fear them.” 

Joe stated that people are motivated to RWE through “fellowship with other 

individuals, fear of change, [and] fear prompted by things that they see in the media…” 

and Paul said that right-wing extremists lack purpose and identity and “they feel that 

[extremism] is something that facilitates a void… something that’s missing in their life.” 
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Barry believed that group culture may encourage RWE because of “that feeling of a 

belonging,” it offers to group members. Oliver stated that the chance to bring about “their 

own kinda change” and “being part of something bigger than themselves,” is what 

motivates some people to get involved in RWE. He also said that an individual could be 

engaging in RWE unknowingly; they do not know or understand what the actual group is 

about. 

Dan stated that RWE is a “force to be reckoned with” when a group of like-minded 

individuals come together and try to challenge changing societal views. He explained that  

“different kinds of relationships occur among those people, so once they form a group it’s 

kind of hard to separate them” and that it is the “herd-mentality” that keeps these extremists 

involved in RWE. He says these extremists receive positive reinforcement from others 

stating, “nobody on the face of the planet does not appreciate a… gratification from 

somebody looking at them and agreeing with them.” Similarly, Sara explained that the 

motivation to remain involved in RWE likely has to do with the “ideological echo 

chambers” and the people surrounding the extremist who are reaffirming their extremist 

beliefs. She said, “…until you step out of that and see where the world actually is, it’s hard 

to leave that cycle of thought…”  Without a “counter opinion,” she said those people will 

continue to build up those same extremist beliefs.   

Youth and Leaving Home. Andy argued that young, ambitious, and motivated 

men ages 18 to 25 are “subject to indoctrination,” explaining, these men are 

“impressionable by what’s around them, especially from positions of authority” and Jerry 

said that “there’s a general established [type of] thinking among young people, that ‘this 

isn’t working for us, and we want something better’.” This type of thinking among young 
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people may explain why they are subject to indoctrination, like Andy suggested; they are 

impatient and quick to judge situations that are challenging. Jerry explained that CAF 

recruits begin to explore different ideologies when they leave home and become 

“individuals away from mom and dad and start trying to make a life of their own.” In doing 

so, they are trying “to find out what works for them and what doesn’t work for them.”  

Enjoyment. Andy stated those who remain involved in RWE are those who know 

what they are doing is wrong and harmful but continue those activities anyway and/or enjoy 

the harm they cause. He said that these people are “exceptionally rare, sociopathic, 

psychopathic individual[s].” He explained that these extremists enjoy having their views 

and beliefs reinforced and that “…they perhaps become blind to criticism of their own 

ideals because it’s outside of their scope of input, it’s outside of their sources from 

wherever they get their news or opinions from…” He went on to add that if the extremist’s 

ideas are not being challenged or criticized then they become “locked” into their ideas and, 

“resist” challenging their critical information.  

A Sense of Being and Purpose. Mike stated that it is the “sense of being” and 

having “a purpose,” that a right-wing extremist gains from their involvement that keeps 

them involved in RWE. He says these extremists are trying to get the world “back to what 

it was” explaining this is a product of the 1950s (i.e., all-white neighborhoods and no 

interracial mixing). Barry also believes that group culture may encourage continued 

involvement in RWE and that it is “…that feeling of a belonging, and you know whether 

it’s the promise of something else or the fear…” In his experience with Middle Eastern 

extremism, Barry explained that fear sometimes encourages people to continue engaging 

in extremist activities or behaviour. He said: 
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they’re in it cuz of the belief or they’re in it because of the… the fear, or they’re 

in it for the promises… that were given to them… the… the glory that’s… you 

know, they put it out there as doing something glorious and it’s something that 

would bring honour to their family and stuff like that… 

 

Generational Cohort. Terry explained that continued involvement in RWE could 

result from the way these people were raised within their families or communities, 

especially those who are older in age “… like say, my generation…We were told you know, 

‘you eat whatever’s put on the table, or you don’t get nothin’ type [of] thing…but 

nowadays, I mean, like they can do what they want.” He says it is likely that a right-wing 

extremist’s family and/or friends also believe in RWE and therefore influenced that 

person’s beliefs. Similarly, Andy said that some CAF members may come from familial 

backgrounds that may express “generational prejudices” that make them more likely to 

identify with RWE master narratives.  

Coercion, Fear, and False Promises. Joe explained that right-wing extremists feel 

like they need to take responsibility and speak up for their beliefs or cause because they 

believe there will be negative consequences for them if they do not. Similarly, Barry stated 

that some right-wing extremists may fear what will happen to them if they do not continue 

to participate in the extremist activities. Referring to his experience with Middle Eastern 

extremism, he explained,  
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they’re in it cuz of the belief, or they’re in it because of the… the fear, or they’re 

in it for the promises that… that were given to them… the… the glory that’s… 

you know, they put it out there as doing something glorious and it’s something 

that would bring honour to their family and stuff like that… 

 

Media Exposure, Awareness, and Public Reaction. Alex said that the media 

helps keep people involved in RWE through the exposure it gives them: “…some people 

like to see their face on T.V.” Likewise, Mary stated that it is public awareness and gaining 

a following from protests and demonstrations that keeps right-wing extremists involved in 

RWE. Even in situations where their protest was not successful, they still believe the public 

awareness that came from it is worth continuing their cause. According to Mary, “they lost 

the war, but they might win little battles...” Finally, Paul stated that it is the “taste” of what 

is going on” and “the reaction they get” that motivates a right-wing extremist to remain 

involved in extremism.  

 

5.2.11 What Motivates Extremists to Disengage from Right-Wing Extremism? 

Participants were asked what factors can motivate CAF members and/or people in 

general to disengage from RWE. They mentioned factors including: education and insight 

from others; the movement becomes too extreme; they mature; they realize their actions 

are wrong; disappointment and dissatisfaction with the movement or group; and a sense of 

security.  

Education and Insight from Others. Bob stated that when he was a young soldier, 

education led him away from extremism and far-right elements. He admitted that he joined 
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the military to “kill commies” because they were the enemy. He explained that a university 

education helped him realize what he was doing was “stupid.” He also said that his more 

“life-experienced” Officers and Non-Commissioned Officers helped him realize this. Bob 

grew-up in rural New Brunswick in the 1980s and said that he developed a “less tolerant 

worldview” which he admits was “probably homophobic” when he started his career. He 

explained that he and a few members were talking and used the homophobic slur “faggots” 

one day when one of his Officers stopped him and explained that the Crew-Commander 

was gay. Bob says he respected that commander a lot and when he found out that this 

Commander was gay, he quickly realized that his behaviour and views were wrong. He 

stated that that kind of behaviour “just isn’t tolerated” in the CAF and it was education by 

wiser and more experienced people that made him realize what he was doing was wrong.  

 Likewise, Andy believes that education, either formal or informal, would motivate 

right-wing extremists to leave RWE. According to Andy, “… learning more about people; 

It can be anything from reading a history book to sitting down with a black person and 

having – or somebody of a different ethnic identity – and having a frank discussion on lived 

experiences.” He believes prejudice, “only exists in a vacuum” and that “fundamentally, 

skin colour is irrelevant” suggesting that there is a specific reason why someone is “dug 

into” their prejudice such as never being challenged on their views. He asked “…what 

makes anybody leave a bad idea behind? Being false. Seeing the problems, its short 

comings, without an explanation… without an adequate explanation to its false[ness] and 

acknowledgement of it.” Similarly, Terry explained that a right-wing extremist might meet 

someone stating,  
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…say they don’t like, you know, believe in say, someone of a different culture 

or whatever, and then all [of a] sudden they meet someone that makes them 

change that thinking that, ‘you know what, these people, they aren’t that bad at 

all’.  

 

Similarly, Paul said more positive relationships (like the one described above), than 

negative would help “sway that train of thought.” In the case where the extremist joined a 

group to secure some sort of bond or relation, he says they may eventually realize it’s not 

what they thought it would be and then associate with more positive people that sway their 

ideology: “…it may be just enough to change their mind or their mind-set or their attitudes 

toward that group and move to more of a… more of a holistic or healthy you know, way 

of living.” Again, this is an example of the differential association assumption that deviant 

behaviour is the result of more definitions favorable to violation of the law (Sutherland 

1947, pp. 6-7). 

The Movement Becomes Too Extreme. Joe believes most right-wing extremists 

are law-abiding people who would “walk away” from the movement when they came into 

contact with people who are willing to break the law. He said, “you know, a peaceful 

protest would be one thing, but breaking windows and flipping police cars would be 

another.” He indicates that if the movement became too extreme then these people would 

leave. Likewise, Terry stated that right-wing extremists may “get discouraged” or things 

may “start to get violent and they’re not into violence” and decide they do not want to 

engage with the movement anymore. For example, he said that he has heard of people who 

left the KKK. According to Terry, “… you see stories about them all the time, where they… 
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because they just… get disgusted by what they do or whatever…” Finally, Mary says 

violence could be “a big turn off” for some people who “didn’t sign up for that.” 

They Mature. Sara said eventually, right-wing extremists outgrow violent RWE. 

According to Sara, 

   

…violent tendencies tend to edge out of the population as they hit 30, [or] 40 

years-old so it’s, you’ve either heard something that makes a lot of sense but 

goes against what the beliefs of the group are, or you just kind of get tired of 

it. 

  

Similarly, Paul stated that maturity is one factor that motivates right-wing extremists to 

leave RWE. Paul stated, “… some realize that that life is not for them…And that what 

they’re doing is wrong and I think through maturity they actually see that…they see the 

damage that it causes and the harm that it causes…”  

They Realize their Actions are Wrong. Oliver said that this was a tough question 

to answer because extremism changes from person to person. He explained,  

 

If I were in their shoes, maybe just the realization of what they’re doing is 

wrong, as a whole, or maybe they decide to leave one right-wing group to join 

another that has a better cause that suits their ideologies.  

 

Similarly, Gary stated that extremists likely disengage from RWE when they see the “error 

of their ways” or are “shown different things.” Mike also explained that a right-wing 
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extremist may one day have an epiphany, that “…they might come to the realization that 

‘man, I’ve been a dumbass for 5, 10, 15, 2 years... 1 year’.”  

Finally, Jerry explained that sometimes an event will happen, “where something 

seriously goes wrong, either somebody gets hurt, or something violates their deeper sense 

of right and wrong.” Or he states the right-wing extremist comes to a point where they 

think the extremism is getting old and “they realize that they’ve been angry for too long, 

and they mature.” Eventually, he says these extremists need to find peace. He added that 

some of these RWE groups “are pretty extreme” when it comes to leaving them. In contrast, 

Jerry believes, “…that there would be a plan and decision maker, they would not involve 

anybody else. They would just decide that it’s, it’s time, and they want something better 

for their lives.” 

Disappointment and Dissatisfaction with the Movement or Group. Mary stated 

that a right-wing extremist may disengage from RWE if they experience “disappointment” 

with the movement or group saying “…maybe they’ve come to their senses and [it is] not 

what they thought it was supposed to be.” Likewise, Dave stated that “dissatisfaction with 

the direction that [the movement and/or group] is going, disappointment that its either not 

going deep enough or, disillusionment with the direction that is now changed,” would 

motivate a right-wing extremist to disengage from the cause or movement and Barry 

explained that if somebody joined extremism later in life with a “promise” and that 

“promise was broken or can’t be fulfilled” then that disillusionment would enable those 

individuals to leave the group. 

Sense of Security. Barry stated that a large part of leaving extremism has to do 

with being able to escape from the danger posed by RWE groups who have a hold on them 
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or their family. According to Barry, “… if they’re in the Middle East or whatever and their 

family has you know, been able to move to North America or something like that or kinda 

get away from the threat…” 

 

5.2.12 Possible Explanations for Right-Wing Extremism within the Canadian Armed 

Forces 

Much of what participants discussed concerning what motivates right-wing 

extremists to engage and maintain involvement in RWE focused on RWE radicalization in 

general, however, some participants provided specific reasons for why RWE is present 

and/or develops within the CAF. Three participants mention the role of PTSD from war 

experiences and how this may motivate some CAF personnel toward RWE. Three other 

participants mention purposeful recruitment and fascination with weapons.  

War Experiences and PTSD. Paul explained that war experiences in tours 

overseas can cause “serious emotional and psychological issues,” which can lead to some 

soldiers developing mindsets “that don’t conform to the norm.” He stated that these people 

may come to possess right-wing thoughts because they do not follow a “normalized pattern 

of thinking.” He adds that this is why he believes CAF veterans “would probably be more 

violent, or they would be more susceptible maybe to displaying the violent behaviour.” He 

explained that their susceptibility would depend on what element of the CAF they were in 

and when they toured. Similarly, Dave said “there is absolutely no psychological help to 

re-integrate back into civilian society when you leave the Armed Forces,” explaining, “they 

expect that you will maintain your dignity as a trained soldier and walk back into a civilian 

population and not have the radicalized ideas or concepts to carry out radical actions.” 
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Finally, Bob refers to his veteran neighbor stating that this veteran had experienced many 

deployments and that one deployment in particular left a “bad mark on [him]” and that as 

part of a United Nations emergency force in Suez, the veteran mostly dealt with the 

Egyptian side and at one time “spoke well” about his time there but as he aged, he became 

radicalized and “that language changed.” Bob said the veteran isolated himself from the 

normal people in his life and “started to spend more time with the people who were… who 

held similar views.”  

Purposeful Recruitment and Weapons Fascination. Mike stated that right-wing 

extremists join the CAF for a purpose – to recruit others.  Paul stated that he saw a weapons 

fascination in some soldiers after they returned from touring in the Middle East. He said 

that some of these soldiers even brought back weapons through the Canadian postal 

service, to start collections. He believes that exposure to (war) environments lead to this 

fascination, explaining some soldiers wanted “more weapons” and wanted to “[be] able to 

use those weapons.” Finally, Dave said that CAF members have access to and are trained 

to use weapons and hand-to-hand combat training stating, “they are fully aware how they 

can carry out the extreme measures that... that may be floating around in their mind.”  
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Chapter 6: Discussion  

This chapter presents the key themes identified in the findings presented in the 

previous chapter and compares those findings with the relevant scholarly literature. Next, 

RWE is contextualized using Silverman’s (1998) four sensitivities. This is followed by 

participant recommendations for best practices on how to address the issue of RWE in the 

CAF. Finally, the chapter concludes with a discussion of the study limitations and provides 

suggestions for future research.  

Three key themes were identified from an in-depth analysis of the interview data. 

The first key theme is the processes and factors that facilitate RWE radicalization among 

CAF personnel. Although there are many additional radicalization and social factors that 

can shed light on how CAF members may radicalize towards RWE-inspired violence, the 

participants’ experiences centered on the concepts of master narratives (or ideologies) and 

collective identity and action. The participants’ responses regarding master narratives were 

supportive of Hafez’s and Mullins’ (2015) “puzzle” approach to radicalization, which takes 

into account a variety of concurrent contextual and personal factors that may play a role in 

radicalization. They mentioned factors such as the internet and the dark web; 

sheltered/naïve attitudes that are reinforced by RWE ideological echo-chambers; and 

generational/institutional transmission of war-time social and cultural norms originating 

from lived war experiences. In regard to social identity and collective action, the 

participants mentioned factors such as like-mindedness and belonging that explain how 

like-minded thinkers come together and identify with each other to engage in RWE, factors 

which are  well-suited to the social ecological model of radicalization (Dawson 2017) and 
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resonate with insights from social movements theory (Peterson, 1989; Weber & King, 

2014; Wiktorowicz, 2005). 

The second key theme identified in the findings is that RWE is more likely to take 

root and spread in certain parts of the CAF, when compared to others. Several participants 

mentioned the Army and Combat Arms trades as a logical location for RWE ideology to 

thrive. Others mentioned specific units like the Canadian Rangers. Participants also 

hypothesized why extremists may be drawn to these areas over others in the CAF. For 

example, the concept of hypermasculinity was evident in participants’ responses for why 

these extremists are drawn to the Army and Combat Arms, suggesting that the Army and 

the broader RWE movement share an affinity for hypermasculinity (as mentioned by Perry 

& Scrivens, 2019). Regarding the Ranger units, some of the participants’ responses touched 

on the concept of enabling environments – a radicalization factor presented by (Hafez & 

Mullins, 2015).  

The third key theme focuses on the institutional and group dynamics that exist 

between the Canadian Reserve and Regular Forces that may play a role in RWE 

radicalization within the CAF. This division is broken down into the different participants’ 

responses and examined through a theoretical lens using Jeremy Bentham’s (Foucault, 

1995) concept of the Panopticon, and Erving Goffman’s (1990) concept of total 

institutions.  
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6.1 Right-Wing Extremist Radicalization within the Canadian Armed Forces – 

Master Narratives and Collective Identity 

As seen in chapter 2, section 2.4 (p. 21) several factors may promote extremism 

and influence individual or group radicalization, such as grievances, networks, ideologies 

and enabling environments, and support groups (Hafez & Mullins, 2015, p. 961). Some of 

these factors were identified in the interviews when participants were asked what factors 

motivate an individual to join and remain involved in extremism. However, the most 

prominent factors discussed by participants were master narratives (i.e., white supremacist 

ideology), including the internet and online dark networks that help facilitate these 

narratives; and collective identity/action (i.e., right-wing extremists engaging in protests, 

and violent or non-violent actions to defend their white heritage and identity). It is likely 

that these factors exist concurrently and feed off of one another, along with other RWE 

radicalization factors. Both of these themes are analyzed below. 

 

6.1.1 Right-Wing Extremist Master Narratives 

Master narratives are “culturally shared stories” or ideas that provide frameworks 

for how individuals understand and “story” their own experiences (McLean et. al., 2018, 

p. 633). These narratives help individuals understand the world and their place within it 

(Hafez & Mullins, 2015, p. 961). According to the scholarly literature on radicalization, 

these narratives frame personal and collective grievances into “broader political critiques 

of the status quo”, demonize enemies, and justify violence against those enemies (Hafez & 

Mullins, 2015, p. 961). This literature is congruent with the broader context of social 

movement theories that involve the concept of framing and frame alignment, whereby 
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movement adherents will adopt and internalize group interpretive narratives to form their 

own personal worldviews (Wiktorowicz, 2005, pp. 15-16). Four participants (Oliver, Bob, 

Alex, and Mike) defined the RWE master narrative as a form of (white, Canadian) 

nationalism that is line with concepts of white supremacy and anti-Semitism. Another 

participant, Paul explained that this narrative claims that diversity and social change 

threaten right-wing extremists’ white, traditional society. 

Radicalized individuals are likely exposed to negative extremist narratives that 

frame their perceptions of certain groups of people (i.e., non-whites, law enforcement, or 

authority figures) as existential threats to both the group and the individual. For example, 

Mike stated that right-wing extremists see themselves as having lost (or are currently 

losing) their (white) identity for which they blame immigrants and diversity. Extremists 

then develop a glorified outlook of their extremist group or organization because they see 

it as part of a solution to their problem (as stated by Barry). These statements, which are 

supportive of the relevant scholarly literature, suggest the general RWE narrative consists 

of a negative framing of immigrants arriving to Canada and then outnumbering the white 

race, resulting in the total loss (or diminishment) of white identity and privilege (Perry & 

Scrivens, 2019, p. 32; 2015, p. 20). In this scenario, an extremist who embraces this 

narrative may come to understand that immigration in Canada is an issue which personally 

impacts them, and that Canadian policies involving diversity and multiculturalism pose a 

threat to white hegemonic power (Perry & Scrivens, 2019, p. 5; 2018, p. 171; 2016, p. 821). 

This results in the demonization of immigrants and the justification of the use of violence 

against them to restore the white race in Canada (Hafez & Mullins, 2015, p. 961). 
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Right-Wing Extremism and the Internet. An important finding of this research 

is that narratives of RWE are shared and transmitted online. This is consistent with Perry 

and Scrivens (2016, pp. 826-827) who state that websites and online communities allow 

connections to be made amongst individuals and groups and serve as venues to promote 

far-right ideologies. Four of the participants (Oliver, Sara, Andy, and Jerry) all discussed 

online activities regarding RWE connectivity. The connectivity of RWE groups through 

the internet is their strength (as stated by Jerry). These participants all mentioned the 

various methods to secure a right-wing extremists’ online identity and conversations (i.e., 

the use of a VPN, encrypted chat rooms, and aliases). 

Sheltered / Naïve Attitudes and Ideological Echo Chambers. Some of the other 

factors that the participants identified are sheltered or naive attitudes (Paul), and the 

presence of ideological “echo chambers” which keep RWE adherents immersed within 

RWE narratives (Sara and Dan). Andy and Dave agree and explain that extremists become 

deaf to external criticism outside of their own reinforcing internal narrative within their 

respective echo chambers. Since the extremists’ narratives remain unchallenged, people 

can become “locked into” certain extremist ideas and viewpoints (see, Robbins, 2002, pp. 

67-74). Dave further specifies it is the “herd-mentality” and the positive reinforcement 

from others within the group or movement that keeps these extremists involved in 

extremism.  

Further reinforcing the theme of ideological echo chambers and RWE master 

narratives, Mike states some CAF members have developed negative views of Muslims 

that were never corrected or challenged after serving in war. The lack of adequate 

psychological follow-up for certain groups of veterans may have instilled a sense of 
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institutional distrust or hate of Muslims. As Mike stated, the CAF have not gone back far 

enough in its generations of service personnel to change that generational of thought. 

Therefore, there are generations of members who may have internalized previous war-time 

interactions and experiences with a defined group cast as “the enemy” that can be conflated 

with a minority or vulnerable group present in Canada (i.e., Muslims, Black Africans, and 

so on). In turn, these interactions and experiences may facilitate the adoption of, or resonate 

with, RWE master narratives, which vilify certain racial, social, religious, or ethnic groups 

that may coincide with those that CAF members may have fought against. For a small 

number of individuals, this may lead to personal frame alignment where CAF members 

who have gone on combat tours may adopt some or all of the RWE narratives circulated 

within the military (see Wiktorowicz, 2005, pp. 15-16). 

Transmission of generational/institutional war-time social and cultural norms. 

The above observation suggests the presence of an ideological “transmission” effect, where 

certain biases, trauma, and worldviews can be passed down from one generation of service 

members to the next, or within the service person’s own family from parent to child (see 

Grand & Salberg, 2021; Motta et. al., 1998). This, as Jerry added, may lead to an 

ideological spread where these hateful ideologies can extend beyond the CAF to the general 

community itself, since children will naturally seek to listen to and emulate the adults in 

their lives. Conversely, Andy suggested that certain members of the CAF may come from 

familial backgrounds that may express generational prejudices that make them more likely 

to identify with RWE master narratives. He stated if an individual’s upbringing is paired 

with a negative life experience, then, “there’s your racist.”  
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As outlined above, there are three major components that may reinforce or catalyze 

the adoption of RWE ideas among CAF members. They are: Radicalizing online on the 

dark web; having sheltered/naïve attitudes that are reinforced by RWE ideological echo 

chambers; and generational or institutional transmissions of war-time social and cultural 

norms originating from lived war experiences. To summarize, the internet and the dark 

web are venues to facilitate and promote RWE ideologies (Perry & Scrivens, 2016, pp. 

826-827). Some of the participants talked about these venues and how they are vital to the 

global connectivity of RWE groups (Perry & Scrivens, 2016, p. 827). These online venues 

also provide a secure space for right-wing extremists to converse with one another out of 

the public eye (Perry & Scrivens, 2016, pp. 826-827; Scrivens & Perry, 2017, pp. 541-

542). In addition, some CAF members may hold sheltered or naïve attitudes (Paul), that 

are reinforced by RWE ideological echo chambers (Sara and Dan). Furthermore, traumatic 

experiences during wartime may lead a soldier to internalize a negative perception of a 

certain group, culture, or religion as the “enemy”, which can then be further concretized 

by psychological trauma. These individuals may then pass on these worldviews and 

narratives to younger, incoming CAF recruits, or to their families and communities at large. 

This is supportive of the wider scholarly literature, while limited, which suggests a 

correlation between psychological trauma (i.e., PTSD) and the adoption of sympathetic 

worldviews involving violent protest due to increased “anger, hostility and an urge for 

revenge.” (Al-Attar, 2020, p. 961; see also Ellis et. al., 2015). 
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6.1.2 Collective Identity and Collective Action 

As seen in chapter 3 (pp. 30-32), collective identity is essential to “constructing an 

‘action system’ which is a prerequisite to the formation of social movements.” (Peterson, 

1989, p. 425). It is an “interactive and shared definition produced by several interacting 

individuals who are concerned with the orientations of their action as well as the field of 

opportunities and constraints in which their action takes place.” (Melucci, 1989, p. 34; 

Peterson, 1989, p. 425). Referring to the social ecology model of extremism (see Dawson 

2017), groups of like-minded extremists tend to come together to try and facilitate change 

according to their beliefs. In the case of RWE movements, adherents construct a common 

identity as the last line of defense of an idealized concept of “white heritage” which is 

under attack by nefarious outside forces (i.e., Muslims, Jews, Liberalism, Communism, 

and so on).  

Right-Wing Extremist Collective Identity. The RWE master narratives discussed 

in the previous section can facilitate a collective identity among CAF members who may 

resonate and identify with the core ideas contained within RWE worldviews. Within this 

particular context, right-wing extremists advocate for a racist “idealized future” for the 

white race (Youngblood, 2020, p. 2) which forms the basis of group identity based upon 

racial (i.e., white), pseudo-national (i.e., white-nationalism), and other individualistic 

exclusionary traits (i.e., xenophobic, nationalistic, white-supremacist etc.). This notion of 

shared whiteness dates back to early European colonial settlement, when new colonies 

were experiencing labour shortages (Gallaher, 2003, p. 53). Before the shortage, the labour 

force relied on both white indentured labourers and black slaves. As more and more 

indentured labourers completed their servitude, the remaining labour force was mostly 
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comprised of black slaves. As a solution to the labour shortage, legal statutes were 

established to grant the colonies access to the remaining black slave labour force. These 

statutes “rigidified distinctions between whites and blacks through the legal articulation of 

property and property rights.” (Gallaher, 2003, p. 53). A sense of power was established 

with whiteness, and it became an “unquestioned norm.” (Gallaher, 2003, p. 55). Those who 

did not meet the universal norm of whiteness were “regarded as different and inferior.” 

(Gallaher, 2003, p. 55). As immigration and diversity increases in Canada, right-wing 

extremists believe (through various RWE master narratives) that their long standing 

traditional and institutionalized conceptions of white heritage were becoming threatened 

(Perry & Scrivens, 2019, p. 5; 2018, p. 171; 2016, p. 821).  

 Like-mindedness and Belonging. A certain subset of individuals seeking a sense 

of belonging may turn to RWE ideologies and/or the broader RWE movement to satisfy 

personal needs for identity and collectivity (Perry & Scrivens, 2019, p. 79 & 90). In this 

dyadic relationship, RWE ideologies which underpin the core ideas of these genres of 

groups can, in turn, allow members to develop racial, social, and national identities that 

provide a source of pride and purpose – which may have been previously lacking – for 

which they base their extremist actions and behaviours (Melucci, 1989, p. 34; Peterson, 

1989, p. 425). A common theme among participant responses was the presence of ‘like-

mindedness’ among extremists. They argue that once a group of like-minded individuals 

comes together and challenges changing societal views, extremism is a force to be 

reckoned with (as stated by Dan). This like-mindedness or herd-mentality as Dave put it, 

may exist among extremists that may be found within the CAF. Individuals can become 

involved in groups with like mannerisms, values, memories, and culture and shun those 
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who are not like them (as stated by Dave). In doing so, Dave explained that these extremists 

receive positive reinforcement from others in their group which results in personal 

gratification. Similarly, shared experiences, which training within militaries encourage in 

order to build a sense of collectivity (see Schmitz Wortmeyer & Branco, 2019), can result 

in positive conditioning for some, wherein they gravitate toward extremist ideals, even if 

these ideals do not exactly match their own prior to exposure (as stated by Jerry). This 

observation is consistent with the scholarly literature in this area. In the context of the 

global RWE social movement, followers construct a common identity as protectors of what 

they define as “white heritage,” which consists of a collection of racist ideas surrounding 

nationalism, identity, religion, and race (Gagnon, 2020, p. 359). The various forms of 

collective action that may ensue from the formation of a collective identity further 

reinforces feelings of gratification and belonging (Peterson, 1989 p.424; Weber & King, 

2014, p. 495).  

Right-Wing Extremist Collective Action. Collective action refers to activities 

performed by a group of people who share “certain orientations in common and on that 

basis decide to act together” (Weber & King, 2014, pp. 488-489) to achieve a common 

goal or objective (Becker, 1963, pp. 182-185). As longstanding psychological research 

suggests, actions precede the internalization of beliefs (Munson, 2008, p. 20; see also 

Maxwell, 2002). In other words, people tend to cement their beliefs in various causes and 

worldviews after engaging in individual or collective action. As discussed by Oliver, this 

may explain why and how RWE ideologies can develop and spread through CAF ranks 

over time. A CAF member may engage in RWE-related behaviour unknowingly (i.e., they 

do not know what the RWE cause actually is, and just follow senior members within the 
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group), which may cause the gradual adoption of certain RWE ideologies. This is by no 

means a deterministic process, but the social and group pressures found within the CAF 

that induce conformity may catalyze actions related to RWE ideologies (i.e., the use of 

moral pejoratives to describe an othered group, passive or active aggression towards 

defined outgroups, and so on) that may be conducive to the adoption of RWE beliefs (see 

section 6.3.2, p. 126). 

 

6.2 Where are Right-Wing Extremist Ideologies and Adherents located in the 

Canadian Armed Forces? 

Several participants mentioned the Army (including the Rangers units) and the 

Combat Arms Trades as likely places for RWE ideologies and adherents to be located in 

the CAF. The following two sections provide potential explanations for where in the CAF 

(i.e., elements, trades, units etc.) extremists may be drawn to and why this is so.  

 

6.2.1 The Army and Combat Arms Trades 

One of the recurring themes in the interview data was that RWE is most likely to 

be found in the Army and/or Combat Arms trades when compared to other parts of the 

CAF. According to some participants, if extremists existed in the CAF, they are likely front 

lines personnel (i.e., Infantryman, Armored Soldier, Artillery personnel, Combat Engineer) 

or from the Combat Arms trades, because they are the most widely recognized and have 

the highest personnel count compared to the other trades (as stated by Oliver). Paul 

suggested that the Infantry, Artillery, and among the engineers are specific trades that 

extremists may be found. Similarly, Terry explained that extremists are likely to be found 
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in these hardcore Army trades because of the military training (i.e., combat and weapons 

training) they receive. This observation is congruent with other statements made by 

research participants (see section 6.1.1, p. 111), where war-time trauma may lead to the 

adoption of negative views against an othered group. 

Hypermasculinity. One possible explanation for this trend is that the military and 

the broader RWE movement share an affinity for hypermasculinity and engagement in 

violence (Perry & Scrivens, 2019, p. 73), which are two characteristics that some research 

participants widely noted within the ranks of the Combat Arms. The military is widely 

represented as masculine, and warfare, as a gendered social organization, is exclusively 

masculine (Kovitz, 2003, p. 1 & 3). Combat units within the military (i.e., the infantry),47 

require a special socialization process wherein soldiers are taught to “destroy the enemy.” 

(Hockey, 2003, p. 15). Masculinity plays a role in this social practice; in basic training, 

soldiers learn discipline, weapons handling, and tactical skills that shape a sense of 

“valorized masculinity.” (Hockey, 2003, p. 24).  The military uses this sense of masculinity 

as a recruitment device targeted at young men to get them to join the Combat Arms units. 

Once they join, this masculinity is constantly reaffirmed “in the face of arduous and 

hazardous activities,” (i.e., close-up, hand-to-had combat in war) that are considered 

common features of the Combat Arms (Hockey, 2003, p. 24). 

 

47 The Infantry is comprised of “the Army’s primary combat fighters and are responsible for closing with and 
engaging the enemy.” (Government of Canada, n.d.b). 
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The topic of masculinity in the Army/Combat Arms came up in two of the 

interviews. Paul states that the military is a male-dominated culture that “possesses a 

masculine ethos,” and those in the Combat roles have an “expected appointed behaviour 

that reflects the ideal soldier being very masculine, almost hypermasculine.” Similarly, 

Terry describes the Combat Arms trades as “hard core” because of the training that those 

members receive (i.e., hand-to-hand combat training and more physically demanding 

training).  

According to the American scholarly literature, white power activists are known to 

organize into paramilitary groups and adopt masculine cultural forms aimed at recruiting 

white men by promoting a “male world of camouflage fatigues, military-style camps and 

drills, and military-grade weapons,” (Belew, 2019, p. 7). These recruitment efforts speak 

directly to combat veterans and active-duty military personnel (Belew, 2019, p. 7). The 

recruitment methods that paramilitary groups employ tend to mimic the types of training 

and environment of the combat arms which may explain why some military personnel are 

drawn to some RWE paramilitary groups, and vice-versa. Canada is seeing a similar 

recruitment effort by paramilitary groups that target CAF members, both from currently 

enlisted members who may seek out RWE groups, or by members of RWE groups who 

may view the CAF as a chance to obtain skills and knowledge that may further personal or 

group ends (Hutter, 2018, May 10). In his interview, Dave confirmed that CAF members 

have access to and are trained to use weapons and hand-to-hand combat training making 

them fully aware of how to carry out extremist measures. These types of skills are valorized 
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and highly sought after by Canadian paramilitary groups or RWE accelerationist48 

movements as instructors for other group members in order to facilitate or prepare for some 

form of anticipated violent conflict, or violent plot. Furthermore, Vergani et. al. (2020, p. 

864) state that having previous “military experience and knowledge of weapons is 

associated with violent extremism,” suggesting that they are individuals who may be 

predisposed to joining RWE paramilitary groups. There is also concrete evidence that some 

RWE groups have encouraged their members to enlist in the CAF to gain military training 

and knowledge. As seen in chapter 2 (see sections 2.2.1, p. 10 and 2.2.2, p. 16), a member 

of the now defunct IronMarch forum, posted online encouraging other Canadian members 

to join the CAF Reserves, and the Three Percenters (an American-style paramilitary group) 

have actively targeted military personnel for recruitment for their skills and weapons 

training (Johnson, 2012, p. 79; Perry & Scrivens, 2019, p. 74). 

 

6.2.2 Canadian Ranger Units 

According to the participants, units in the Army Reserve force may be more 

susceptible to RWE radicalization than those in the Regular Forces. Two participants spoke 

about a difference in the CAF’s expectations and monitoring of Reservists and Regular 

Force Personnel. For example, Paul and Barry state the CAF watches the behaviour of 

Regular Forces personnel more closely than Reservists. Paul adds that the military is not 

drilled into Reservists 24/7 like it is for Regular Force personnel (this is explored in further 

 

48 Accelerationism refers to a certain subset of white-supremacists who actively seek to accelerate the 
collapse of society in order to build a utopic ethno-nationalist state from the ashes. Early examples of the 
term are rooted in Marxist notions of intense and unhinged force associated with capitalism. For more 
information see, Anti-Defamation League (2019).  
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depth in section 6.3.1, p. 123). According to these participants, Reservists are more likely 

to have opportunities to engage in RWE than Regular Force personnel. Alex and Sara 

specifically mentioned the Canadian Rangers as a potentially fruitful location for right-

wing extremism. The CAF has seen two cases of RWE in one of its Ranger units. As 

previously mentioned in Chapter 1, both Corey Hurren and Erik Myggland were CAF 

Rangers.49 As of 2020, the whole 4th Canadian Ranger Patrol Group is under investigation 

for RWE affiliations and activity (Brewster & Thompson, 2020, August 25).  

Ranger Units as Enabling Environments for Right-Wing Extremist 

Radicalization. Ranger Units are isolated by nature (i.e., located in small, Northern 

communities) making it easier for extremists to have a breeding ground for RWE 

ideologies (as stated by Alex). Ranger units may be considered enabling environments for 

RWE radicalization because of this social and physical isolation, which are conducive to 

ideological (i.e., echo chambers) and material (i.e., access to firearms used in hunting and 

other similar rural subsistence activities) support to radicalized individuals and groups 

(Hafez & Mullins, 2015, p. 961). Referring to Sara’s comment about ideological echo 

chambers, there would be less opportunity for outside criticism of these ideological spaces 

within these units. Like Andy explains, the isolation within and around Ranger units may 

reinforce RWE ideologies by others, and hamper challenges from outside viewpoints.   

Furthermore, Ranger units are more “loosely organized” than the Regular force and 

some formations of the Reserves (Brewster, 2020, August 21). The Canadian Rangers are 

 

49 Corey Hurren was a Master Corporal in the 4th Canadian Ranger Patrol Group. Erik Myggland was also a 
member of the 4th Canadian Ranger Patrol Group. For more information see, chapter 2, section 2.2.3 (p. 18). 
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a subcomponent of the Canadian Reserve force, meaning members are only on-duty part-

time. Therefore, these Rangers (and Reservists in general) spend more time as civilians 

whereas Regular Force members work full-time for the CAF and are subject to the code of 

service discipline on a 24/7 basis (Brewster, 2020, September 10). This loose organization 

and lack of constant scrutiny (in comparison with the regular forces) may provide an ideal 

place for “far-right organizers” seeking survival and weapons training for their group. Due 

to the isolated nature of the Rangers, right-wing extremists may be able to conduct and/or 

learn paramilitary training more covertly within these units, without scrutiny from CAF 

leadership or the general public. This means that the Rangers and Reservists may have 

more opportunities to engage in RWE-related behaviour and activities outside of the CAF’s 

watchful eye.  

 

6.3 Right-Wing Extremist Radicalization – Regular versus Reserve Forces  

Within the last five years, the CAF is seeing more RWE groups and virulent anti-

government rhetoric among Reservists in general (Brewster, 2020, September 10) (see 

table 1). The military mindset is not drilled into Reservists 24/7 like it is for Regular Forces 

personnel (as stated by Paul). Regular Forces personnel are constantly being watched in 

the CAF and their freedom of movement is limited (as stated by Barry and Paul). Because 

of this, Paul believes that there are far fewer overt extremists in the Regular Forces in 

comparison to the Reserves which would have more people who lean toward transitional 

movements. He states there is more opportunity for members in the Reserves to be 

misguided by others. In addition, a reservist soldier will remain close to home and 

therefore, remain under the influence of their hometown culture as well as the people within 
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it. In comparison, a regular forces soldier will move away from home and likely would 

have cut off ties to their hometown culture, be exposed to new ideas, and new kinds of 

people, which is correlated with the acceptance of more liberal worldviews (as stated by 

Joe).50 

 

6.3.1 The Panoptic Experience  

Paul’s description of the institutional scrutiny of Regular Force personnel is 

reflective of the panoptic experience (Foucault, 1995, pp. 200-203). Bentham originally 

conceived of the panopticon as a mechanism of surveillance in prisons:  

 

...at the periphery, an annular building; at the center, a tower; this tower is 

pierced with wide windows that open onto the inner side of the ring; the 

peripheric building is divided into cells, each of which extends the whole width 

of the building; they have two windows, one on the inside, corresponding to 

the windows of the tower; the other, on the outside, allows the light to cross 

the cell from one end to the other.” (Foucault, 1995, p. 200). 

 

Part of the system relies on the CAF encouraging self-surveillance in its members; 

members know that their superiors are watching their every move and so they monitor their 

actions and behaviours to avoid negative consequences (i.e., being released from the CAF). 

This fear of reprisal may explain why some CAF members (especially Regular Force 

 

50 This is insider knowledge shared with me during one of the interviews.  
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personnel) do not engage in or become radicalized into RWE, or if they hold RWE beliefs, 

they do not verbalize or act upon them. However, as discussed by some research 

participants, it may also drive some die-hard adherents’ ideologies “underground.” In their 

interviews, Jerry and Barry mentioned that extremists may go underground or use aliases 

on social media to falsify their identities while engaging in and/or conversing about 

extremism in order to express their views with minimal risk of reprisal. Some right-wing 

extremists go underground on the dark web because they feel like they should not voice 

their opinions in public without being criticized and identified as racists (as stated by Jerry).  

As discussed in chapter 2 (see section 2.3, p. 21), some right-wing extremist groups 

are known to operate covertly or underground.51 Some right-wing extremist groups use 

messaging applications such as gab.com, telegram.com, and riot.com where members use 

cypher codes to secure their communication (Meyers Aff. ¶ 4 and9.). These venues may 

provide an outlet for CAF members who may be sympathetic to RWE worldviews to 

interact with like-minded individuals, share their views, and engage in forms of collective 

action in a milieu where they do not fear institutional reprisal (Perry & Scrivens, 2016, pp. 

826-827; Scrivens & Perry, 2017, pp. 541-542). 

 

6.3.2 The Canadian Armed Forces as a Total Institution 

The panoptic notion of control and conformity within the CAF can be linked to 

Goffman’s (1990 p. xv) concept of total institutions. Total institutions are places “of 

 

51 For example, MCpl Patrik Mathews was a member of The Base, a right-wing extremist group with a known 
presence on the dark web on applications such as Telegram. For more information see, Meyers Aff., and 
Thorpe (2019 August 21).  
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residence where a large number of like-situated individuals, cut off from the wider society 

for an appreciable period of time, together lead an enclosed, formally administered round 

of life.” (Goffman, 1990, p. xv). Total institutions, like the military, force an individual to 

act according to the cultural norms of that institution, regardless of the individual’s values 

and beliefs. In the CAF, every aspect of a soldier’s life is controlled by superiors through 

a series of rules that regulate their behaviours. Soldiers are expected to change their existing 

attitudes and values to match those that are specific to a military culture (Barnao, 2019, p. 

296; Wamsley, 1972, pp. 401 and 412). This is an example of cultural assimilation; a 

situation in which a group gradually acquires some traits of a larger society’s repertoire of 

concepts and norms (Boyer, 2001, p. 3032).  

The control that the CAF exercises over its members may provide an additional 

explanation for why there may be less Regular Force members being radicalized with RWE 

ideologies. As mentioned by Paul and Barry, Regular Force members are constantly under 

the watchful eye of the CAF and are subject to the CAF’s code of service discipline on a 

24/7 basis (Brewster, 2020, September 10). Therefore, unlike CAF Rangers and Reservists, 

Regular Force personnel are subject to this control on a regular basis and therefore, have 

less opportunity to engage in RWE. However – and much like the panoptic experience – 

this control may have the opposite effect and encourage those who have become radicalized 

with right-wing extremist ideologies to seek out covert or underground groups to engage 

with RWE ideologies and actions. 

6.4 Contextualizing Right-Wing Extremism in Canada 

Right-wing extremism happens within the frame of four contexts, the historical, 

political, sociocultural, and the biographical (Silverman, 1998). To illustrate, RWE has 
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existed in Canada since the 1920s (the era of the Ku Klux Klan). (Perry & Scrivens, 2016, 

p. 819). Following the “sanitary decades” of the 1940s to the 1960s, RWE increased 

significantly in Canada after the introduction of Canada’s immigration laws, and spreading 

unemployment and inflation (Barrett, 1989, p. 27; Kinsella, 1994 p. 350; Perry & Scrivens, 

2019, pp. 24-25; 2016, p. 819; 2015, p. 13; Young & Craig, 1997, p. 177). These factors 

together, led to increased levels of anxiety and frustration among certain groups of 

Canadians. Then, in the late 1970s, neo-Nazi groups began to appear in urban settings 

across Canada and the United States (Perry & Scrivens, 2019, p. 25; 2016, p. 819). Neo-

Nazism continued to rise into the 1990s, with a particular presence around skinhead music. 

At this time, the internet also played an important role in increasing right-wing extremists’ 

visibility and recruitment (Back, 2002, pp. 635-636; Perry & Scrivens, 2019, pp. 15-16, 

26; 2016, p. 819). Moving into the 21st Century, RWE continued to flourish, and groups 

maintained their presence in Canada through staged rallies, disseminating xenophobic 

fliers, and encouraging violent activities (Perry & Scrivens, 2016, p. 820). That brings us 

to 2020/2021 where clearly RWE has maintained and broadened its presence to other areas 

of Canadian society, like the CAF.  

The political response to the rise of RWE has taken the form of Canada and the 

CAF publicly acknowledging the issue of RWE and outlining their policies that are directed 

at dealing the issue. For example, The Government of Canada lists violent extremism and 

extremist travelers on its website as one of its national security issues (see Government of 

Canada, 2020d). In addition, the CAF created its Hateful Conduct policy to help CAF 

members identify, understand, and report the issue of RWE amongst the ranks (see 

Government of Canada, 2020a). 
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Reflecting the socio-cultural context, the broader RWE movement came to be 

through a long history of white-nationalist and white supremacist ideologies. Recent 

scholarship defines the Canadian RWE movement as a racially, ethnically, and sexually 

defined nationalism,” (Perry & Scrivens, 2019, p. 5; 2016, p. 821; 2015, p. 5) that harnesses 

the concept of white power (Perry & Scrivens, 2018, p. 171). For example, RWE groups 

maintain a belief that the white race is superior to all other races, and they aim to restore 

their perceived “lost” white privilege (Perry & Scrivens, 2019, p. 32; 2015, p. 19).  

Finally, the RWE movement in Canada is largely made up of young, white, men 

(Perry & Scrivens, 2016, p. 826) reflective of the biographical context of those who 

participate in RWE. For example, the prevailing hallmark of RWE is the concept of ‘white 

power’, an identity-focused and masculine-hierarchical ideology (Perry & Scrivens, 2018, 

p. 171). As mentioned above, these white men feel that their heritage is threatened by 

diversity and social change in Canada (Perry & Scrivens, 2019, p. 32; 2015, p. 19). 

However, there is limited understanding within the RWE literature as to why it is that 

young men identify with the RWE movement. In the interviews, two of the participants 

(Sara and Paul) explained that as people mature and grow older, they tend to disengage 

from extremism. Their insights may suggest that it is the younger, white men who engage 

in RWE more than other age groups, because they are less emotionally mature and 

therefore, more susceptible to indoctrination (as stated by Andy).  
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6.5 Participants’ Recommendations to Respond to Right-Wing Extremism in the 

Canadian Armed Forces 

Several participants offered recommendations to the CAF on how to effectively 

respond to the issue of RWE. These recommendations ranged from psychological and 

wellness-based approaches to policy-based approaches.  

 

6.5.1 Psychological Profiling and Wellness Checks 

Dave recommended that the CAF perform psychological profiling specific to 

identifying right-wing extremist worldviews upon joining the CAF and at various 

milestones throughout a member’s career. The CAF conducts evaluations on its members 

several times throughout their career to assess their professional development. These 

evaluations could serve as convenient times to also assess personal ideological beliefs and 

see how the member is developing and if there are any indications of RWE radicalization. 

He believes these checks will help CAF members in the long-term, past retirement, to 

remain well-balanced individuals.   

Dave’s recommendation coincides with that of Yannick Veilleux-Lepage, an 

assistant professor at the Institute of Security and Global Affairs at Leiden University (the 

Netherlands), who used to work for the Canadian government as a senior intelligence 

analyst specializing in international terrorism and emerging threats. Veilleux-Lepage, said 

“responding to [the] problem [of extremism] is going to require the Defence Department 

to take a deeper, ongoing look at the mental health of troops…” In a policy perspective, he 

explains “[the CAF] need[s] to make this distinction between individuals that seek to join 
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the Armed Forces because there’s something that attracts them, and individuals that are 

radicalized within the Armed Forces.” (Brewster, 2020, August 21). 

 

6.5.2 Increased and/or Continued Monitoring 

Sara and Mary recommended that the CAF continue to monitor and be aware of 

RWE groups. Mary also suggests monitoring open-source social media platforms to look 

for RWE groups, see what conversations these extremists are having, and then try to 

infiltrate those groups.  She explained that there is a large cyber element to RWE and that 

it is being monitored at municipal, provincial, and federal levels. What Mary is suggesting 

is the exact role of Intelligence personnel within the CAF. These members are tasked with 

the responsibility to knowing the existing and active groups and assess whether they pose 

a risk to the CAF or Canada in general. For example, intelligence operators “collect 

information from various sources to support operations, planning and decision-making for 

the Canadian Armed Forces (CAF) and the Government of Canada.” (Government of 

Canada, n.d.a). Therefore, intelligence operators are given access to classified intelligence 

on issues such as this to assess and monitor potential threats.52  

 

6.5.3 Timely Investigations and Appropriate Consequences 

Paul recommends the CAF consider harsher punishments for engaging in RWE in 

the CAF. For example, if a member’s behaviour is serious enough (i.e., recruiting or 

promoting the RWE cause) from within the CAF, then incarceration should be considered. 

 

52 This is insider knowledge shared with me in one of the interviews.   
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He adds that it is important for the CAF to understand and identify how these RWE groups 

operate and maneuver in terms of who they approach and/or recruit in the CAF. Similarly, 

Joe recommends conducting timely investigations of the identified extremists and have the 

courts take decisive action against them. In past cases of RWE in the CAF, these harsh 

punishments were not always dealt within a timely manner. For example, upon discovery 

of his affiliations with the now defunct IronMarch online forum, Boris Mihajlovic was 

suspended from the Naval Reserve Force, but reinstated after seeking counselling and 

completing a rehabilitation program (Brewster, 2021, February 2). The Navy received 

criticism for Mihajlovic’s readmission and some of the other sailors were upset about his 

past affiliations and comments. After review of the decision to readmit Mihajlovic, the 

Navy decided to release him – a decision that should have been made immediately 

following his conduct.  

In addition, there have been other instances where the CAF has warned, disciplined, 

or ordered other members with extremist affiliations/backgrounds to take counselling, but 

allowed them to remain in uniform (Berthiaume, 2019, November 18). Anti-Hate 

advocates expressed concerns that CAF officials were not taking the issue seriously. The 

lack of harsh punishments and/or consequences for all cases of RWE in the CAF may give 

off the impression that the CAF does to take the issue seriously and that continued 

engagement in RWE may be worthwhile to some members if it is unlikely that they will 

be released for their actions. However, the CAF’s Hateful Conduct Policy is intended to 

help with the issue of RWE and how to effectively (and consistently) address and deal with 

this issue. 
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 6.5.4 Focus on Policies and Education 

Mike recommends the CAF provide education on the issue. He stated that education 

and policies such as Operation Honour and the Hateful Conduct policy are steps in the right 

direction to combat the generations of thought associated with RWE. Bob gave a similar 

recommendation, suggesting the CAF continue to focus on policies like Operation Honour 

to ensure that Canadian values of tolerance and multiculturalism are reflected in the CAF. 

Interestingly, Operation Honour focuses on the response to and prevention of sexual 

misconduct within the CAF (see Government of Canada, 2021a) – it does not address any 

aspect of RWE. These two participants may have misunderstood the meaning of RWE 

and/or assumed sexual misconduct is an aspect of it. This could indicate a lack of 

knowledge and/or understanding of RWE among CAF members. 

Finally, Oliver recommends that the CAF discourage people to engage with RWE 

ideologies and groups however, he is unsure of how to do so. Oliver’s recommendation is 

supportive of the CAF’s Hateful Conduct Policy – one of the policies that Mike specifically 

mentions in his recommendation. The CAF defines Hateful Conduct as the following: 

An act or conduct, including the display or communication of words, 

symbols or images, by a CAF member, that they knew or ought reasonably to have 

known would constitute, encourage, justify or promote violence or hatred against a 

person or persons of an identifiable group, based on their national or ethnic origin, 

race, colour, religion, age, sex, sexual orientation, gender identity or expression, 

marital status, family status, genetic characteristics or disability (Government of 

Canada, 2020a). 
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Continued application of this policy should help the CAF effectively respond to 

and discourage the issue of RWE. The policy provides a clearer understanding of what 

Hateful Conduct is and provides concrete examples of this type of conduct such as: 

1) Engaging in hate propaganda. 

2) Accessing information that promotes hate on the Defence IT infrastructure. 

3) Being a member and/or participating in the activities of any organization or 
group that promotes and/or encourages violence, or hatred against others. 
 

4) Making statements and/or sharing or endorsing information (verbally, written 
or online) that promotes violence or hatred against others that is discriminatory. 

 
5) Acts of violence or intimidation stemming from hate against others that is 

discriminatory. 
 

6) Displaying tattoos that communicate, constitute, encourage, justify or promote 
violence or hatred against others that discriminatory (Government of Canada, 
2020a). 

 
This definition and the examples listed above is available to all CAF personnel and 

therefore, there is no excuse for ignorance to the topic and issue. As Mike states, this policy 

is a step in the right direction to combat “generations of thought” associated with racism, 

hate, and overall extremism. 

 

6.6 Study Limitations and Recommendations for Future Research  

This research design has certain limitations. For example, use of secondary-sources 

and open-source data in this research is a limitation as the types of sources can be less valid 

or reliable when compared to other forms of primary data (Brymann & Bell, 2019, pp. 45 

& 65). Regarding to the open-source data, careful consideration was taken regarding the 

authenticity, credibility, and representativeness of the documents and media analyzed. For 
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example, I paid close attention to the publication of the sources used (i.e., whether the 

sources were from a credible scholarly journal or well-known author). In the case of the 

news articles, I made sure to only use news platforms that are well known sources in 

Canadian media and that the article itself was not just an opinion piece, but an actual 

analysis. In some cases, blog posts were cited (i.e., Anti-Racist Canada) however, this was 

a blog used in other scholarly research.  

Another limitation related to interviewing members of clearly socially-demarcated 

total institution (Goffman, 1990) it is likely the participants’ narratives are shaped by their 

allegiance or loyalty to the CAF (i.e., not wanting to admit there is an issue of RWE in the 

CAF). Furthermore, the concept of RWE may potentially evoke individual defensiveness 

(i.e., not wanting to be perceived as an extremist or racist). Therefore, it is possible that 

some participants may have been reluctant to share some of their opinions and/or 

experiences, particularly to an outside who is not, and has not been a member of the CAF. 

An additional limitation to this research is that I was unable to interview actual 

right-wing extremists to get a better understanding for why and how RWE radicalization 

occurs and how these ideologies are brought into the CAF. Due to safety reasons, it was 

not possible for me to do so. Another limitation to this research design is I did not conduct 

participant observation within the CAF. Doing so would have shown what exactly goes on 

within the CAF to better understand the social and structural dynamics that are present 

within. However, participant observation was not possible to conduct within the CAF due 

to multiple security rules and regulations. Therefore, I recommend that future research 

conduct observational research that includes interviews with soldiers who have left 

extremist groups. In addition, future research should include collaboration with the CAF 
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on this topic so that more knowledge can be gained on the issue. For example, participant 

observation in one of the CAF’s bases would be an important means of collecting data in 

addressing the problem of RWE.  

Future research should focus on why it is the “young”, white males that are the face 

of the RWE movement in Canada. There is a general understanding for why these men are 

mostly white, however, the factor of age is not clearly explained. This would be a fruitful 

area for future research to address to better understand the overall RWE movement in 

Canada and all the factors that play into it. A final recommendation for future research is 

to consider examining the other characteristics of RWE (i.e., homophobia; strict 

traditionalist/conservative ideals and values, hypermasculinity) that may emerge in the 

meso level of analysis of the social ecology model of extremism. 
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Chapter 7: Conclusion 

There is a link between the far-right and the Canadian military (Perry & Scrivens 

2019, p. 73; 2015, p. 50). In fact, the issue of RWE in the CAF has been a prominent and 

recent public issue (Friends of Simon Wiesenthal Center for Holocaust Studies, 2019 p. 

16) and continues to grow in scope and importance in recent years (Perry & Scrivens, 2019, 

p. 73). Several CAF members over the past few years have been exposed for their 

affiliations with RWE, with many of them being Reservists (see chapter 2, section 2.2.3, 

p. 18). In order to operate efficiently, the CAF requires public trust, and each high-profile 

case of RWE among service members that becomes public knowledge erodes the important 

bond between Canadians and their military. This research therefore provides an important 

first step in understanding some key viewpoints, social processes, and institutional realities 

regarding RWE and the CAF by analyzing qualitative data obtained from military service 

members.  

There are three main findings that were identified in this research when analyzing 

the interview data provided by the research participants: 

1) RWE master narratives and collective identity/action are important concepts to 
consider in RWE radicalization among CAF personnel;  
 

2) RWE adherents and ideologies are more likely to be found within the Army 
(including Rangers units) and Combat Arms within the CAF; and 
 

3) RWE adherents and ideologies are more likely to be found within Reserve 
Forces, when compared to Regular Forces. 

 

These three findings, which are developed in greater detail in the body of this thesis, help 

isolate some important areas for future consideration by researchers, as well as members 
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of the CAF who are interested in developing training material related to combatting RWE 

ideologies within the CAF. 

Given the preliminary nature of this research, future empirical and theoretical 

studies that either focus in on one or more aspects discussed in the development of the three 

above findings may help develop a more nuanced understanding of how and why RWE 

ideologies may spread and become adopted by a subset of CAF service members. In 

particular, a better understanding of the extent, breadth, and depth of RWE within the CAF 

that uses quality primary data provided in conjunction with collaborations with the CAF 

itself is likely to yield incredibly useful insights into this matter. Future research should 

also attempt to either replicate the current study, or employ other methodological 

approaches, in order to develop generalizable findings that may help craft concerted 

detection and intervention strategies aimed at identifying and curbing the spread of RWE 

ideologies among CAF members. 
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Appendix B 

Updating the Environmental Scan of Right-Wing Extremism in Canada 
AND 

The Nexus of Right – Wing Extremism and the Canadian Armed Forces 
Semi-Structured Interview Guide – Canadian Armed Forces (CAF) 

 
Interview Guide: 

(1) What have been your experiences with right-wing extremism in Canada? 
(2) What are your thoughts on right-wing extremism in Canada? 

a. Who are they? 
b. What are their ideologies? 
c. Where are they situated in Canada? 
d. What motivates them to become involved in extremism? 
e. What motivates them to remain involved in extremism? 
f. What motivates them to leave extremism? 

(3) What are your thoughts on right-wing extremism in your unit/division of the 
CAF? 
a. Who are they? 
b. What are their ideologies? 
c. Where are they situated? 
d. What types of activity(ies) do they engage in? 
e. How many groups would you estimate are present? 
f. How many individuals would you estimate are present? 
g. Are they violent or non-violent? 
h. How would you estimate the level of threat associated with them? 
i. What do you think accounts for their presence/absence in your area? 

(4) Do you think that right-wing extremism is a violent movement in Canada? 
Please explain. 
a. If so, what factors give rise to violent right-wing extremism in Canada? 
b. If so, what factors minimize violent right-wing extremism in Canada? 

(5) Have you had interactions with right-wing extremists in Canada? If so, please 
describe them. 

(6) Have any of your colleagues had experiences or interactions with right-wing 
extremists in Canada? If so, please describe them. 

(7) What have officers in your unit/division said about right-wing extremism in 
Canada? 

(8) What have other CAF members in other units/divisions said about right-wing 
extremism in Canada? 

(9) Do you think that right-wing extremism is a threat in Canada? Please explain. 
(10) Do law enforcement officials think that right-wing extremism is a threat in 

Canada? Please explain. 
(11) Do Canadians think that right-wing extremism is a threat in Canada? Please 

explain. 
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(12) How can we effectively respond to right-wing extremism in Canada from a law 
enforcement perspective? 

(13) What do you want to see come out of this project (e.g., deliverables)? 
(14) Is there anything that you would like to share with us that we have not 

discussed? 
Demographic Questions: 

(1) What is your official title regarding your position in the CAF?  
(2) How many years have you been in your current position? 
(3) How long have you been in the CAF? 
(4) What unit/division are you currently part of? 
(5) Were you part of other units/divisions? If so, please list and describe them 
(6) Briefly describe your work history in the CAF. 
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Appendix D 
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Appendix E 

 
Title of Research Study: Updating the Environmental Scan of Right-Wing Extremism in 
Canada 
 
You are invited to participate in a research study entitled ‘Updating the Environmental 
Scan of Right-Wing Extremism in Canada’. This study has been reviewed the University 
of Ontario Institute of Technology Research Ethics Board [REB #15458], originally 
approved on August 12th 2019, and by the University of New Brunswick Research Ethics 
Board [REB #2019-122] and [REB #2020-110], approved most recently on September 
16th, 2020. Please read this consent form carefully, and feel free to ask the Researcher any 
questions that you might have about the study. If you have any questions about your rights 
as a participant in this study, please contact the Research Ethics Office at (905) 721-8668 
ext. 3693 or researchethics@uoit.ca.  

Researcher(s): 
Principal Investigator: 
Barbara Perry, Ph.D. 
Professor, Faculty of Social Science and Humanities 
University of Ontario Institute of Technology 
Email: barbara.perry@uoit.ca 
Telephone: 905-721-8668 
 
Co-Investigators: 
Ryan Scrivens, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor, 
School of Criminal Justice 
Michigan State University 
Email: 
ryan.matthew.scrivens@g
mail.com 
Telephone: 517-355-1855 
 
 

David C. Hofmann, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor, Department of 
Sociology 
University of New Brunswick 
Email: dhofmann@unb.ca 
Telephone: 506-453-466
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External Funder: 
Public Safety Canada’s Community Resilience Fund 
 
Purpose and Procedure: 
The project consists of an expanded environmental scan of the far right movement in 
Canada on the distribution, ideological basis, actions, organizational capacity and 
connectivity of right-wing extremists in this country.. 
We will ask you some general questions about your perceptions of the local environment 
with respect to right-wing extremism. We will follow these up with additional questions 
about the nature of extreme-right ideologies, potential motives, organizational capacity, 
public activities, triggers and types of extremist violence, and connections that characterize 
right-wing extremist movements in Canada, with particular attention to recruitment and 
newly emerging actors both online and offline. We will also explore conditions within local 
communities that might enable extremism to emerge. The interview will likely take up to 
an hour. It will be voice-recorded unless you request otherwise. 
 
Potential Benefits: 
Enhanced understanding of the risk posed by right-wing extremism, and the socio-political 
climate that encourages and fosters these types of activities will help researchers, 
practitioners, and policy-makers to better plan programs and initiatives aimed at properly 
identifying and reducing the likelihood and/or intensity of such extremism, and especially 
the threat of extremist violence. 
 
Potential Risk or Discomforts: 
There are no known risks associated with your participation in the research. 
 
Storage of Data: 
Data collection may contain identifying information. As a result, only the Principal 
Investigator, the Co-Investigators, and Research Assistants will have access to the data for 
the study. The de-identified data will be stored on encrypted external hard drives of the 
Principal Investigator and the Co-Investigators and locked in a cabinet in a secure location 
to which only the Principal Investigator and the Co-Investigators have access. In addition, 
all hard copies of the raw data (i.e., digital audio recordings and papers notes) will be stored 
on an encrypted external hard drive and locked in a cabinet in a secure location to which 
only the Principal Investigator and the Co-Investigators have access. Hard copies of data 
(i.e., paper notes) will be transferred to the encrypted external hard drive immediately 
following each interview, locked in the cabinet in the secure location, and the paper notes 
will be destroyed immediately. These secure faculties/locations are hosted at the University 
of Ontario Institute of Technology, Michigan State University, and the University of New 
Brunswick. A key is required to access the Principal Investigator’s and Co-Investigators’ 
offices in which the data will be stored. Only the Principal Investigator and Co-
Investigators have access to the secure cabinet within the offices. 
 
Confidentiality: 
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Your privacy shall be respected. No information about your identity will be shared or 
published without your permission, unless required by law. Confidentiality will be 
provided to the fullest extent possible by law, professional practice, and ethical codes of 
conduct. Please note that confidentiality cannot be guaranteed while data are in transit over 
the Internet. As a result, we will not allow anyone to access the information, except people 
directly involved in conducting the research. We will only use the information for the 
purposes of the research described in this form. Further, only the Principal Investigator and 
the Co-Investigators will have access to the raw data for the study. We will also protect the 
information by de-identifying all data. All names that are discussed during the interviews 
will be replaced with a coded number, stored by and accessible only to the researchers, and 
no other identifying attribute information from the individual will be maintained. 
Information from this environmental scan may be published or made publicly available in aggregate 
form, but will not identify individual participants or their experiences. 
 
Right to Withdraw: 
Your participation is voluntary, and you can answer only those questions that you are 
comfortable with answering. The information that is shared will be held in strict confidence 
and discussed only with the research team. If you withdraw from the research project at 
any time up to the point of publication of our findings, any data that you have contributed 
will be removed from the study and you need not offer any reason for making this request. 
Even after we have begun the interview, you can decide to quit at any time and we will 
destroy our notes and erase the recording if you so wish. There are no consequences for 
withdrawal. Note that it is difficult, if not impossible, to withdraw results once they have 
been published or otherwise disseminated. 
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Compensation: 
There is no compensation for participating in the current study. 
Debriefing and Dissemination of Results: 
Results from this project will be broadly disseminated through various types of 
publications (i.e., journal articles, briefing papers, executive summaries, op-eds, etc.) and 
also through public workshops and symposia. You will be informed of the results of the 
study and, if interested, we will share those results with you. 
Participant Concerns and Reporting: 
If you have any questions concerning the research study or experience any discomfort 
related to the study, please contact the Principal Investigator, Barbara Perry, at (905) 721-
8668 x. 3411 or barbara.perry@uoit.ca. 
Any questions regarding your rights as a participant, complaints or adverse events may be 
addressed to Research Ethics Board through the Research Ethics Office – 
researchethics@uoit.ca or 905.721.8668 x. 3693. 
By consenting, you do not waive any rights to legal recourse in the event of research-related 
harm. 
Consent to Participate: 
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You can consent to participate in the current study via (1) written consent, (2) oral consent, 
or in some cases, (3) online consent. Please select one of the following options below. 
Written Consent 
1. I have read the consent form and understand the study being described; 
2. I have had an opportunity to ask questions and my questions have been answered. I am 

free to ask questions about the study in the future;  
3. I freely consent to participate in the research study, understanding that I may 

discontinue participation at any time without penalty. A copy of this Consent Form has 
been made available to me. 

 
___________________________________ _______________________________ 
(Name of Participant)    (Date) 
__________________________________   _______________________________ 
(Signature of Participant)   (Signature of Researcher) 
Oral Consent  
1. I have read the consent form to the participant they have indicated that he/she 
understands the study being described. 
2.  The participant has had an opportunity to ask questions and these questions have 
been answered. The participant is free to ask questions about the study in the future. 
3.    The participant freely consents to participate in the research study, understanding that 
he/she may discontinue participation at any time without penalty. A physical/digital 
Consent Form has been made available to him/her. 
________________________________ _______________________________ 
(Name or identifier of Participant)  (Date) 
      _______________________________ 
                                       (Signature of Researcher) 
Online Consent 
1. I have read the consent form and understand the study being described. 
2. I have had an opportunity to ask questions and my questions have been answered.  I 

am free to ask questions about the study in the future.  
3. I freely consent to participate in the research study, understanding that I may 

discontinue participation at any time without penalty. A copy of this Consent Form has 
been made available to me.   

I Agree 
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